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THREE DOLLARS

Thanksgiving Massacres on West Coast

Of Wolves and Men, with Guns

California's:

Owl Creek
BYRAN'DyGHENT

"You better stay away from my
chainsaw!" shouted an angry old
growth faller.

"My hand is on the bar of your
chainsaw, and you better not start it
'cause my hand will be ripped up,"
Earth First!er John Garcia rebutted.
"Take this day off, please, and I'll invite
you to dinner."

Thanksgiving was not the typical
relaxing holiday for Earth First! in
Ecotopia's redwood bioregion. It was
then that we realized what MAXXAM/
Pacific Lumber had resorted to. This
Houston-based mega-corporation be
gan illegally falling giant redwoods and
Douglas firs in Owl Creek on the Friday
after Thanksgiving. The dust didn't
finally settle until the followin~Tues
day, when the court shut down the
operation, well after 100 ancient trees
had fallen. Eighteen activists had been
arrested in two days of nonstop direct
action.

Owl Creek Grove, at just less than
500 acres, lies (but mostly still stands!)
7 miles east of Fortuna, California. It is
the second largest unprotected grove
of ancient redwoods. Roughly half of
the grove, or 237 acres, is included in
the current Timber Harvest Plan that
was entered over the holiday. Owl
Creek has been threatened since 1985,
when Humboldt County's Pacific
Lumber (PL) was taken over with junk
bondsbyMAXXAM's notorious Charlie
Hurwitz, and the greedy corporation
tripled PL's rate of cutting ancient red
wood forests at the expense of the
workers and the ecosystem.

North Coast Earth First!, along with

Oregon's:

Enola Hill
By SLUGTHA"<G

The Enola Hill Campaign has been
Stumptown Earth First!'s most com
plete effort in memory. Large contin
gents from Stumptown, Cheetwood
(Olympia, WA), and Reed College Earth

I First! jumped into action to block the
I logging of a big chunk of a 160-acreI private inholding atop Enola Hill
I within Mt. Hood National Forest. Other
! Earth First! activists from around the

Northwest also pitched in, along with
other Portlanders and some long-time
American Indian liberationists.

Enola Hill is a ridge on the western
slopes of Wy'east (Mount Hood). A

... i small group of activists who live in the
] t largely recreation- and timber-based
~: communities near Enola Hill have been
~<i' workin~ for a decade and a half to stop
':': I increased forest cutting in the "Mt.a
c Hood Corridor," the heavily-traveled-a.. route of Highway 26 on the way from

Maxxamj Pacific Lumber began illegally falling timber in Owl Creek on the Friday I' Portland to Wy'East, along the Sandy,
after Thanksgiving. Zig Zag and Salmon river valleys. Long
many activists from Santa Cruz to Or- "Grab him, he's got a camera" ech- I under dubious "protection" as a scenic
egon, answered the call for direct ac- oed through the giant trees. Another I "viewshed" for the throngs of skiers
tion. "The response and support from logger replied, "I've got him...he's on ! and other recreationists travelling 26,
people coming from all over on short crutches," on having caught Doug I the hills and ridges have been subject
notice was awesome," exclaimed par- Thron, an Earth First! photographer I to more and more visible and not-so
ticipant Dan Close. By saturday night, with a sprained ankle who heroically I' visible cuts.
we were mobilized at our base camp in hobbled out to Owl Creek to document Private, county, state, and Mt. Hood
a public campground a few miles south the destruction. I National Forest lands in: the area have
of Owl Creek. This beautiful site filled One logger, when asked about job I all been impacted by logging. The Mt.
with ancient redwoods was an inspir- security, referred to Headwaters Forest, I Hood forest is a major timber pro
ing source of energy for participants, the largest unprotected ancient red- I ducer, and has been heavily overcut
and was complete with a flOWing river wood grove, as his "retirement plan," I like the rest of the Northwest forests.
and a warm, inviting fire. It was"an and said, "We're go,ma log Headwa" i But looking up and across the valley
excellent base from which to get people ters, and you're gonna have to call in from an east-facing overlook on Enola,
into the woods to confront the loggers the National Guard to stop us." Healso the only human-made scar visible is a
and the destruction their corporation expressed a bit of environmentalism: steep grade cut into rock for route 26 as
was causing. "I'm saving the redwoods.. J didn't it rises toward the southern slopes of

continued on page 5 Hood. No recent clearcuts yet in this
panorama-a rarity for many water
sheds in our besieged forests. The local

continued 011 pas," 6

Aerial shootings ofwolves could begin in
Alaska as early as January in an "effort"
to boost caribou and moose populations
for hunters.

By MICHAEL LEWIS

In a unanimous decision, theAlaska
Board of Game has approved a plan to
kill 300-400 wolves in interior Alaska
in an attempt to increase caribou and
moose populations in selected areas of
the state. The plan calls for Alaska .
Division of Wildlife Conservation of
ficials to conduct aerial shooting of
wolves with shotguns, destroying 80%
of all wolves in two popular caribou
and moose hunting areas.

The decision of the Game Board
comes after years of fierce opposition
from state and national conservation
organizations, including testimony
from state wildlife biologists that wolf
control does not result in a rise of
caribou and moose numbers. The Game
Board bowed to intense pressure from
Alaska hunters and guides to kill wolves
in two areas which are easily accessible
to urban hunters from Anchorage and
Fairbanks, the state's largest population
centers.

Controversy over wolf control in

Alaska came to a head in the early r::::::::::==========........
1980s, when Alaska State Division of
Wildlife Conservation head David
(:tvlachine Gun) Kellyhouse proposed
that state offi"Cials be eqUipped with
automaticweapons to blastwolves from
helicopters and airplanes. The result
ing flood of outrage resulted in a ban
on aerial wolf hunting in the state for
several years. However, under pressure
from Alaska hunting groups, the Board
of Game continued to attempt to re
instate aeriill wolf hunting as a part of
the state's game laws.

In Alaska, the state's 5,000-7,000
wolves are considered big game, and as
such are subject to sport and subsistence
hunting on state-owned land. Wolves·
are protected on federal lands and in
bufferzones around areas such as Denali
Park, but anywhere else in the state,
wolves are actively hunted. From 500
to 1,000 wolves are killed every year,
legally and illegally, and their furs sold
on the open market.

continued on page 6
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Earth First! and Social Justice

THf. W",· Of THE HEAVENS

THE fol'll: SUSONS

The most recent issue of Wild Earth
contained an article entitled "Radical
Environmentalism in the 90s," byaca
demic deep ecologist George Sessions.
In this article, Sessions addresses the
controversy surrounding Earth First!'s
relationship to the struggle for social
justice. We hope to clear the air of
mistaken impressions and to move
beyond the divisive controversy.

In his article, Sessions states: "As
for the future of radical environmen
talism, I find the situation with Earth
First! very distressing. The Green po
litical movement thfQughout the world
has struggled with the problem of
whether to embrace the Age of Ecology
(the new ecocentric consciousness and
paradigm), and rise above the old po
litical/social ideologies (neither left nor
right, but out in front), or whether to
fall back into the leftist rhetoric of
social class struggle. l\lany of the prob
lems within the Green Movement stem
from their inability to deal successfully
with this issue.

"Will the radical environmental
ism of the future move beyond pre
ecological political ideologies and
genuinely put Earth first, or will the
momentum of ecological consciousness
be lost as we regress back to anthropo
centric ideologies and social agendas
which fail to integrate the human so
cial problems into the wider frame
work of the health and
integrity of the Earth?
Will newcomers to the
radical and deep long
range environmental
movements educate
themselves to the his
tory and leading ideas
of ecology and
ecosophy, and thus
understand a genuine
ecocentrism, or will
they continue to bring
their past baggage with
them and demand that
existing radical envi
ronmental organiza
tions conform to their
pre-ecological ideolo
gies and priorities?"

For Sessions those
with a "'social justice'
background," rather
than "adapting to the
ecocentric vision and
agenda of Earth First!,
increasinglydeIllanded
in disruptive ways that
Earth First! adapt itself
to their social priorities.
Dave Foreman tried to reassert the pri
orities of ecocentrism and of putting
the Earth first (human population sta
bilization and reduction, .wilderness,
etc.) in an Earth First! Journal article in
1987, but the leftist social/political
agenda and tactics were soon to drive
many of the more conservation
minded Earth First! leaders out of the
group."

This article was Foreman's para
mount statement delineating the dif
ferences between deep ecology and the
social justice perspective. It is very
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similar in substance, if not tone, to a
speech Dave gave at the 1987 Round
River Rendezvous, printed in this issue
(see page 8). We are in general agree
ment with everything he says. We
choose to print his '87 speech because
it is inspirational, passionate, and an
excellent statement for Earth First!.

George Sessions, along with Dave
Foreman and others, broke from Earth
First! in 1990. This occurred as a result,
in part, of the conflict that Sessions
speaks of. The publication of Wild Earth,
edited by Dave Foreman, followed soon
after this split within Earth FirstL

Controversy also revolved around
"Certain casual remarks by individual
Earth First!ers (made, to some extent,
for their shock value to drive home the
message of how out of balance con
temporary humans are on the planet)
concerning allOWing Ethiopians to
starve, and AIDS as Nature's popula
tion control device... "

The public reaction to these state
ments were damaging to Earth First!,
and especially to Foreman. And the
criticisms were justified, even if
overplayed. However, rather than re
asserting "the priorities of ecocentrism
and of putting the Earth first," as Ses
sions claims, Foreman's statements had
an opposite effect. As amovement,
Earth First! is still feeling the sting of
Foreman's careless public statements,

which were onlyone individual's views
but were widely mistaken to be repre
sentative of every Earth First!er.

More importantly, these statements
seemed to suggest that an acceptance
of human suffering is necessary if we
are to place the Earth first. It is implied,
then, that we must choose between
our commitment to Earth First! and to
social justice. We strongly disagree
with this.

As radical environmentalists, we .
do not accept this choice. As Earth
First!ers, we are aware of the relation-

ship between nature's destruction and
the roots of social injustice, between
human suffering and human destruc
tion of the wild, between the loss of the
wild within all of us and the social
alienation, povertyand oppression that
turns people against people and against
nature. Hence, the end to the human
destruction of nature must coincide
with an end to the oppression of hu
mans by humans.

We also believe that solidarity with
Indians and the struggle with women's
issues, for instance, can exist in our
heads and in our movement, while'
simllitaneously devoting our time and
energies - and our priorities - to
defending the wild. Ignorance, gender
oppression, racism, etc., must not exist
in Earth First! And we are all the more
effective in our work if these social
injustices are nonexistent in our move
ment. By maintaining our commit
ment to placing the Earth first, while
also intergrating social justice, we do
not thereby dilute our deep ecology
focus.

Earth First! comes from the heart.
Our inspiration, our motivation, comes
from the Earth and from the wild crea
tures. It is this that moves us, not some
deep ecology scripture. The funda
mentalism that divides the Earth from
humans is a dogma to which we do not
subscribe. We act out of love for the

Earth, and this love
doesn't preclude con
cern for our fellow hu
mans, but may in fact
extend to them.

As Sessions says, we
"need to do some seri
ous soul-searching."
This we have done, and
this we will continue to
do. In fact, this issue of
the Journal is intended
to encourage this soul
searching, in part as a
response to Sessions'
artiCle. We extend our
thanks to him.

One who feels it,
knows it. We know the
oppression - the loss
of the nature, the loss
of the wild within and
without. This loss can
not be addressed ad
equately by needlessly
separating the social
crIsis from the earth cri-
sis. Earth First! is all the
more radical today as a
result.

The Journal staff:

Tim Ballard
Jacob Bear
Lara Mattson
Dog Smith
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Opinion
Dear Greenpeace for Brains,

Letter from a Friend
~ -z.. (( /ftf '2- v )3 # ~

Greenpeace is great and gee, they have such neat
toys and hey, they is practically closet Earth Firsters!
A regular flippin' mutual admiration society.

Never mind that long-time Earth First!ers Peter
Bralver while working on the Long Beach "action"
was told by Greenpeacers that he was not welcome
because of his association with the Sea Shepard
Conservation Society.

Oh, let's just forget that Greenpeace is a multi
national ecological corporation that supports the
Mexican slaughter of dolphins and the Faeroese
slaughter of pilot whales.

Butwhat really ticks me off is that Earth First? has
become what Greenpeace became years ago; a
goddamn organization of banner hangers.

Look at yourself. Page one of Samhain 92 has a
banner and a protest sign... Page two drapes a placard.
More banners on pages six and seven. A banner
hanging from a tree on page nine. Protest signs on
page 28. Bumper stickers galore on page 33.

So you proved that you all are literate. I can see
the Freddies shuddering in their boots now. And
those longshoremen down in Long Beach, I betcha
they really took a fright from those warnings about
GATT.

What a bunch of first rate prima donna com
promisinglilly livered wimps. "Stop logging or we're
going to hang a fucking banner in front of you," or
"Read my protest sign Earth raper."

Closet Earth First!er my ass. The present crowd in
Missoula putting out this pablum on your tree fleshed
rag are closet Greenpeacers. The real Earth Firsters!
are now writing for and publishing Wild Earth hav
ing been dislodged by the anti-tree spiking anti
monkeywrenching crowd of vermin with their oh so
fucking holier than thou politically eorrect agenda of
anthropocentric trivialities.

Shit

Fer

Dear Mike, Dan Hublg

I'm glad you put an article on GAIT in the Mabon
issue. Yesterday the North American Free Trade Agree
mentwas "initialed"byMexico, Canada and the US. GAIT
is not a "done deal" yet, but (and I hate to say this because
I try very hard to be positive) I believe it will be.

We're going to have to fight GAIT in the streets,
literally. By the time most people learn enough about
GAIT to oppose it, it will be too late. This, of course, is
planned by those it benefits since they own the major
media. It's beyond me how politicians running for na
tional office who are concerned about jobs can actually
support GAIT, but theydo. Local reps are'more critical (at
least here in Vermont), butthe decisions aren't being made
locally. At every event I've attended in the past' few
months, GATT was a major focus - evenifit wasn't on the

': agenda. For example, at a conference supported by Rep.
'Bernie Sanders called "Building a Women's Agenda", I
spent a major portion of my workshopansweririg ques
tions about GAIT, helping people understand what it
would mean to our lives if/when it is passed. They were
pissed, just as people always are when they learn the facts.

Everyone wants to know what to dO,,.a,nd this is the
hard part. Of courseyou can write to yourelected represen-.
tatives, but that's not really doing anything. My answer to
this question assumes that GATT will be passed. Even if it
doesn't happen this year or next year, some version of free
trade will go into effect and we ail know who it will benefit
and who will be hu:rt. .

We're going to have to disengage our local and re
gional economies from the national and international
economies. We're going to have to create sustainable,
ecologically sane, decentralized (community-based)
economies. We're going to have to live wherewe live. Earth
Firstlers don't have a problem with this. The problem is
most people simply don't believe it's possible. People are
conditioned to lookelsewherefor solutions. People see our
connections to national and international markets as
inevitable and desirable. It's how business"competes" and
people generaUyaccept (i.e; don't question) the "fact" that
local/regional business can't "compete" with multination
als. wbetherthis is "right" or not, whether it really serves

Keep it up. Hang banners while the Earth burns.
For myself, I would rather see the old Earth First! not
the sanitized Greenpeace-influenced, soon to be
Greenpeace-contrblled Earth First!

Thank Gaia that I still have a crew of passionate
ass-kicking eeo-buccaneers who ain't afraid to ram
and sink ocean raping pirates and remain proud to be
warriors without having to worry that they may be
offending some politically eorrect agenda that de
fines radical environmentalism by socialist or anar
chist criteria.

And liey, if you don't like what I'm saying, then
by all means, go hang a banner from the mast of my
ship. I'm sure that you'll scare the tar out of me by
doing so. Hell, if I get really scared, I'll flash a picket
sign at you or perhaps mail off a petition to plead and

What really ticks me off
is that Earth First?

has become what Creenpeace
became years ago,

a goddamn organization of
banner hangers..

whine for understanding.
Actually, Greenpeace once picketed one of our

ships in Honolulu. They accused us of being racism
for our opposition to Japanese dolphin killing: We
feltso-o-o guilty which is why, I guess that we broke
their signs in two and slashed this oh so cute inflat
able whale balloon to pieces. A couple of them
actually cried and threatened to call the "dread,
shudder" media on us.

Get real and get a lif~. This· planet is under siege.

the needs of people in a community isn't the issue, even
though it should be. Progress is progress. We have become
(again this isn't news for EFI) a nation of zombies, pacified
1:>Y media and shopping malls, kept too busy "making ends
meet", ca\lgrlt in a rat race that never ends. As a nation, we
have lost our will and we have lost our heart. And we are
in the process of losing our soul.

We cannot solve the crises precipitated by GATT and
related tyranny intellectually. These have to be solved
with our hearts and souls. While we can and must discuss
strategy and offer models' for taking back our economic
power that work (really!), we must go deeper because we
have to move beyond peoples fears.

Right now people need to understand the corporate
web that attempts to control every aspect of our lives ~
and very often succeeds: We need to know who the enemy
is. We need to get this information out beyond our own
circles, beyond our own publications. We need to put our
faces on the exploiters and the exploited. A good way to
help people understand the implications of "free trade" is
to let folks know about the maquiladora industry. Since
1965·a free zone has been operating south of the U.S';
Mexican border. 90% of the factories there are owned by
U.S.-based TNCs. 2/3 of the workers are women between
the ages of 17 and 2S.

We have severed our connection to each other that is
based on our connection to the land. We must rebuild,
reconnect, become strong. If we have susJainable, local
econoinies that produce the goods/services needed by
community members, we can thumb our noses at corpo
rations and governments. If they cut us off, so what? We
won't starve, we won't freeze- our security will be in our
relationships with each other and with the land. By
disengaging a portion ofour economic activ4ties from the
federal- monetary system by instituting barter networks
and community currencies, we can "earn" fewer fed_eral
dollars and still have a high quality of life. We can explore
ways of engaging in fair trade with other regions and
nations, rather than exploitive "free trade".

Regarding jobs, there's more than enough work to be
done in restoration, conservation, energy-related areas,
education and cleaning up the shit created by the military
industrial complex. People are afraid and don't know
where to start or, even if it's pOSSible, to walk a different
path. My optimism isn't in hoping Congress will see the
light and veto GAIT. My optimism lies with peoplewilling
to fight for the Earth on the many front lines being drawn,
whether defending old-growth, fighting darns, defending
biodiversity or working in communities to create alterna
tives to business-as-usual.

Despite much evidence to the contrary, I continue to
believe there is hope for us. We aren't all going to make it,
though. If you think times are hard now, just wait. Earth
is going to do many of us in as she cleanses herself; we will
do many of ourselves in as we fight each other and poison
the planet. I'm not a survivalist. What will be will be. But
I'minto healing and that's where I'm puttingmy ~nergy.

Healing relationships, building community and building
bridges of understanding where I can.
For the Earth,
Susan Meeker-Lowry

Species and habitat eradication is escalating. This
ain't fun and games, this war; like in planetary
survival against a violent, greedy, hell-bent-on-col
lective -suicide enemy.

Did Washington hang banners at Valley Forge to
stop the British? Did B-S2 bombers drop picket signs
and petitions to defeat the Nazi regime? Did Gandi
(sic) triumph against the British Raj without suffer
ing casualties? Did the Lakota go down to defeat
without fighting and dying and striving? No, no, no.
They· fought, they defended, they attacked, they
suffered, they won some and lost some but they put
their life and freedoms on the line and they proudly
stood their ground.

One thing they did not do was hang fucking
banners or dress up in animal costume and prance
about like eeo-defense was some sort of masquerade
dance and comedy routine. Do you people realize
how embarrassing it is to share a movement with
animal crackers, human billboards and mall vomit
ing protesters? Lets see a little courage, a little pride
of character and an approach that demonstrates
some commanding respect for this liVing Earth, this
mother of us all and her children. If you're not
prepared to fight for her honour, her integrity and
herfuture then for her sake get the fuck off the pot
unless you're prepared to take a shit.

When you are prepar~d, you'll realize that ban
ners are good for one thing only - to wipe your ass.

Most Sincerely Yours,

Captain Paul Watson
Sea Shepard Conservation
Society

Editor's Note: Susan Meeker-Lowry is the director of Catalvst,
an organization which advocates sustainable emnomic.~. Sill' is
the author of "Economics As IfThe Earth Really Mattered"
and the upcoming "Breaking The Corporate Grip". To
subscribe to Catalyst's magazine or to order tlleir otller publ i
cations write to: Catalyst, P.O. Box 1308, Montpelier, vr
05601, (802) 223-79,43.

Dear SFB,
InMontana we live behind the Bovine Curtain where

anything critical of the livestock industry is censured. The
decision by the Beaverhead National Forest to continue
the degradation of public resources on the Upper Ruby
Allotment to benefit welfare ranchers is a case in point.
Consider the follOWing: .

1. The FS's own analysis showed that termination of
all grazing on the Upper Ruby would have had the greatest
benefits for soils, water quality, riparian areas. wildlife and
even economics (the taxpayer's pocketbook, not the
ranchers.)

2. Each of Montana's Congressional Delegation ac
tively took up the cause of the ten welfare ranchers that use
our lands for their personal profit, and to one degree or
another tried to influence the Forest Service's decision to
make sure thatthe agency did not favor the landscape and
taxpayers over the livestock industry.

3. When the EPA questioned whether the current plan
would resolve water quality problems in a timely and cost
effective manner, they too were silenced by the welfare
ranchers' lackies in Congress. As John Mumma and
Loraine Mitizmeyer learned, you don't ignore demands
from special interests represented by the Congressional
delegation if you want to keep your job. Anyone who
claims the Upper Ruby decision was based on what is best
for the land is deceiving the public.

4. Under the proposed alternative improvements in
range condition will be slow to'nonexistent with decades
reqUired to bring about riparian recovery, and only in
some places. Furthermore, the FS's own analysis demon
strated that there will continue to be negative impacts on
wildlife, soils, water quality, and recreation. This includes
potential conflicts with grizzlies and wolves (the preferred
alternative calls for increasing sheep grazing in this area),
and it failed to consider sheep impacts on potential big
horn sheep reintroduction possibilities, and it continues
to permit degradation of fisheries.

What is particularly irksome about the proposed"so
lution" is that it requires miles of new fencing, dozens of
water developments, sagebrush control and other ma
nipulation of the landscape, all done at taxpayer expense.
In essence, the public will be paying to make our public
lands a better feedlot for someone else's livestock. Is that
what public lands are all about?

Anyone who believes that "better livestock manage
ment" is the solutionto livestock-created impacts should
rethink what this means. It requires greater taxpayer
subsidies and greater manipulation of our land, merely to
protect the profits of a few private commercial users of our

continued on page 35
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A HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

THE BATTLE 'FORMOUNT GRAHAM
By JEAN EISENHOWER

and by 1986 had concluded that Mount
Graham was indeed a very inferior site.
But, political pressure being what it is,
UA was able to convince Kitt Peak to
suppress the report-until someone
inside leaked the information to aCtiv
ists. The news was finally publicly
released in 1987 that only 56%of nights
on Mount Graham are even suitable
for astronomy. While "peak seeing
time" was excellent, it was only for
four to seven days a year. UA public
relations machinery proved that might·
lnakes right, as they were able to ob
scure thiS information in the general.
media and convince local people that
Mount Graham was an exceptional
site for astronomy, worth the public
cost and long-term. impacts.

In 1987, with a number of Mount
Graham species under study for
threatened, endangered and sensitive
status, the Mount Graham red sqUirrel
was listed as an endangered species
over the desperate and hilarious objec
tions of the University. At one point,

cies for a unique sky island, a relic 01 .

Pleistocene spruce-fir forest at the top
ofthe mountain which has been evolv
ing nearly untouched since the last iCE
age 11,000 years ago. But the }vIoun!
Graham red squirrel-a key compo
nent in a world-class museum of evolu
tionary science, the animal whose fate
the UA had argued the Forest Service
should entrust to them alone-soon
became a trivial rodent to UA public
relations machinery.

Secretary of the Interior, Manua]
.Lujan, made national headlines when
he said, "I don't .know the difference
between a red sqUirrel and a brown OnE'

and a black one." But most of America
may not have understood the stupidity
of that statement, and the only legal
tool left for environmentalists to use
was made anational joke.

. Another lie UA began professing
early on regards the pristine nature ot
the mountain. They convinced the
public that Mount Graham was already
developed. Theygeneralized about the
impacts of the mountain in total, which
has seen logging and road building and.
extensive recreation in the lower eleva
tions, and implied that those impacts

applied to the upper 2,000 feet of
the mountain, which they do not.

The University convinced tht,
local public that their project was'
small. Hirtwas invited along with
UA's public relations man, Steve
Emerine, to speak to the Demo
crats of Greater Tucson. Hirt de
scribes Emerine: "He stood up
there, with a straight face, pulled
out of his pocket a dime, tossed it
on this large conference table,

. andsaid,·'There. That's how much
space we're taking up. The dime
on that table represents the size
of our project's impact on the
mountain.' Great public relations
stunt, but it completely misrepre
sents the entire issue."

UA had begun throWing
around the figure "8.6 acres out
of a total 11,000 acres of squirrel
habitat," and convinced many
people .that environmentalists
were getting all excited about
nothing. In fact, the entire project
approved by Congress is for 27

. acres (only the first stage is 8.6
acres); the lost and degraded
habitat because of destroyed for
est canopy would be four times
that, or 112 acres; the real issue is
Pleistocene old-growth' forest,
which numbers only 400 acres,
not 11,000; and the 112 .acres
they want are in the heart of that

400 acres of best red sqUirrel habitat
and relic forest. But numbers don't
make for good TV and people remem
bered th'edime on thetable.

Activists during this time were
working within the system. Theywere
participating in public hearings,
speaking, organizing letter-writing
campaigns, and demonstratioris.
Twice, word hit the news that some
property destruction had occurred.
Once, a trailer on the mountain peak
burned. Then, some damage was done
to' a small test-telescope, presumably
by someone throwing a rock. Aside
from those two events, claimed by no
activist, .all protest. has been non-de
structive.

RED.
SquiRREL

.~.

UA begged the Forest Service not to list
the sqUirrel because they said theycould
do a better job of recovering it from the
brink ofextinction-by bulldOZing flat
areas for the sqUirrels to build their
nests, providing artificial miQdens with
styrofoam cone caches, supplying them
with peanuts, etc. They were booed
from the auditorium and the Forest
Service rejected their ideas.

Having lost the battle with the re
gional Forest Service officials, the
project developers enlisted the Arizona
congressional delegation to represent
them to the Forest Service in DC. There,
according to a General Accounting Of
fice investigation report .years later,
they were told by the Forest Service
ChiefDale F. Robertson, that the project
could not be built if it went through
the legal channels. The University and
Arizona congressmen then turned their
efforts toward congress for special leg
islation to circumvent the entire body
of our nation's environmental laws.

One million dollars was paid to the
most powerfui lobbying firm in DC:
Patton, Boggs and Blow (the same firm
that lobbied for the Nicaraguan
contras). In the final hours of the

extended 100th congressiomil session
in 1988, with everyone exhausted and
desperate to go home, they tacked a
rider on another environmental bill.
Arizona congressmembers told their
peers that UA's ten years of good-faith
work within the system had failed.only
because of bureaucracy. Theyprom
ised that this law would only expedite
what the system intended .and would
not in anyway negate the intention of
the National Environmental Policy ACt
(NEPA) or Endangered Species Act. It
passed. Years later, UA lawyers would
argue before the courts that the law did
indeed exempt them fro~ all epviron
mental oversight, setting anew legisla
tive precedent in the United States.

. NEPA was clearly circumvented,
but because of a lack of clarity in the
new legislation, activists thought they
might still have the Endangered Species
Act left to fight the battle. Manyactiv
ists had never heard of the red sqUirrel,
but qUickly learned about:the species.

The red sqUirrel is an indicator spe-

"Machiavellian," "liars," and "paid selection for telescopes, then produced
guns," are just a few of the terms Paul a study of all the continentaltelescope
Hirt uses without hesitation to describe sites in the western U.S., and found
the administrators of the Mount Gra- Mount Graham to be number 39 on a
ham Astrophysical Observatory. Hirt list of 60 potential sites.
earned his Ph.D. in US History and Hirt says of the University, "They
Environmental Policyatthe University· [administrators] started slandering
ofArizona (UA), sponsorofthe project, Roger Lins and the study, saying thatit
an 18-telescope proposal. Hirt became . was inadequate and inappropriate.
involved in this issue long before it .Then they engaged in their own biased
became controversial. study. Two astronomers within the UA

UA administrators often cite ten piled up paper upon paper into a big
years of failed effort working within thick document to 'prove' Mount
the system as their reason for having Graham was number one. They had all
needed to circumvent the law with these strange criteria like 'Is it devel
special legislation in 1988. In 1983 the opable?' 'Is it close to the UA?' and
Smithsonian Institute, one of the origi- 'Can we control the site?' Their studies
nal project partners (whiCh has since were so flawed, they cOilld never get it
dropped out), first approached Paul pUblished. They couldn't even geUt
Hirt. They offered to support the Ari- peer-reviewed. But they told all the
zona Wilderness Coalition, which he media and all the politicians that Lins'
represented, on some wilderness study was flawed and theirs was right.
boundaries if the Coalition would sup- Local papers don't pay their reporters
port them with room for "two tele- to investigate news releases, and no
scopes" on Mount Graham. Hirt was body checked, except for the more
hesitant about seJting aside any more academic papers which aren't widely
mountain peaks for astronomy in read."
southern Arizona, but was finally Back in 1984, Kitt Peak had placed
convinced that only two telescopes, site-testing instruments on both the
with tight restrictions, would be a . Mount Graham and Mauna Kea sites,
reasonable and politically pro-
ductive trade. .

"I found out a year later,'~

Hirt explains, "that at the very
time they were talking to me
about two telescopes on Mount
Graham, they and their part
ner, the University of Arizona,
were drawing up the 18-tele
scope proposal and submitting
it to the Forest Service." For
years, the University referred
to the Coalition's acceptance
of those two telescopes on
Mount Graham to indicate en
vironmentalists' support for
their project.

By 1985 the partners had
convinced the Forest Service to
try to sJip this mammoth
project past the public without
going through the proper pro
.cedures. The Forest Service
produced a Plan which in
cluded an IS-telescope project

- with dormitories, parking lots,
and other support facilities on
3,500 acres covering Inore than
one mountain peak-Without
any environmental assessment.
The environmental impact of
this massive project was de
scribed in only two paragraphs,
listing "some impact on some
wildlife species" and "a nega-
tive impact on visual re
sources." The public howled, and the
Forest Service agreed to do it over.

Two years lateI', the Forest Service
finished a draft Environmental Impact
Statement on the Mount Graham As
trophysical Observatory project, and
conceded that the environmental
consequences would be so enormous
that they could only approve five
telescopes on one peak. UA was furi
ous,buttheyhad been busy behind the
scenes.

UA was working to create a popu
lar bandwagon effect, first by pulling
political strings-and then through
'slander and more lies. UA convinced
Kitt Peak Observatories to announce
that they were considering Mount
Graham as a site for the world's iargest
optical infrared telescope'-even
though they had already decided to
put it on Mauna Kea in Hawaii. This
political move so angered one member
of the site selection team, Roger Lins,
.that he qUit the committee. Lins,a
nationally renowned expert on site
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ALF Attacks ADC in Utah

In its sixth r.aid since June, 1991,
the Animal Liberation Front (ALF) has
claimed responsibility for the recent
attacks on Animal Damage Control
(ADC) facilities in Utah. Ort October
24; 1992 at the USDA Animal Damage
Control Predator Research Facility (PRF)
in Milville, Utah, and at ADC Project
Leader Fredrick F. KnowltonJs office at
Utah StateUniversityJsfederally funded
coyote research facility in Logan, ALF
activists released coyotes and started
fires resulting in over $100 J000 in dam
age.

The US Department of Agriculture

(USDA) facility held more than 100
coyotes used in behavioral research

.. studies for the Animal Damage Con
trol program. ALF cut holes in pens,
releasing 29 coyotes, and started a fire
in the lab which destroyed a third of
the facility, causing seriOUS damage to
the rest of the vivisection laboratory.
ALF was alerted to the presence of the·
coyotes by USU students. The USDA
claims it studies coyote behavior to
help sheep and cattle growers.

.Over the last 70 years, the ADC has
maintained a relentless and ruthless
war against native predators. On be-

half of sheep and cattle producers, the
ADC has designed and developed
predator control tactics such as snares,
leg~hold traps, bait, and sterilization.
To prevent financial loss to livestock

. interests who graze public lands, ADC
has slaughtered millions of coyotes,
wolves, bobcats, faxes, and cougars in
a massive poisoning and gunning cam
paign across the WesL

After setting fire to the PRC, ALF
moved on to theUtah State University
campus where Knowlton's office is lo
cated. Just fifty yards from the police
station, raiders entered his office and
began confiscating records detailing
the illegal dumping of over two tons of
radioactive coyote bodies, losses of ra
dioactive-· collared goats in field ex
periments, and tests where coyoteswere
left in leg-hold traps and snares for
over eighteen hours. The documents
detailed the force feeding of toxic poi
sons and records of aerial shootings of
research coyotes. ALF then set a fire in
the office which resulted in an esti
mated $10;000 in damage and de
stroyed much of his research.

This latest raid comes in the niiddle
.of three grand jury investigations into
previous ALF attacks. Grand juries
were convened in Michigan, Oregon
and Washington in early spring and
will run until next winter. .Dozens of
individuals have been questioned and
subpoenaed and one activist,jonathan
Paul, was jailed for contempt on No
vember 3 for refusing to testify before
the grand jury in Spokane..

Grand juries are investigating the
follOWing incidents: a fire at Oregon
State UniversityJs mink research facil
ity in Corvallis Gune, 1991); a fire at
the Northwest Food Farm Cooperative
in Edmonds, Washington Gune, 1991);
a raid at the USDA's Washington State
University research facility (August,
1991); a fire at the MaleckyMink Ranch
in Yamhill, Oregon (December, 1991);
a fire at offices and research facilities at
Michigan State University (February,
1992); and the recent fires at USU.
Combined damage estimates of the
raids total over $1,500,000.

The USU incident is being investi
gated by a task force composed of rep
resentatives from the FBI, the Bureau'
of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, the
Utah Fire Marshal's Office,the USU
Police Department and the county
sheriff's and attorney's offices. No
arrests have been made.

Earth Warriors meet Industry's pawns

it clearly violates the Endangered Spe
cies Act. On top ofthatJthey left their
underlingsin the dark, who told Earth
First! thatPL would not be allowed to
cut over Thanksgiving. "They made
liars out of their regional officials," said
Earth First! activist Darryl Cherney,
referring to the corruption in state
agencies. Cheniey said with frustra-

. tion, "We can't trust anyone anymore
about anythirtg," and he added, "Not·

. that we ever did." Even PLJs head
forester Bob Stevens was left out of the
decision to log. This apparently "bent
his nose out of shape," according to a
PL attorney, because of extenSive ne-

splinter the wood when I felled the
tree. I'm doing my part, I'm saving the
redwoods!"

Dialogues such as· these occurred
throughout the two days of actions, in
which 7~ people participated. One
small affinity group stalled a logger for
three hours with friendly conversation
about worker exploitation and alter
natives to logging ancient forests. Some
loggers were hostile and others quite
friendly. Some couldn't decide how
they felt about us, and changed their
moods back and faith. Outside of
conversation with the old growth fall
ers, the time in the woods was spent
taking photo and video documentation
of the destruction (which was shown
on CNN), and running through the
ancient forest playing"cat and mouse" .
with the loggers in order to both slow
down the cutting and avoid arrest.

On Tuesday morning, eight activ
ists, including one in a wheelchair,
locked doWn to PLJsaccessgate to Owl
Creek. "It helped to have someone in
a wheelchair locked down. It had a
calming effect on the loggers," said
Teri Jasman of Northcoast Earth First!.
"This was fortunate because the frus
trated loggers looked like they couldJve
turned violent." The media was even
intimidated by PUs chief of securityJ
Carl Anderson. The largely' female lack
down affinity group h~d consensed on
avoiding arrest, so they decided on
freedom over arrest when given the
option by the Sheriffs. The gate
lackdown action was a smooth success,
and backed up 25 logging trucks for
well over an hour. .

While Earth First! was out in the
woods, the Environmental Protection
Information Center (EPIC) of
Garberville was handling the legal side.·
EPIC filed the lawsuit that resulted in
the December 1991 decision by the

Owl Creek
.continued from page 1 state appeals court to stop the Owl

Creek Timber Harvest Plan until its
legalitycould be determined. The group
is suing three Ca\ifornia agencies: the
Board of Forestry; the Department of
Forestry (CDF), and the Department of
Fish and Game (DFG). EPIC is filing a
separate lawsuit against the US Fish
and Wildlife Service for refusing to
enforce the Endangered Species Act.

It appears that top officials in state
agencies gave the go-ahead for this
237-acre Timber Harvest Plan although

gotiation work he had gone through to
engineer a deal wi th state agencies over
marbled murrelet habitat.

The marbled murrelet, listed eQ
dartgered statewide and "threatened"
federally, is known to nest in Owl Creek.
The marbled murrelet is a speedy, robin
sized seabird that nests in only the
upper canopy of coastal ancient for
ests. The bird needs, among other
things, large, intact groves of ancient
forest, complete canopy closure to pro
tect the young from predation, and

very large
moss-covered
branches in .
the upper
canopy on
which to
nest. The·
moss on the
branch must
be sufficient
to form a nest
for the
we b bed
footed bird
and its
thumb
nail-sized . I

eggs.
These· strict
habitat con

ditions are only met by intact coastal
ancient forests: There is.absolutely no
biological reason to believe you can cut.
in Owl Creek and still have murielet
habitat left, although Fish and Game
insists it is possible a'nd they "agree in
theory to the Timber Harvest Plan."
We know, however, that any c.utting
might transform the grove intounsuit
able habitat, for it is already marginal.
Owl Creek is one of three of the birdJs
known nesting sites in California, al
though their range e'(tends north to
Alaska. .

Thanksgiving was the second time
this year Owl Creek met the chainsaw.

In June, MAXXAM/PL prematurely
. ended murrelet studies and devastated
the grove with a complex network of
roads, strategically designed to destroy
marbled murrelet nesting areas. This
occurred just prior to the federal
"threatened" listing oUhe species. This
operation involved five crews working
over four lZ-hour days, and was finally
stopped by CDF. However, PL was
allowed to remove the downed trees,
destroying any evidence of the "tak
ing" of marbled murrelets. Despite
shutting the operation down, CDF and
Fish & Game never filed charges for
any Violations, so we rallied at CDr's
regional office in Santa Rosa. The ac
tion consisted of guerriIIa theater, a
long talk with CDF officials, and a
symbolic smashing of eggs on their
doorstep, representing the murrelet
murder in.which CDF was an accom
plice.

Two months later, in August, Earth
First! was on the scene once again when
it appeared PL was about to begin log
ging. We constantly held vigil in the
grove.s.o we'd know if cutting started.
Numerous blockades were built, only
to be steamed over by buIIdozers: Fi
nally, a Seattle court came through by
granting federal Endangered Species
Act listing to the Murrelet.

It is ironic that the federal listing
didnJt help stop the ThanksgiVing
massacre. The US Fish and Wildlife
Service refused to lift a finger to enforce
the law. No matter how gOod the laws
are, theyJre all use,lessifthe government
refuses to enforce them. Thank Gaia
for Earth First!

At press time. IvIAXXAM/P.L is
challenging the temporary stay in court,
but EPIC is on the legal offensive.
However, direct action could be needed
any day, since, COTlsidering their past
record, thereJs no telling what PL will
do.
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Alaskan Wolf Kill
continued from page 1

Since Alaska is a huge state with
millions of square miles of completely
undeveloped mountains and forests
(prime wolf territory) the most success
ful form of wolf hunting has involved
airplanes. Hunting wolves from air
planes gives the hunter the advantage
of rapid and easy access to rerpote
territories, with ski-equipped planes
able to lap.d virtually anywhere they
can find a space of open snow. Lakes
and streams are ideal access points for
wolf hunters.

The brave hunters follow wolf
tracks in the snow until they spot the
animals, land, and shoot them before
they can get away. This is the "ethical"
form of wolf hunting, notthe only way
wolves are killed in Alaska.

It was recently revealed that they
plan to use radio collars to track and
kill the wolves. The radio collars were
fitted over a year ago, at the same time
that state officials were assuring the
public that aerial killing of wolves
would be used only as a last resort to
save caribou populations in danger of
extinction. ADF&G officials now ad
mit that the radio c'ollars were fitted in
anticipation of the Game Board's deci
sion.

State biologists revealed that 25
animals were radio collared, each from
a different pack in the area. The collars
will be used to track down the animals
in their home territories, where the
entire pack will be killed by state hunt
ers from helicopters. Chris Smith,
Fairbanks regional supervisor for the
State Divisionof Wildlife Conservation
said, "To the greatest extent possible,
we will be trying to remove entire
packs at the same time. Wewantthisto
be a professional, surgical program."

Since wolf hunters prowl in areas
unwatched by state wildlife officials,
they are completely free to dispense
with the land-and- shoot part of aerial
wolf hunting. It is a well-known prac
tice to locate wolf packs from the air,
swoop down on them and shoot them
from above as they attempt to flee.
Many hunters have even chased wolves
to exhaustion with their aircraft before
landing and killing them. Recently
Jack Frost, a prominent Anchorage
doctor, was convicted of harassing
wolves from the air in this manner and
killing them cruelly with a bOW and
arrow. He was comicted partly on the
basis of recorded radio conversations
with his hunting buddies, bragging
about how he had made the animals
run until exhausted before he landed
and shot them.

Hunters in Alaska hold to the con-

cept that caribou and moose numbers
are primarily held in check by wolves,
as well as the opposite idea that keep- .
ing wolf numbers low will allow their
prey animals to increase proportion
ately. But recent research by state
biologists Vic Van Ballenberghe and
Gordon Haber· has demonstrated that
caribou numbers fluctuate from year
to year, as well as in much longer cycles,
in response to complex environmen tal
factors. Predators such as wolves
respond to these changes by reducing
or expanding their numbers, in bal
ance with the changes in their prey

animals. The number of wolves is al
ways in balance with the number of
caribou. If this were not the case, both
cariboU: and wolves would have long
ago become extin·ct.

Van Ballenberghe and Haber point
to Alaska's caribou herds that have·
steadily increased in number' since
1983, the last year that wolf control
was allowed in Alaska. The caribou
herds have maintained an expanding
population despite increasing wolf
numbers in areas subject to intense
human hunting according to Vic Van
Ballenberghe, "1 have to question wolf
control on that basis alone," he said.

The areas scheduled for aerial wolf
control in Alaska include the ranges of
the Delta caribou herd, between
Fairbanks and the Alaska Range, and
the Forty-mile caribou herd between
Tok, Alaska and the Canadian border.

These two areas are ~asily accessible
by roads and are close to Anchorage
and Fairbanks. Since urban hunters
can drive to these areas in the comfort
of their RVs and four-wheelers, these
two herds are easily affected by human
hunting, and as a result have suffered
population crashes in the past. Hunt
ing groups in Alaska have brought in
tense pressure on the Game Board to
increase the size of these herds from
their current level of 27;000 animals to
over 70,000 by the year 2000. "We feel
we are going to create a wildlife.spec
tacle on a par with the major migra-

Hons in East Africa, "said David
Kelleyhouse. "Mom and Pop from
Syracuse can come up here and
see something that they can't see any
where else on Ea~th."

In order to remove themselves from
the enormous public controversy en
gendered by wolf· control proposals,
the Board of Game organized a wolf
management advisory group, com
posed of representatives from hunting
and trapping groups, as well as state
agencies and conservation organiza~

tions. Over a period of two years, this
group met periodically arid took testi- .
mony from experts in the field ofwild
life management, as well as the public,
and developed a wolf management
plan.' Their proposal called for
a regionaI examination of the state's
caribou, moose, and wolf populations,
and recommended methods to deter- .

mine the need for any wolf control
· measures. They stressed that wolf con·

trol measures should be undertaken
only as a last resort, when caribou
numbers had decreased to a point that
recovery was unlikely in a reasomiblt
period of time.

The Board of Game completely ig
nored the recommendations of its own
adVisory pariel, and ordered a wolt
control program to be undertaken in
two areas immediately, with other ar·
eas slated for wolf killing based on th<
"success" of this program. Board of
Game members are appointed by th(·
governor, and Wally Hickel has packed
the board with hunting advocates an,:
pro-development appointees. Hickel
has also replaced state agency heads
since his election with"old white men'
selected straight from development and
energy extraction industries. The De
'partments of Fish and Game, Natural
Resources, and Environmental Con
servation are headed byproponents of
maximum development.

The wolf killing program will be
organized byMachineGun Kellyhouse.
the same Division of Wildlife Conser
vation official who advocated the use
of automatic weapons. Kellyhouse is
well acquainted with wolf killing, sinc{'
he was an avid wolf hunter before he
became officially sanctioned by the
state. He survived two plane crashes
while attempting to hunt wolves from
the air in the days before it was, ternpo
rarily, illegal. Now he will have official
approval to continue his favorite sport
at state expense,

Killing wolves from aircraft is the
cruelest and most inhumane form of
hunting that exists. The animals an'
caught unaware, usually in a pack at a
recent kill. The small airplane burst~

into the clearing, skimming .the tree·
tops as the hunter leans out the open
doorway. The wolves scatter, tryin~

desperately to reach the shelter 0;

nearby trees, but their panicked fligh:
is slowed by deep snow. The terrifyinF
roar of the airplane sweeps behinc
them, pursuing them until the firs1
load of buckshot rips into their bad
and flanks, sending them tumbling in
a spray of bloody snow. The first shot
rarely kills. As the mortally wounded
wolf rolls in the snow, snapping at it~·

damaged back and useless legs, th(
plane swings around for another run 01

lands to discharge its bloodthirsty oc
cupants. If the wolf is lucky, they wit

· !,ill it immediately. The slaughterec
animals are skinned, and their bone<
and flesh are left for the ravens ant
other scavengers.

conitnued on page 17

Enola Hill
Actions'
continued from page 1

activists, Earth First!ers and others from
the Portland area are trying to hold the
line at Enola.

Most of Enola Hill is National For
est land, except for two adjacent
inholdings, including the controversial
area being logged. Northeast of Enola
(above and behind it as viewed from
Highway 26) stretches the Mt. Hood
Wilderness, which is mostly high-el:
evation rock, meadow, and glacier. The
only road up to Enola is a contested
road through the inholding, which also
leads to a trailhead into the Wilderness,
linking up to the Pacific Crest Trail.
Since 1980, when the project was first
proposed, Michael]onesofR,hododen-.
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dron and other local residents have under the restrictions of the so-called
been fighting a planned federal timber timber "compromise" which limited
sale on Enola. administrative and legal appeals, Na-

Although indigenous people have tive and non~Nativeactivists went to
been. using the area for thousands of court to block the action because of its
years for customary religious and other potentiallydevastating cultural iinpact.
purposes, our pals in the USFS have Judge Owen Panner ruled that be
repeatedly refused to recognize the cause the FS didn't notify concerned
cultural significance of the area. citizens about the action; the IS-day
Michael Jones, a local history enthusi- limit on filing suit didn'fapply. In legal
ast as well as a steadfast ecodefender, negotiations, the FS agreed to withdraw
learned through conversations with the sale (virtually unprecedented) and
local Native "Americans" that Enola to hire an anthropologist to do an
had a special place in the cultural tradi- "ethnographic study" or "<cultural re
tions of their people. It had been used sources survey" of Enola.
for gathering medicinal plants, for cer- This document still has not been
emonial hunts and for vision questsr_-releasedafter two years. Sources say the
He took this information to the Timber original report, too favorable to Native
Service, along with the usual ecologi- interests, was sent back by Euro
cal and aesthetic reasons for not cut- American cultural supremacists to be .
dng perfectly good forest areas, but the rewritten. Recently the Forest Service
project went forward: When the sale referred to the report aJ)d continued to
was finally offered and sold in 1990 assert that there are no' sites to protect

on Enola, against continuous and
growing testimony to the contrary by
Native people themselves. Of course
we don't need to belabor the implica
tions of all this in this SOOth anniver
sary year of cultural arrogance, theft,
and destruction, and in the context of
th'e broader movement to.protect Na
tive cultural use areas from No G-O
Road to Big Mountain, Mount Graham,
Medicine Wheel,. the Black Hills~and

.all the berry-picking; ceremonial, pIant
gathering, fishing, hunting, burial,
camping, healing, and oth.er sites in
between.

The immediate point of contention
is a US Timber Service road which ac
cesses the private inholding. The FS
granted a permit to Caffal Brothers
Forest Products to use the road to haul
logs off their clearcutting operation.

· Although permits are reqUired ·for
"co~mercial use" of the road, the FS

conitnued on page 17.



-National Lawyers Guild

WHAT EVERYONE SHOULD
KNOW ABOUT GRAND JURIES

"Grand jury cases are often
won or lost on the strength of commu

nity support fot witnesses
rather than the excellence ofargument

or even the legal merit of the
attorney's position."

Subpoena
, By JACOB BEAR

end of the line. The moral of the story
- be polite to the courts, but keep up
a determined resistance every step of
the way.

The grand jury room is a treacher
ous environment. You will face the
jurors and the lawyer for the prosecu
tion ALONE, without media, support
ers, or even your own attorney. Even
the judge won't be present. The pros
ecutor may try to trick you, cajole you,
scare you, or exhaust you. She or he
may ask you seemingly innocuous
questions to trick you into giving up
your Fifth Amendment rights.

You are allowed to leave the room
and consult with your laVv-yer. Do this
after every question. Write down what
the prosecutor asks, then excuse your
self. You maydo this until theprosecu
tor gets an explicit order from the judge
telling you not to do so. Take advan
tage of this right. It will keep you from
falling into a trap, disrupt the
prosecutor's momentum, buy time, and
give you a break from the oppressive
atmosphere of the grand jury roOIll.

Ifyou refuse to testify and are jailed
for civil contempt, stay strong! Most
likely, the best way to gain your release
is through a Grumbles motion, named
after an individual whose resistance
was adamant. This motion states that,
since you clearly aren't going to speak,
it is pointless for the judge to jail you in
an attempt to force you to do so.
Therefore, your imprisonment can be
construed as a punishment, and :;ince
vou haven't been c'onvicted - or even
~ccused - of any crime, it is unlawful
for you to be held.

We need to know as much as we
can about the grand jury system, as
soon as we can. You maybe subpoe
naed just a few days or weeks before
you're actually reqUired to appear, and
in one case a man was subpoenaed
with only an hour's warning. The time
to prepare is now.

Use the materials listed at the end
of this article. Every activist should
read the pamphlet "If An Agent
Knocks." If you think there's even a
remote possibility you'll ever be sub-
poenaed, you should read the first
chapter of Representation of Witnesses
Before Fedeml Grand juries. Anyonewho
expects to be'subpoenaed should study
this book in depth (the introduction
tells which chapters are relevant to
political groups). Our ignorance gives
the investigators power. The more we:
know, the morewe can monkeywrench
their efforts. In doing so we'll protect
ourselves and those who come after us,
freeing up more time and energy to do.
our real work, defending all that is still,
wild. '

ACTIVISTS TAILED!:
At press time, a federal judge de-,

nied an appeal to the civil contempt
charge, placing Jonathan Paul in jaU
indefinately.
Lettersof support can be sent to:

Jonathan Paul
Spokane County Jail
1100 W. Mallon
Spokane, WA 99260

Anyone who wants to help distrib
ute information on activists who have
been jailed for refusing to testify, write
letters to the courts, contact local me
dia on the issue, or contribute money
to these efforts should contact the Ac
tivist Support Group, PO Box 13765,
Portland, OR 97213.

Sources: Representation of Witnesses Before
Federal Grand Juries b)' th/' National Lawyers

. Guild.; The Grand Jury b)' Lero)! D. Clark; "I(an
AgentKnocks", available for S1 (or 75 cents in bulk
orders of50 or more) from the Center (or Constitu
tional Rights, 666 Broadwa,', New York,N1' 10002,
212-614-6464. See also /:flt' following Journal
articles: "When a Fedaal Agent Knocks-Don'r
Talk" (Litha 92), "FBI Targets ALF ACti,'ists"
(Mabon 92), "FBI ALERT" (Lughnasadh 92): Ar
ticles by Ken Olson ofth/' Moscow-Pullman Daily
News prQvided backgrolJnd infonnation (or this ar-
tide. ' ,

city far from where you live. This is
done to isolate witnesses from familiar
people and surroundings, in order to
break them down. Contactthe nearest
US Marshall's office, and ask that they
give you money in advance for your

, travel expenses, even though they are
neither reqUired nor likely to provide'
these' funds in advance. Assert your
rights aggressively. Be sure to request
compensation for food and lodging
expenses. If you have kids, ask for
childcare expenses for the time you're
gone.

Carefully consider whether or not,
and when, you intend to testify. It has
become clear that we as a movement
are being targeted. By refusing to tes
tify or otherwise cooperate, we show
our strength and solidarity. If wit
nesses consistently refuse to testify,
investigators will have a hard time dis
tinguishing the hard-core activists from
those who are less involved, and it will'
be difficult for them to single out indi-

vidual targets for harassment. Keep in
mind that vou may be jailed in civil
contempt, but also keep in mindthatif

, enough people refuse to cooperate, the
cOl,lrt can't put everyone in jail.

Even if you have nothing to hide
regarding the issue that is currently
beinginvestigated, be aware that you
can be asked things that have no bear
ing on the matter at hand. Think! Do
you have any information that could
be used to incriminate you or anyone
you've ever known or worked with,
that could be used to disrupt or dis
credit your movement, that cquld hu-

, miliate or embarrass anybody in your
group or organization? Are you ready
to provide this information to the feds?

Should you decide that, you are
gOIng to testify, you should not do so
until you have asserted the Fifth
Amendment, been granted immunity,
raised every possible objection, and
have been threatened with ciVil con-

tempt. The
time all this
takes incurs
extra work
and expense
for the courts.
When a
grand jury
has been
formed to ha
rass' activists
or to gather,

'trivial infor
mation, the agencies involved may
decide the effort isn't paying off and
cut the investigation short.

This ddaying tactic also protects
anyone subpoenaed after you who de
cides not to speak. Those who refuse to
testify, such as Paul. are often charged

,with civil contempt and thrown in jail.
They can be kept in jail forlhe duration
of the grand jury term, which is usually
18 months. Every day of delay short
ens the amount of time left in the term,
and thus theoretically shortens the time
anyone will spend in jail after the de
lay. Even if you decide to talk, by
holding out fOra day or two you'll take
time off, the jail sentence of a future'
target who decides not to talk. If sev
eral witnesses do this, it can qlake a big
difference for the reticent soul at the

tell them that you won't talk with
them except in the presence of a law- ,
yer.

After such a visit, contact a lawyer
if you have access to one. Contact
anyone with whom you do activist
work, for chances are others have been
or will be visited as well. Discuss the
possibility that an investigation is un
der way. It's important to support one
another if in fact subpoenas are served.
The National Lawyers Guild has noted
that, "Grand jury cases are often won
or lost on the strength of community
support for witnesses rather than the
excellence of argument or even the
legal merit of the attorney's position."

If you expect that you or others
will be subpoenaed, now is the time to
contact an attorney. Be sure that your
attorney has knowledge about grand
juries, because they are radically differ
ent from normal courts.

If an agent explicitly states that you
will be subpoenaed, you have a few

options. If you know that you're not
one of the key witnesses, you may
consider avoiding the subpoena. Sub
poenas must be delivered in person, so
if you can avoid places where you're
often known to be, stay at the house of
a friend or relative, or take a long va
cation or trip, it's possible that the
government will Simply decide that
finding you isn't worth the effort. Be
aware, though, that if your testimony
is valuable to them, they may put out
a warrant for your arrest. This warrant

, will still be in effect even years after th e
, grand jury term is over.

Another option is tocal1theagent's
bluff. Have your lawyer call the local
US attorney and ask whether you have
any outstanding SUbpoenas. This gives
the government the clear message that
you are aware of your rights and intend
to assert them. If the· government
hasn't yet issued a subpoena, this call
may discourage them from doing so.
If, on the other
hand, they have,
issued one, this'
phone call gives
you, your attor
ney and your
friends an ad
vance warning.

If you or
your lawyer calls
the US attorney,
he or she may
give you some
information about why the investiga-

, tion is taking place and why your testi
mony is wanted. BE CAREFUL! The US
attorney may give you incomplete or
misleading information. Remember:
Talking to a US attorney is similar to'
talking to the FBI: Don't volun teer any
information, and don't answer any
questions unless your lawyer is present.

Once you've been served the sub
poena, meet with others who have
been Or might be subpoenaed. Meet
with a lawyer who is familiar with
grand jury rules and proceedings. Ad
vance preparation is crucial. Everyone
involved should be familiar with the
material put out by the National law
yers Guild (see the resource list at the
end of this article).

Often the grand jury convenes in -a '

They work in secret, isolating you
and breaking you down. They can
force you to travel hundredsof miles
on short notice. They can demand
information about your friends, fam
ily, fellow activists and colleagues, and
they have broad powers to jail you if
you don't cooperate.

Based on legal concepts that go
back to colonial England, grand juries
were created in the United States to
investigate' crimes in which felonies
are involved. They give the prosecutor
and the judge the power to compel a
witness to speak. All grand jury pro
ceedings are kept secret. In theory,
grand juries are supposed to protect
the defendant from a negative bias. In
practice, grand juries have become a
tool with which the federal govern
ment disrupts political opposition.

Over the past several months, a
number of people affiliated with Earth
First! and/or the animal rights move
ment have been served subpoenas, re
quiring them to testify before grand
juries in Washington, Oregon, and
Michigan. Based on estimates from
the Moscow/Pullman Daily News (ac
tual numbers are kept secret), at least
fifteen people have been subpoenaed.
It is likely that the true total is much
higher.

Ostensibly, this was part of an in
vestigation of various successful raids
carried out by the Animal Liberation
Front (ALFJ. However, the outcome
has been a serious disruption of the
lives ,of many activists, their friends,
and their families. Single mothers have'
had to travel the country with small
children. Peoplewhose income is hand
to-mouth have gone broke. In a,t least
one case, investigators subpoenaed not
only the targeted aCtivist, but her par
ents, too.

Animal rights activist Jonathan
Paul refused to testify against his fel
lows. He is currently being held in jail,
in civil contempt.. Theoretically, he
can be held withoutbail until he agrees
to testify or until the term of the grand
jury ends. In the courtroom, when
Paul's sister protested his incarcera
tion, she was handcuffed and detained
for several hours. In jail, coming off a
S-day hunger strike, Jonathan ate little
beyond starVatiOfl, as the jail failed to
accommodate his vegan diet.

This federal weapon, historically
wielded against peace and justice
groups, is now pointed at our move
ment. We all need to know how a
grand jury operates, and how it is used'
and abused. This isn't an ordinary

, court - it's a completely different sys
tem with a different set of rules. Many
activists and groups have fallen victim
to grand juriesbecause theydidn't know
how the game was played. We need to
educate ourselves now to avoid the pit
falls.

A ~ubpoena is usually previewed
by a visit from the police or the FBI.
Don't talk to them! Don't let them in
your house! This has been said before,
but cannot be said enough. You have
no legal obligation to talk' to them.
They may threaten you with a sub
poena if you don't talk, .but this is
nearly always a bluff. They don't have
the power to issue a subpoena,only to
deliver one.

Ifyou tell them anything, this may
give them the message that you have
useful information or that you're. easy
to crack, and it's more likely that their
higher-ups will issue you a subpoena.
On the other hand, if they see that
you're not going to be tricked, forced, ,
or fooled into cooperating, it's possible
that the authorities will decide it's not
worth the effort to subpoena, and
they'll leave you alone in the future.
Prevention is the best medicine. If
agents approach you, ask them to leave
you their business card, and politely
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The articles on this and the following five pages, along with the staff editorial on page 3, provide various perspectives on
Earth First!, movements, direct action, civil disobedience and ecotage. We encourage responses from our readers and a
debate on these ideas in future issues. . .

Dave Foreman, 1987

"We aren't a debating society"
Dave Foreman gave this speecb in 1987 at the Grand Canyon Round River Rendevzous. We chose to print it as a reminder of what
Earth First! is about. Foreman gives an important and passionate statement, what is especially timely in this issue of the JOllrnal.

We don 't have to have our
philosophy

honed down to the nth degree.
There!s room {or inconsistency.

So do something!

Continued on pag/' 13

This is a wonderful c~lebration of
diversity. It's been seven years since
Earth First! was started, and I know that
for Howie and Mike, and Bart Koehler
and I, sometimes it seems a lot longer
than that, and sometimes it seems a lot
shorter. Alot of things change in seven
years. And a lot of things happen in
seven years. But seven years is a really
good time to evaluate, to look where
we're gOing.

I've been thinking about some of
the things that I'm going to say tonight
for a long time, thinking that we need
this. But I'm not sure after seeing this
rendezvous that we need it, because I
think we are being cohesive, that we are
being hard-core, thatwe aren'twimping
out, that we aren't becoming another
Sierra ClUb, that we aren't just becom
ing a debating SOCiety.

But nonetheless, when we started
Earth First!, we started it for some very
specific reasons, with some very spe
cific ideas, with some strong param
eters. Earth First! is a radical environ
mental movement, but we aren't the
entire radical environmental move
m~nt. We aren't the entire environ

.mental movement. We are diverse, but
we aren't big enough to straddle too
mUCh. 'Cause you fall down when you
straddle too much.

I think it's good for us to keep in
mind exactly what Earth First! was
started for, and the ideas behind it.
Because there are natural laws that
operate with human society and with
human institutions that work to con
stantly moderate, co-opt, mellow out,
lead you away from your vision, and
make you think more about mechan
ics than the dream, than the canyon,
than the forest, than the grizzly, than
the deep blue sea. And I think it would
be useful· to go over some of those
things that I think are really the con
sensus of Earth First! Certainly they're
the type of things that, when we started
Earth First!, we thought about; and I
think that they're the kinds of things
that are still guiding us, the types of
things that really tell whether some
body is an EarthFirst!er or not. And if

.somebody's not an Earth First!er, that's
okay, there's lots ofroom for all kinds
of lovers of the
Earth in the
battle.

But Earth
First! is a discreet
type of human
SOCiety. We
aren't the de
bating SOCiety,
we· aren't the
political group,
we aren't the
people trying to develop alternative
technology; we are a very specific
warrior society. There are madmen,
and madwomen, trying to destroy ev
erything that's beautiful, everything
that's tight, everything that's wild on
thiS planet. And out of this planet, out
of the Earth, has emerged a society of
warriors; women and men who are
planting their spears in the ground and
are taking a stand. And that's Earth
First! .And there IS room for a lot of
other kinds of groups. But Earth First!
is EARTH FIRST!

I would like to go over some of the
things that I think define us. These are

in no particular order, except the first than this big left hemisphere up here. do not determine the value for some
one, and the last one, which are prob- It's the emotional, intuitive, and - in thing by the good it can do for human
ably two very important ones. our warped, sexist world - feminine beings: Things exist for themselves,

The first one is simply "Earth First!" way ofthinking: that we've got to get and not for human being~. There's no
That we believe, in every decision and back in touch with the mind that's in reason to even discuss that one,' be
every act and every thought, that con- the whole Earth. It's not just the intui- cause that's the motivation, I think, for
sideration for the Earth must come tive part here, it's not just the reptilian all of us; the recognition of intrinsic

. first. As Aldo Leopold said, "A thing is cortex here, it's that canyon out there value.
right when it tends to promote the that's thinking, that's a big mind. It's Another is that wilderness is the
integrity, stability, and beauty of biotic the sky, it's the clouds, it's the trees real world. The concrete boxes we live
systems. A thing is wrong when it that are thinking. We can't go in and in, the f!eeways, the cities, the rural
tends otherwise." You can take all your just supply rational arguments to ev- areas, aren't the real world. Your job
systems of ethiCS, all your golden rules, erything, facts and figures, economics, back in L.A. or New York City or
all your rights and laws. Because those Bozeman isn't the real world. What is
wrongs, and that's things· don't count. the real world? It's a wild, functioning
the one that What counts is thewis- ecosystem. It'southere,inthearenaof
counts. That's the dom that comes from evolution. Wilderness is the essence of
one that means the trees. The passion . everything we're after. Natural diver-
something. Earth you feel in your heart. sity. We aren't an environmental
First! Not "People We are emotional, and group. Environmental groups worry
First," not "Gen- we're proud of it. about environmental health hazards
eral Motors First," Sometimes we're irra- to human beings. They worry about
not "The United tional and we're proud clean air and clean water fpr the benefit
States Govern- of it. Sometimeswe're of people, and ask us ""hy we're so
ment First," not mystical; sometimes wrapped up in something as irrelevant
"Power To The we connect with and tangential as wilderness.. Some-
People," first, but something bigger than thing as elitist as wilderness: Well, I
Earth First! ourselves. And we can tell you, a Kaibah sqUirrel doesn't

Another pa- don't need our pocket think wilderness is elitist. Wilderness
rameter is that we calculators to do that.. is the essence of everything. It's the
aren't interested in So when you're called real world. And our goal is the day
credibility or le- irrational, don't worry when there is noword, in any language
gitimacy with the about it. We're irra- on earth, for the concept of wiJder-
gang of thugs run- Dave Foreman, co-founder ofEarth ,tional, and proud. ness, because everything is wilderness,
ning thiS planet. First! I think we also and it just is.
We don't care if recognize that even . Earth First! isnotanannchairqrga-
Senator James McClure or Secretary of though we love this bunch of three or nization. You can't be a couch potato
the Interior Donald Hodel don't want four hundred people here, though we Earth First!er. Earth First! is action! We
to let us in their office. Because they love all the little wolves, there are still. are a warrior society. Yeah, we carryon
don't have credibility with us. They too damned many of us on the planet. philosophical discussions and debates
are just a bunch of back street alley Overpopulation is a problem. Tomot- in the Earth First! Journal, at the ren
thugs that have power, and who are row, July 11, has been determined tobe dezvous, and everywhere else, but the
running things, and who havenomoral the day that the five billionth person purpose of those discussions is to help
or ethical right to have any control will be born. Yeah, there are· a lot of .. us act! It's not (or the sake of just

. over us. So why should we care if we problemshereonEarth;human-caused talking to ourselves. In Earth First!,
have legitimacy? If we have credibil- problems. But one of the big ones is when we talk philosophy, we are en
ity? If some congressman or forest overpopulation, and there are too many gaged in figuring out how ilnd whywe
supervisor will condescend to speak to of us. should stick that monkeywrench into
us? They don't have credibility with Another parameter is that we aren't the gears of the machine~ Action! Ac
us. Solet's not get sucked into it. We're in the political spectrum.. We are tionof any kind. And let our action set
right. If they want to be right, then "subverting the dornjnant paradigm." the finer points of our philosophy. We
they can come to us, and try to get. We're against all those platonic her- don't have to figure it all out. W~don't
credibility and legitimacy with us. esies. Christianity, MarXism, secular all have to be pure. We all don't have

Another one is that we are offering humanism. We aren't left, we aren't to be saints on thiS {llanet to do some
a fundamental challenge and critique right, we aren'tin the middle, we aren't thing for it. We don't have to have OUT
of industrialism, "progress," and tech- even in front or behind. We aren't philosophy honed down to the ntl;

nology. Are we even playing that game. We have togo degree. There's room for inconsistency.
Luddites? You're beyond the tired old leftist or rightist So do something!
damn right we're or other political ideas. Weare coming We also have a sense of humor. Wf
Luddites! Do we up with something that's new. Andit's have fun. Look around you, at tht
love the sight of a also 16,000 years old. history of the moderri industrial world.
burning bulldozer? Another prinCiple, and one that's of the revolutionary movements, of
We LOVE the sight hardforussometimeS,istonotputany radical. groups. Do you think any 01

of a burning bull- human group on a pedestal. Anyeth-. them ever had as much fun as Eartl'
dozer! We haven't nic, any class, any political group. It's First! does? We have got to have fun
had any progress real chic sometimes to put the rural We've got to be filled up-With. joy:
on this planet in proletariat on a pedestal. They are the We're living in the age of the greatest
16,000 years. Real "nice logger" , the "noble fellow" ex- despair on this planet. Butwe still hav<:

progress, the only good technology, ploited by the corporation. Or to put to have our hearts speak with love.
the only good tool developed since the. our group off on a pedestal. We're all passion, and joy. Look at these pon·
atlatl, is the monkeywrench. And so human beings. And it's raCist, it's derosa pines, look atthe maple. They'rl:'
don't be ashamed or afraid or embar- classist,to expect more out of any screaming out with joy! And that\
rassedwhen somebody calls you a group or to give any group more breaks. what we've got to scream out with.
Luddite, or challenges you for criticiz- We're all on this planet, we're all caus- Whether we're sitting in jail or stand
ing technology. We're anti-technol- ing trouble, we all have. to work to- ing in front of the bulldozers, or writ
Ogy' Somebody's got to be anti-tech- gether. 'ing letters, or beIng crushed by tht
nology. . An9therparameter, anda very, very oppreSSiveness of urban smog, we'V{'

We also feel that linear logic and fundamental one, and the core of our still got to ring with joy. We have tc
rationality aren'tthe onlyway to think. philosophy, I. think, is the idea of laugh at ourselves. We can't take our·
The only thing I can think of that . biocentrism, or intrinsic value. The selves too seriously. We haveto be able
arithmetic's good for is counting up idea that all things have inl)erentworth, to laugh at and be irreverent towards
my life list for birds, or for figuring out are important for themselves. And tied ourselves and towards our most sacred
how many beers I have left in the into that is the idea tha~ humans are ideas.
cooler. There's a big way to think other notthe measure of all things. That you
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Utah's First Hunt Sab

Four Women Lie Down
By SUE RING

Four women lay
on the payment, arms linked,

silent and not budging, holding
strong to their beliefs and their

physical positions.

from their numb fingers, yelling to the
others, "Hey! They're trying to lock us
out!"

The guard in the illuminated shack
by the gate called the police. He re
ported a "violent situation involving
six activists and 100 armed hunters."
For an awkward several minutes, there
was a strange inertia as the four women
and two men stood there in the pool of
light from the overhead lamp in the
middle of the road at the gate.

They sent whispers from ear to ear.
"What do we do?"

to each other that it was a beautiful
morning. They said, "Mother Earth,
this is for you," and searched their
souls for the words and prayers and
tough warrior fibers that would hold
them fast to the ground-solid, un
cOll)promisingly solid. They tried not
to laugh at"the idiotic verbiage that was
hurled in their general direction.

When the cops showed up, the
women were arrested for obstructing a
roadway and resisting arrest (they'd
held firm to their commitment to not
give their names or addresses in front
of the crowd of hunters). One of the
cops was a bit anal, but the other three
were almost delightful, explaining that
they were late getting to the scene
because they had first climbed an over
looking ridge to scope out the "violent
situation" with binas before descend
ing. (Even cops have to fear the trigger
happy fingers of hunters?1) They joked
about how they couldn't find the code
for obstructing a roadway, since it so
rarely happens. They passed their
manuals back and forth, saying, "Can
you find it? I can't find it." The
arrestees made comments about how
efficient bureaucracy is. The cops
smiled and kept flipping the pages.

Atthe arraignment on October 29,
three of the women pled not guilty to
both charges. The fourth woman, ].,
will have her case reviewed in the juve
nile courts because she is under 18.
They see the action as only the begin

ning - they may pursue
legislation that would close
City Creek to deer hunting,
and they hope to put the
issue of killing deer on the
front burner for discussion
and humane resolution.

The women
talked afterwards of the tre
mendous feeling of em
powerment, participating
in an all-female non-vio
lent, direct action of civil
disobedience with an un
ambiguous message:

~~~~~_.:~DON'T KILL DEER, AND
;',ii_.~:.3 DON'T DO IT HERE. They

delayed the hunt in City
Creek for 2S minutes,
which put the hunters 2S
minutes away from where
they had wanted to be at
dawn, which gave the deer
an additional 2S minutes
to run and hide. S. said,
"The woman who lay with
me on the road and waited

N1io.-.a,",,-"~~ and watched stars as the
hunters hurled threats and paced are
some of the bravest women 1know." A.
said, "Wewere risking both bodily harm
and arrest...in protest of what we and
many others believe to be an inhu
mane, unsafe, and unethical yearly
ritual- the Utah deer hunt." And].
remarked that currently the environ
mental movement is dominated by
middle-class white men and she'd like
to see everyone get involved. At 17
years of age, J. said that she lay down
that morning because she wants to
help change perspectives on killing
deer, and also on the role of women
within the environmental community.

And so I dedicate this piece to
women warriors everywhere, and also
to W., whose idea it was to blockade
City Creek on the opening day of the
Utah deer hunt, October 17th, 1992.

Five o'clock
came and the gate
was opened. S.
looked at W. and
said, "Let's lie
down." They
linked arms to
gether, feet point
ing to the line-up
of the hunters'

revving vehicles. They looked up at
the bright half-moon and stars, and
whispered to each other. Headlights
illuminated their boot sales and chins
as they discussed an alternative plan.

"Let's not give out names or ad
dresses when the cops get here. And
let's keep quiet. Don't respond to their
remarks, it'll only get us in trouble." It
was obvious that they had put them
selves into a vulnerable position. Sev
eral dozen hunters pushed forward to
see what the hold-up was all about.

.il,
Four women lay on the pavement,

arms linked, silent and not budging,
holding strong to their beliefs and their
physical positions. The two male ac
tivists deflected some abusive com
ments and finally retreated to the

. shadows. The DWR agents, also
women, were baffled and confused as
to what to do'about the four protesters.
A hunter suggested that they arrest
them, yelling, "You got badges!"

"We're not cops," she said. She
seemed almost apologetic in adding,
"But the police are corning."

Banter went back and forth, with
the most popular topics being "human
rights," "freedom," "public road",
"Bambi" and threats of violence to
ward the prone activists in the road.
Some more activists and supporters
showed up, but the police took their
time; the longer the arrests were de
layed, the longer the hunt would be
delayed. The women watched the
shooting stars flare across the early
morning sky; they commented softly

are diseased, starving, and sick. If the
hunters hunted like the wolf, the deer
would be stronger, not weaker. And
yet, the Division of Wildlife Resources
holds that deer hunting is good wild
life management. This is ludicrous, a
scientific fraud, and a breach of public
trust.

When a hunter buys a permit for
killing a deer, he or she buys into a
system governed by the economic
principle of supply and demand. He or
she buys into the agency's agenda for
altering the environment to produce
more deer, and
more and more
deer need to be
"produced" if
the demand for
killing them in
creases. Deer
herds have been
manipulated for
scores of years
to satisfy the needs of the deer hunters.
As the hunters say, it is true North
America has never had so many deer as
it has today. The obvious question for
ecologists is: "Yes, but is this a good
thing for the Earth?"

Habitat is altered to provide better
deer forage. How many times have we
heard that clearcuts and juniper forest
chaining are good for wildlife? We
must realize the limitations of this an
nouncement. It's not good for all
wildlife, obviously; it's good for deer

and maybe even elk, and that's good
for the government, whom the hunt
ers pay for the chance to kill deer.

In the cold, moon-washed blue of
the morning of October 17, two of the
four women wore blaze-orange caps
with Earth First! stickers rubbed onto
the fronts. They had Rhode Gear
"Citadel" heavy-duty, extra-long bike
locks tucked beneath their coats. The
original plan was to lock their necks to
the gate and post and prohibit any
vehicular access up City Creek Can
yon. They had reconned the scene
with Kryptonite locks, and they didn't
realize until that heart-pounding mo
ment of slamming the gate shut and
sitting down and trying to lock in, that
Rhode Gear locks are about a quarter of
an inch narrower than the bona fide
Kryptonites. They struggled with the
locks imd keys in vain as hunters, lined
up in their cars and trucks, began to
realize what the women were doing
and jumped on them, wrenching them
away from the gate, tugging the locks

At five a.m., October 17th, under a
bright blue half-moon and in front of
one hundred armed deer hunters, four
women· lay down and linked arms
across the only road into City Creek
Canyon.

It was the opening day of the infa
mous Utah deer hunt, and at five a.m.
the gate to the canyon was swung open
to allow vehiCle access.

City CreeKCanyon is, a protected
watershed tli/j"t cuts through the
Wasatch Mou.~tains just.,. behind the
state capitol.~r~: is an area of golden,
ancient alhi:'Ytal hills,{and rocky

.;'; ,'. ,~: J

outcroppings{{t~ambel'!i,~~oak, Rocky
Mountain mGJp,le and cottonwoods; an
area that is P9pular for {plks walking
dogs, families,'!Pushing baby strollers
(and, if you l!~~'t riotic~d, there are
lots of these ii:l.;.:Utah), runners, hikers
and cyclists. '-'City Creek is a virtual
backyard for h\lndreds of Salt Lake City
residents. Wfi:y deer hunters are per
mitted to hunt in this canyon, this
protected watershed so popular among
the people, is perplexing. Could it
have something to do with the fact
that deer hunters, although they com
pose a measly 23% of Utah's popula
tion, are a powerful, National Rifle
Association-backed lobby?

Deer are not an abstraction to me.
They are individuals, my four-legged
siblings with long eyelashes and dainty
muzzle-whiskers and slender necks and
tiny hooves and long, prancing, pow
erful leaps, quadriceps rippling
beneath their sleek brown fur.
The earth that gave birth to me
also gave birth to them.

When I think of the deer
hunt, I automatically wince as I
imagine somebody killing one of
these deer. I become angry.
Why have I never thought to
guard them?

I feel a need to guard them
from the kind of disrespectful
killing exemplified by the aver
age Utah deer hunter. There was
a time when people hunted deer
with reverence, and maintained
a sacred relationship with deer,
and did not kill for sport or fun or
trophy, but for survival. There
are many Native American tribes
that survived because their hunt
ers killed deer to nourish the
people through the desperate
winters. Many tribespeople still
do. And many hunting rituals
bear elements of apology, and
the desire to commune with and
appease a being in the Spirit
world.

But the majority of hunters today
- predominantly white males - seem
to have no reverence for the deer. This
land must contend with Euro-Ameri
can over-population and greed, bu
reaucracyand paper-gold, and the gen
eral lack of respect for the prey. The
hunting act is a whole other ball of
wax, to the detriment of the deer, the
land, and the native peoplewho needed
and still do need deer to survive as a
group of metabolizing, homeothermic
individuals, and as cultures.

The deer hunt is also an ecological
issue. Contrary to mainstream beliefs,
hunters do not serve the purpose of
"wildlife management," for the simple
reason that they do not hunt like the
wolf or the cougar. Many are head
hunters, after the biggest and the best
and in this way, they are artificially
disrupting the genetic pool of a spe
cies. In many areas, it has been scien
tifically documented that the average
deer size has decreased. Many herds
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"Turning Swords into Plowshares"
By PETE SHANKS

Excepts from an Interview with Dan Berrigan

The Ecology of a Moral Sense
By PETE SHANKS

And he shall judge among the people, and shall
rebuke many people: and they shall beat their
swords into plowshares, and their spears into
pruning hooks: nation shall not lift up sword
against nation, neither shall they learn war any
more.

- Isaiah, 2:4

On September 9,1980, eight people took hammers
to two re-entry shrouds for nuclear warheads that
were being made at a General Electric plant in King
of Prussia, Pennsylvania. They also poured about
four pints of their own blood on the missile parts and
some desks and documents, and said prayers for
peace. They were arrested on the spot.

The "Plowshares Eigh t," the most famous of whom
were the Berrigan brothers, Daniel and Philip, the
turbulent priests of anti-Vietnam War fame, were
consciously acting in the spirit of the prophecy of
Isaiah (and of Micah, 4:3, which uses the same
language), for they considered nuclear weapons to be
the swords of our time. Their action was rooted in
their faith. The choice of targets was resolutely prac
tical- the 1vlark 12A warhead still carries three 335
kiloton H-bombs, on each of 300 Minuteman III
missiles; GE brings good things to death - but the
spiritoftheirmission is summed up in Dan Berrigan's
quizzical response tolhe hubbub about the breach of
security:

"Of course we had inside information; of course
there had been a leak. Our informant is otherwise
known in the New Testament as Advocate, Friend,
Spirit. We had been at prayerfor days ..,We had been
led into the heart of the labyrinth in about two
minutes, and with no interference to speak of."

The other six, all veteran peace activists and deeply
religious people, were Dean Hammer, Fr. Carl Kabat,
Elmer Maas, Sr. Anne Montgomery, Molly Rush and
John Schuchardt.

The legal system didn't know what to do with
them. They turned down an early plea bargain; tried
and failed to argue a Nuremberg defense, that citi
zens have the right, everi the duty, to interfere with
the commission of crimes against humanity; were
convicted of burglary, conspiracy and criminal mis
chief and sentenced to one and a half to ten years;
won on appeal, on the grounds of judicial bias; lost
at the state Supreme Court; were denied a hearing by
the US Supreme Court; and finally, on Apdl 10th,
1990, were paroled in consideration of time served
before the trial.

Much of the peace movement didn't know what to
do with them either. Were they quixotic fools or
heroic activists? Were they planning a revolution or
flaming out in frustration? Could hammering any
thing be a nonviolent activity? Did it make any sense
for experienced organizers to let themselves be locked
away in jail? Would they provoke a crackdown by the
security state that might make matters even worse?
Were they setting a dangerously naive precedent for
every nutcase out there?

These questions were not new then, and are not
settled today. The Berrigans and their friends have
been facing them, publicly, for 30-odd years. Dan
and Phil were adopted by the media in the 1960s as
stars of the anti-war movement, for reasons good and
bad. They were middle-aged men (Dan was born in
'21, Phil in '23); Catholics, when that was considered
the most conservative of religious groups; better yet,
priests; best of all, for Hollywood's purposes, they
were brothers! They were also brave, determined,
articulate and deeply sincere in their spiritual beliefs,
or they could never have survived the stardom that
was thrust upon them, let alone manipulated it.

They learned early to witness with the media's
help. With many others, they prayed in public, gave
speeches, held hearings. Phil poured blood on draft
files; Dan was jailed after marching on the Pentagon.
Still, the war went on, escalating in horror by the
month. They decided to up the ante.

On May 17, 1968, the brothers and seven others
raided a draft board in a Baltimore suburb, and
burned about 300 files with home-made napalm in
the parking lot, in front of TV cameras.

The Catonsville Nine thus made history. Theirs
was not the first direct action in American history,
nor even the first against the Vietnam War, but it
crystallized sentiments about the war with dramatic
effect, even if it did not force the courts to rule on the
legitimacy of the war itself, as some had hoped. After
conviction, Dan Berrigan went underground for four
months and led the FBI in a merry dance. "1 probably
shortened J, Edgar Hoover's life," he says now,
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Dan Berrigan was interviewed for this article in late
September. The diSalssion was spontaneous and wide
ranging; this transcript has been rearranged to group
some of his ideas by topic and to present them in a
sequence. Within each paragraph, and most topics, the
editing has been trivial. (Pete Shanks)

On voluntary arrest.

We've felt very strongly from the start that the
symbolic character of an action, which we were
interested in, could not really be conveyed unless
one were around in various ways to sort of unravel
the symbol, or communicate the symbol, and, of
course, we were looking toward the opportunity that
a trial would offer, that the media would offer, and
a lot of travel and audiences would offer, and if one
simply walks away, nothing of that can be done, and
the whole business of many, many people hangs in
the air. I think there is also a certain measure of, even
unwilling, admiration and ability to listen to people
who have done something and who stand there.

On corporate control.

The events of the last two years, throughout the
world, have created a kind of ideological vacuum.
This multi-corporate monster rushes in, either di
rectly war-making or indirectly controlling the lives,:
economies and destiny of others. It's really all one
kind ofhydra-headed monster, with inevitable aspects
of violence, whether in the line of war or in the line
of simply throttling the third world.

troubled. "Did they advert to the possibility that
they might be destroying the painfully compiled
dossiers of some applying for Conscientious Objec
tor status?" wondered fellow-Jesuit Edward Duff in a
generally sympathetic essay. The action was gener
ally seen as new and controversial.

It was also, in the end, generally regarded as pro
phetic and valuable. They were right. It worked.
Were they right because it worked? Did it work be
cause they were right? Does it matter?

The Catonsville Nine wrote a line in the history
books. No one can know quite how Widespread their
effect was, but they certainly contributed to the
mounting public sense of the Vietnam War's illegiti
macy. They helped to stop the war. They inspired
other activists. Other draft cards and files were
torched, individually and collectively, up to a mil
lion by some estimates. There were other kinds of
actions, too, massive moratoriums and huge marches;
civil disobedience had been transmitted from the
civil rights to the anti-war movement. In those
strange days there were murders on campus by the

in The New York Times.
The Plowshares Eight, a dozen years
later, inspired a global campaign. In
the 12 years since their action, there
have been close to SOother similar
acts of direct disarmament, commit
ted by more than 100different people
in at least ,>ix countries. Most partici-

General Electric brings nuclear weapons and
other good things to life, you know? That's been
kind of a paradigm for the whole horror. The same
day we were sentenced in 1990, GE was being sen
tenced in Philadelphia, 40 miles away, for massive
larceny against the government. It was really quite
a day of contrasts, because that was a General Electric
nuclear weapons facility we went into. ,They're sort
of milking the cow with many teats.

On the differencebetween nuclearand conventional
weaponry.

It just seems to me that the Gulf War illustrated the
constant blurring of any distinction in practice, in
war, between nuclear and conventional weaponry.
The conventional weaponry is, arguably, a little less
devastating, but it is still absolutely indiscriminate
with respect to the lives of people across the board,
whether they are combatants or non-combatants.
It's more in the in terests of this superpower to eschew
nuclear weapons and pursue these equally horrid, so
called conventional weapons. To attack the one is to
be clear that the whole system is anti-human and
mass murderous; this whole distinction doesn't
make any sense to me. They could, for instance,
decide,"as they have, certainly since Hiroshima - it
would be purely tactical, never ethical or moral 
that they would not employ nuclear weapons, but
there's no hesitation at all to use this horrid anti
personnel weaponry, against anyone, anybodywrro's
in the way, and· all praise to anyone who does

Contitmeti on next pagt'



It seems to me that there are certainly
general parameters that everybody
who's being generally responsible rec
ognizes and that has to do both with
the spirituality and a tactical sense. In
other words, people prepare carefully
according to some tradition of what a
human being is or what a human
community is, specificallY religious or
not. So, say anything really life-giving
unless we are very sensitive to human
life, we don't hurt people in order to
make·a point, and actions are called.to
be nonviolent in this tradition. Those
statements are very general, and they
Olean to leave a great deal to the indi
vidual people in communities across
the country.

I can tell you. what I hope for, I
hope the actions continue in great
numbers, I hope that they continue
with great depth, with great generosity
and great courage. I hope that the re
ally savage response of the courts, espe
cially in the Mid-West, never proves to
be a deterrent, as it hasn't. These are
the harshest sentences in my lifetime,
they've done everything to these
nonviolent people except put them on
death row, like Helen Woodson with
18 years, and Carl Kabat's sentence,
and the others. But it seems that those
kinds of judges just electrify lots of
people and instead of paralyzing them,
get them moving, as has happened
again and again. _

I don't know, these are general
reflections, but I don't want to get very
tactical because that has a certain ele
ment of dictation about it. We're all
trying to salvage the next generation,

. the ecology, induding th~ecology of a
moral sense, in ourselves, and affecting
people in a lot of directions.

There is the legitimate
concern that too much emphasis,
can be placed on direct action

as salvation pr a personal state
ment, at the expense of real change.

movement by placing a burden on the
system of incarceration and the courts,
a legal system that backed the interests
of the capitalists. Besides civil disobe
dience, direct action milY also include
picket lines and demonstrations, often
referred to as social actions in the tradi
tion of Catholicism.

Using these direct action tactics,
organizations in
the citizen action
movement chal
lenge politicians
and public and
corporate officials
through confron
tation. These
groups take their

inspiration from Saul Alinsky, the radi
cal and uncompromising rabble rouser
of the 50s.

- Using Pete Shanks' article, "Turn
ing Swords Into Plowshares/, (preced
ing page), we can further examine our
understanding of direct action gener
ally and civil disobedience specifically.

Direct Action: Personal Empower
ment or Personal Salvation?
For many people Daniel and Philip
Berrigan have been a source of inspira
tion due to the courage of their spiri
tual acts of resistance. (See interview
with Daniel Berrigan on page 10.) The
Berrigans, borrOWing from the civil
rights movement, were partially re
sponsible for introducing civil disobe
dience to the anti-war movement. Civil
disobedience (or divine obedience, as
the Berrigans would say) developed
further in the hands of anti-nuclear
weapons resisters, Central American
solidarity· activists, and radical envi
ronmentalists, such as Earth First!. Anti
abortion crusaders have also used di
rect actio~ tactics, including civil dis
obedience.

.There is the legitimate concern that
too much emphasis can be placed on
direct action as salvation or a personal
statement aUhe expense ofreal change.
Religiously-motivated civil disobedi
ence is especially vulnerable to this
criticism. For the Berrigans, their wit
.ness was the expression of their faith.
Their actions gave concrete meaning
to their belief in biblical prophecies;
scripture was their source ofinspira-

tion, and motivation.
Inaction or failure to
carry out their civil
disobedience would be
the same as ignoring
the prophetic word of
Christ. However, at
what point do such
religious or spiritual
acts become a form of
self-indulgence, in
which personal salva-
tion stands above the

larger political goals, such as encourag
ing nuclear resistance?

For the Berrigans, such self-indul
gence did not exist. They considered
their actions to be political, even if less
so than faithful; their actions had tac
tical and strategic value. Nonetheless,
the feeling persists that personal ac
tions of this nature, based as they.are
on a faith in God, can be elitist. The
significance of the Berrigans' actions
may be misunderstood by others who
don't value the symbolism of. their
biblical language. The symbolism may
be so imposing that it may even dis-

Continued on page 14

Direct Action,
Social Movelllents
and Deep Ecology

Direct Action and Civil Disobedi
ence
In developing our strategy and choos
ing tactics, it is necessary that we un
derstand what we mean by direct ac
tion and civil disobedience. Civil dis
obedience is normally thought of as a
form of direct action in which one
specifically intends to be arrested. The
Wobblies did it with the intent of fill
ing up the jails. Their strategy was to
strengthen themselves as a labor

On the direction of the movement.

More than a hundred activists will
ing to risk everything. Why do they do
it? .

Are they right?
Does it work?

. What is a plowshares action any-
way? By DON SMITH

There is no canonical form. They are As a movement, Earth First! seems
acts taken in a generally sympathetic to lack a well-developed vision of itself
spirit, and the term is now being used as part oUhe larger radical transforma-

to encompass ac- tion necessary in our society if justice is
tions by non-Chris- to prevail- most importantly the jus
tians who are not I tiee of biodiversity. I'm speaking of
inspired by Isaiah. .changes so radical that deep ecology
Jack Cohen-Joppa, bE;comes the dominant paradigm in
co-editor of the our world.
Nuclear Resister, of- In order for us to better understand
fers thisdefinition: our role, not
"I view it as using r only in the en-
hand tools, as op- I vironmental
posed to means of movement but

dismantling or destruction that are re- in radical social
moved from the individual's immedi- I change gener
ate control, to damage and disable or lally, Earth
disarm c?mpo?ents of nU~lear weap- I First! must ex
·ons, then delivery or guidance sys- I plore assumptions about itself and de-
t ". ems. . . . ... velop greater sophistication in strategy

Nuclear weapons were the ongmal and tactics. An exploration of these
focus, to be sure, but the problems are concerns is too often absent from the
wider than that, as is increasingly ap- pages of the Earth First! Journal. In fact,
parent. "One has to understand,",says itis probably too often absent from the

.Elmer Maasl of the Plowshares Eight, thinking of Earth First!ers in general.
p~owsharesNumb:: Four, and Tham~s This lack of development in Earth
River Plowshares, that the nuclear IS First! and the Journal may be attributed
the ti~ of the iceberg, perhaps a .key- to the absence of a historical perspec
s~one 10 the arch of the cafe.tena of tive in our society. For instance, we are
vlOlence :- ~he spectrum of vlO~ence, not taught to respect or learn from the
und~rstood10 that sense - that IS part experience of others. This weakness is
of thiS culture that extends from nuclear often reflected in the naivete of adoles-

Coninued on page 13 cence and early adulthood.
As indiViduals, nearly everyone

experiences a period ofnaivete, a time
when ideas take on powerful meaning
and a feeling of originality. It is during
this time that some individual~ begin
to formulate a radical world viewand a
vision for a new society. Unfortu
nately, manydon't move beyond what
shouldbe a transitional stage. Instead
they carry this adolescence into
adulthood. Some become bitter while .
others just never seem to grow up ( i.e.
Peter Pans.)

With the ecological crisis staring
us in the face, one can become bitter,
falling into despair, with ideals fading
and motivations diminishing. .Mov
ing beyond this transitional phase is
necessary to become a committed war
rior. The leaders of any movement
have a responsibility to be aware of this
developmental stage, if despair is to be

, discouraged among the young and new
I leaders cultivated.

Still, there is much to value in this
aspect of our youth: dogma is chal
lenged by the young
and new perspectives

I
are offered to the

_more experienced.
New paradigms con
front the old, and
fresh theories replace
stagnant assump-

. tions. In the end, fol
lOWing initiation into
warriorhood, the
heroine and the hero .
revitalize the old wise
woman and old wise man. Still, such
warriors, both women and men, would
be nothing without their elders.

Continued from previous page

shares niodel, citing the Biblical
prophecies as· their inspiration. Oth
ers, especially on the West Coast, are
more loosely connected, usually be
cause the specifically Christian con
nection is less important, occasionally
even offensive, to those taking part. In
these cases, every action is the personal
act of one or more individuals, taking
unique responsibility for their own de
cisions. There is no
conspiracy here, ex
cept a conspiracy of .
hope and faith, and
a determination to
act.

The courts have
trouble fitting these
unusual people into
their own mindset.
One judge refused to
treat all the Thames River Plowshares
activists the same, despite their re
quests. Another gav~ up on the Kairos
Plowshares Too (such puns are com
mon in the names taken) and removed
the conditions oftheir probation when
they said they wouldn't cooperate. Yet
another imposed savage sentences of
18 years on Carl Kabat and Helen
Woodson ofSiloPruning Hooks. When
people undertake one of theSe actions,
they must anticipate anything from no
punishment to life. No predictable
consequence can be anticipated; you •
don't know what you're getting into.
And yet they continue.

An action every two or three months,
on average, most of them ignored by
the mainstream media.

Continued from previous page

anything about any of it.

Berrigan

I never knew those folks personally,
which is all my loss, but anyway, I read
about their action, sure. I wasn't at all
clear as to whether they wanted to be
known as plowshares people. It was
certainly a brilliant piece of work, and
as far as I'm concerned, is entirely
within that tradition.

It seems to methat this particular
action is going to be very helpful. It's
already opened a debate here in the
East about symbol versus sabotage, and
that's a very important debate, and it's
not going to come down, it seems to
me, hard on one or the other; it's going
to enIlghten both sides, butbya certain
generous view of the other side.

We'reveryattached to the symbolic .
aspect of things here, bQt I don't want
to make that into a big bone of con
tention. And people have to feel free to
interpret thip.gs in a way that makes.
sense to them. I am not at all sure that
sabotage is any less non-violent than
symbolic activity, because I restrict the
question of violence entirely to the
maltreatment of human beings.

On activists with young children.

On PeterLumsdaineandKeith Kjoller,
and how their Navstar action fits into
the Plowshares tradition. (Ed.: See
Earth First! Journal, Samhain, 1992)

Plowshares

I like to ask people, what happens to
children· if parents don't go to jail?
And that s~ms to be a little thought- .
provoking. We really, in these groups
in the East, we've had parents and
grandparents from the start, from the
first action, and it was a very, very
important question that. they be done
in .view of and for the sake of the
children, because, the way things have
been going there won't be any.
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If it's so Bad, Why isn't Everybody Worried?

Continued on page

The Myth of Reason
.Contrary to cherished belief, v

little human behavior is determil
by reason or logic. We are driven
motives of which we often have 0

the haziest of perceptions, originat
in genetic imperativesand conditiol
responses operating below the leve
conscious choice.

.The myth is that we as individt
and a species ardve at our conclusil
by deductive reasoning from careh
ascertained facts and then procee<
act according to the insights tJ
gained. The premises upon which t
theory rests are invalid-first, that til
is a computer-like central process

on our own comfort and continuo
stuff ourselves with the plunder.

One of the consequences of
attitude is that people who insist
pointing out the fact that we're gc
to hell ona fast train are frequel
compared to Chicken Little. Chic
Little is the famous fowl who cam
the conclusion that the sky was fall
because she was conked by an ace
It's an attractive argument, combin
as it does elements of folk wisd
(there really are people who see di
ter everywhere) with a certain plea:
able disdain for those prone to hyst,
and overreaction.

Chicken Little in the nursery st
is a silly little hen whose alarms co
be safely ignored. The current cris!
being announced and documentec
people whose standards of proof

'quite high. The consensus in the
entific community is that the biospt
is in trouble, trouble quite possi
severe enough to threaten the con·
ued existence of the human species
is important to note that this is a c
sensus, which is not the same thin:
proof. The only acceptable proof t
the danger facing the Earth is pot
tially lethal to all higher life forms 1

be the extinction of everything m
complicated than cockroaches.

Peg Millett and Mark Davis:

Behind Ba·rs... Still

formulated and released into the en
vironment every year, often in large
quantities. Very few ofthese substances
are tested to determine the effect their
introduction into air, water and the
food chain will have. The producers of
such chemicals are conducting an

enormous, unannounced experiment
using all life, inclUding human, as un
paid and involuntary. experimental
subjects. None of this is reflected in the
prices of the products which finally
reach the marketplace.

This reality has been obscured by a
fog of double talk. It is tough to come
up with amoie accurate, succinct state
ment of the truth than the slogan often
seen at Earth First! demonstrations:
THERE ARE NO JOBS ON A DEAD
PLANET!

The Chicken Little Hypothesis
Those of us receiving the benefits

of the destruction of the biosphere-a
group roughly coterminous with the
population of the industrialized
world-tend to enjoy the priVileges and
pleasures with which the pillaging pro
vides us. The fact that it is suicidal is an
inconvenience easily dealt with
through thetime-honoredmechanism
of denial. Nobody wants to have to do
the things which might offer some
hope of stopping our rush toward ex
tinction. It would be very unpleasant
to face the facts and make the reqUired
changes in our lives, economies and
belief systems. It's much easier to deny
the problem, keep our eyes firmly glued

Those ofus receiving the benefits of the destruction
of the biosphere tend to enjoy the privileges and pleasures with which

the pillaging provides us. The fact that it is
suicidal is an inconvenience easily dealt with through the time

honored mechanism ofdenial.

expanding economic pie allows more
people access to goods and services. It
is a wonderful and practically unan
swerable argument as long as everyone
is pretending that we live on a planet
with unlimited raw materials to turn
into goods, and an equally infinite

capacity for absorbing the poisonous
byproducts thus generated.

The reality is quite different. If the
demand for housing goes up, more
units are built to satisfy it with. a corre
sponding increase in the GNP. There is
rejoicing in boardrooms and the kitch
ens of the workers who are paid to
build houses, but from the standpoint
of the biosphere upon which tycoons
and carpenters are equally dependent,
it is a disaster. More housing means
fewer trees, as forests are cut down to
provide not only lumber for construc
tion but paper to record and finance
the process. Housing is often built on
"undeveloped" land, another "re
source." This land is ripped up, lev
eled, partially paved.

Far from being undeveloped, this
land was very highly developed,
crammed full of life forms busily en
gaged in the invisible work of evolu- .
tion which has resulted in, among other
things, us. The land once supported a
vast variety of visible and invisible or-

.ganisms vital to the
, proper functioning
of the local ecosys
tem, which is inex
tricably linked to
the larger chain of
life which keeps this
planet habitable.
Now it is a biologi
cal desert, capable of
supporting only a
very few, poison-. By Karen Picke
resistant species. Peg rakes rocks outside, looking for people. In prison. Okay, that est

The naturally movements in the desert sand of liz- lished, here's the situation:
occurring life has ards, snakes, birds and spiders. This is· Mark Davis and Peg Millett h

. been replaced by her Zen and her escape. She also sings,. been in federal prison for a year,
conc·rete, asphalt, and she embraces images given by three months as of winter sols!

artificially bred plants and humans, friends over the phone of Earth First! Readers of the Journal will recall
and their houses, rpachines and equally actions and activities, getting vicarious. stories from the sensational Ariz,
artificial pets. The trees, which are excitement from news of the move- Five conspiracy Trial during the Sl

nowhouses,aregorie. Humanscannot ment. mer of 1991 that ended in a plea 1
"produce" lumber·, they can only chop Mark devours books and writes gain deal and prison sentences. .
down and cut up trees. Trees grow as a essays, escaping the prison concrete two months of courtroom dra
result of the interaction of sunlight, and bars with the vehicle powered by leading up to the plea bargain was
land, air, water and the accumulated words. He builds his optimism by do- just a monkeywrenching trial,sigr
wisdom of millennia expressed in the ing research in the prison law library, cantin and of itself, but laid open sc
DNA of seeds. The chemically man- where he works as his jail job. of the foidsof the government's
aged tree farms which are touted as They each find their own route to derlying political agenda. FBI ag{

. viable replacements for naturally oc- relativepeaceofmindandmaintenance admitted more than once that
curring forests support only a small Iof sanity in this insane world of federal goverriment's desire to get convicti·
fraction of the species present in their Iprison. The wheels to those routes are and harsh sentences went beyond tl
unmanaged predecessors, once again. greased by support of their friends and aim to punish the five offenders, '
disrupting and impoverishing the bio- allies. was based on an effort to "sen,
sphere. As the latest blow - parole denial message/' to the environ mer

This scenario doesn't really address 1-settled on their pSYChes, they've had movement, as special agentMike Po
a potentially even greater cost, that of Ito, each in their own way, draw on their who worked undercover with activ
using the atmosphere, oceans and land reserve of strength to find a way to for a year, put it. That political agel
masses as "free" waste dumps. Manyof l·nourishOPtimiSm~ndhope,staysane,brought covert dirty tricks to the
the scientists studying the situation keep the spirit above the surface of the vestigation, innuendo and wild a<
believe that the consequences of ctc Iwater. sations to the courtroom and now t
use are going to cause the ex.tJ.r1C!ion of I I start out on this personal note agenda is bringing unfair parole del
most higher life forms, maybeus. It is 0 because this is undeniably a political to the two of the Arizona Five who
difficult to imagine how the cost of this isituation, to be challenged/dealt with still jailed.
could be factored into the price of a can !through political and strategic means. .. The Federal Parole BOard den
of freon and thus paid for, according to IThe basis for their parole denial is cer- parole in October based largely
freemarketideology, by the consumer" Itainly politicaL BUT ... These are two chargesthathadbeendismissedagai

The EPA estimates that there are . Ivery real people. Two loving living the five. After their 1989 arrests,
over 3,000 new chemical compounds i crving caring angry kickass activist real . continued 011 pag,

Money First!
The premise here is that the greatest

good for the largest number of people
demands that the economy deliver a
constant high rate of growth. This
growth translates into a higher standard
of liVing for everyone, raising the
comfort level of the wealthy (perceived
as a deserved (eward for intelligence
and hard work) and bringing those on
the bottom up out of poverty as an
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By MARK DAVIS

In late May of 1989, Peg Millet,
Marc Baker, Dave Foreman and I were
arrested on a . variety of
monkeywrenching charges. During the
two years between our arrest and the
beginning of our trial (along with Ilse
Asplund arrested later), I spoke to and
debated before a number of audiences,
discussing the mess we were in. My
debating opponents were often intelli
gent, articulate. and well-meaning
people who sincerely believed that
there is no reason to change the way
humans are treating the planet. I
learned a lot from these encounters,
and my purpose in writing this is to
share some of what I learned with oth
ers interested in the crucial task of
convincing the sleeping body politic
of the necessity of quick, and probably
painful, change.

I have been involved with various
forms of do-goodism for about twenty~
four years, and observed others similarly
engaged. Probably less than half the
motivation fueling the work originated
in altruism or a sense of duty. Most of
us spend our lives looking for an
identity, tryirig to prove our worthiness,
hoping to get laid, expressing rage at
authority, trying to getoutofthe house,
combating boredom... there is no end
to that list. There is nothing wrong
with any of that. I've· never met a pure
and utterly selfless human, and I am
sure not a candidate. There are a lot
worse things one can do to build an
identity than help crippled children or
work to protect the Earth. But it is
important to know what your moti
vations are before· you put yourself
forward as a spokesperson for envi
ronmental sanity. People will hear a
lot more than you think you're saying.

The truth is that we are all in the
same sinking boat, from the most
painfully sincere
wannabe hunter
gatherer to the CEO of
Exxon. The extinction
which looms over us
will not be selective
on the basis of either
moral purity or. net
worth. Nobody likes
to be insulted or
threatened. An audi
.ence will be able to
hear a message about
treating the Earth with
respect and humility
more easily if the per
son delivering it dis
plays some of those -qualities. And
there are simply too many of "them"
and not enough of "us" for sanity to
prevail through antagonistic methods...

The people attempting to promote
attitudes and practices conducive to
the long-term health of the planet and
our ownspecies have been handicapped
by our acceptance of terms and defi-.
nitions offered by those promoting
business as usual.

There are only a few arguments
used to justify the destruction of the
planet, and they recur repeatedly. They
are all essentially dogmatic in nature,
that is, they all depend on a willingness
to ignore the overwhelming evidence
that we face catastrophe in favor of
defending a comfortable belief system.



Foreman
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Continued on next page

Plowshares...
Continued from page 11

"So that the focus of the action could their supporters and one with their
be more on the weapons system and its opponents. It is a useful discipline to
illegitimacy, than on what might be listen with another's ears.
construed as mere vandalism." Within the broad peace movement,

Where symbolism slides into actual there are those who believe only in
damage can be a grey area. "We meant passive resistance, such as placing your
for a sort of symbolic action," says own body at a missile launch site or on
Stephen Hancock of theUpper Heyford railroad tracks, and those who con
Plowshares in England, "Even though sider itto be acceptable to, for instance,
the amount of damage that we were remove part of the railroad track if that
billed for was considerably more than can be done without causing an acci
we expected." They were accused of dent. Is it less coercive to force another
doing well over a quarter of a million into the choice of whether or not to

. dollars worth of damage. Of course, injure you than to force them simply
that's about the cost of a toilet seat for to stop what they are doing? It is hard
a military airplane. At war industry work to face our fears and our
rates, the damage estimates go up fast. unexamined prejudices - "Thinking

Even when the damage is substan- makes American boys' heads hurt,"
tial, "We don't see what we're doing as gloated the villain in Richard Condon's
sabotage," says Maas. "Sabotage is The Manchurian Candidate - and who
something different. This came up in are we to say it's good for anyone but
one of the trials, where people were ourselves? We are participants in the
acquittedofsabotage because theywere political process. It's what we do. Some

. not attempting to disable one .country support the status quo by not fighting
or one military force to the advantage it; some fight it by not supporting it.
of the enemy or to the advantage of All of us, like it or not, take part in the
someone else." debate.

'Sabotage' is aloaded word, which is Once you cross the threshold into
why some prosecutors like to use it. accepting any destruction of property
Another is 'terrorism,' which the pre- asvalid, then, in Scott Kennedy's words,
sentencing report tried to apply to the "there is a continuum from the strictly
recent Navstaraction; it was of course symbolic to rrtoretactical areas." Much
absurd, since on none of these occa- nonsense has been written about this
sions has there ever been any hint ofan' continuum, as if the re were some logi
attempt to compel disarmament by cal distinction between a small amount
threatening some terrible consequence. of damage and a large one. There are
The terror is all on the other side, with tactical differences, c~rtainly, for ex
the federal marshalls. backing up the ample as to whether a more dramatic
almost unthinkably evil people who attack will impress and inspire sup:
can threaten their enemies (and even porters more than it enrages and pro
their friends) with extinction. It's bad vokes opponents. But morally, if you
enough that they do so as a 'deterrent'; consider a weapons system to be fun-
to build a first-strike capability is ter- damentally evil, why not destroy it, if
rorism on a scale never seen before. you have the opportunity?
The plowshares activists use prayer, In the recent Navstar satellite action,
hand tools and sometimes humor, but Peter Lumsdaine and Keith Kjollerwere
never threats orviolenceagainst people. faced with eight nuclear weapons

They do, certainly, damage property. guidance satellites in various stages of
weapons to intervention and to the And there are those who refuse to in- completion. There was no possibility
key role that Navstar played in the Gulf clude property damage of any kind that assaulting those machines would
War and other interventionary enter- within their definition of nonviolence. harm any other breathing creature. In
prises that the United States might Some of these 'purists' are not practi- this case, they were apprehended by
undertake, and it extends to repression tioners of nonviolence anyway: it is security guards very qUickly - .it's
and to the attempt to control other not uncommon to hear comments like, amazing how fast you can do $3 mil
governments and communities in the "If those kooks are so goddamned non- lion dollars' worth of harm in the right
world, for the sake of greed and for the violent, how come they... ?" It"seasyto circumstances, or at least that's what
sake of providing a favorable condition say that such critics' can be brushed Rockwell is telling the insurance Coril
for United States investments." aside, but there is, I think, a lesson to pany. But what if, like several of the

From there it is but a step to consid- learn even from such ignorance -the plowshares activists, theyhad been left
ering dual-lise technologies, which language of nonviolence is not com- undisturbed for a few hours? Had they
have military value and some kind of municating to them. Activists some- dismantled all eight would they have
civilian use. Most of us use one re times forget that nonviolence itself is a been more guilty than if they merely
larly. the National ~.!. I. axed one?
System of Interstate "#'~'1':<~. The court would have said so: they
and Defense High- would slirely have been put away for a
ways, funded quite solid decade, maybe much more. Heck,
explicitly in the '40s eight satellites at $ SO million per, plus
and '50s to facilitate a couple of clean rooms and heaven
troop 'movement knows what else."half a billion would
and civilian evacua- . probably have put them in the
tions, but clearly of Guinness Book of Records. Front-page
primarily civilian stuff, no? They might have provoked
use. The nuclear an extremely wide debate, even per-
power industry is an haps at the level of presidential poli-
often-cited example tics.
of an ostensibly ci- As it was, their action may have had
vilian industry that the most direct effect on the war ma-
would not have ex- chine yet. It is always hard to tell if an
istedwithout thewar action against the war industry slowed
machine. The con- ~~'-' . th~m down, since their habits of secre-
troversial Global Po- WAR? 1'1-tANK GOD! NOW·PERHAps":'--W-E-'--CAN--Go-ET'-e.-A-C.-K-' tiveness and their skills at creative ae
sWoning System . -rOBU5INE'$S!· counting and scheduling keep us in
(GPS) is clearly being floated out for technical term, whose meaning the dark. Even if Navstar deployment
nominal civilian use as a public rela- withnin the movement has evolved was delayed for some time, that may
tions smoke screen for its main, mili- over decades of discussion. There is, not be the major consequence of the
tary function. The war industry is the after all, sorrtething ludicrous about action.
target of the plowshares activists, in all the vision of nonviolently hammering The environmental .direct-action
its manifold guises. anything. A hammer is a tool for the people have more experience at this,

Most of the actions have a strong appropriate application of force, for since they can see their failures in the
symbolic component, although the the focusing and channelling of vigor- sawn-off stumps and count their suc
question of sabotage has never been far ous effort so as to magnify its impact. cesses in the old-growth forests. "What
from the surface. "Some. people have Those who are well-versed in the theory I found out was that it was really the
restrained from causing excessive and ,practice of nonviolent action symbolism, not the number of hours
physical damage to a particular weap- shouldneverforgetthattheymayneed that we actually shutdown a particular
ons system," explains Cohen-]oppa, to speak in two languages, one with

There's room to do other things, to
develop appropriate technology, and

.alternative ways of living, so that after
this insane system self-destructs, we
have a society that can continue on.
But there's also a need for warriors, and
Earth First! is warriors! And if you
aren't a warrior, then I suggest you find
another group. And I'm not criticizing
you, because there's a need for other
groups and other methods. But in
Earth First!, we've got to be warriors
first and foremost. And there is no
more glorious life than the life of a
warrior in defense of what's right.

My heart is buoyed and cheered by
the warriors I see here this week; the
women, the men, the children, and
those ofus who are turning gray. We're
all warriors, we're all fighters, we're all
dedicated to something so much larger
and greater and more beautiful than
ourselves. And that's the essence, I
think, of being a warrior. The recogni
tion that in your life, the most impor
tant thing is not your life. As Martin
Luther King said, "If a human being
does not have something to die for,
they don't deserve to live." Those are
hard words, but they're true words.
And I pity those people who are only
interested in their paychecks, their
VCRs, and their own lives. I salute you,
and I celebrate you, and I love you tor
being fellow warriors.

Earth First!

.'

Continued from page 8

And finally, the last parameter, and
possibly the most controversial one,
and I think one that is sort of a litmus
test: in Earth Firstl, while. we don't all
engage in monkeywrenching, or even
advocate it, we don't condemn it. We
recognize monkeywrenching as a le
gitimate tool of self-defense for some
people within Earth First! Because
monkeywrenching symbolizes, I think,
our fundamental strategy for dealing
with the mad machine. And that's a
recognition that good old liberal reform
isn't going to work with this system.
Designating a wilderness area, for ex~

ample, is not liberal reform. It's
monkeywrenching. The Wilderness
Act of 1964 was an act of
monkeywrenching, because it was a
recognition that the Forest Service and
the Park Service were inherently inca
pable of protecting wilderness values
on their own, that their whole basis,
theirwhole drive,theirwhole religious
impetus was development. Gifford
Pinchot said, "The first principle of
conservation is development." And
it's still going on. The Wilderness Act
of 1964 was putting handcuffs on the
Forest Service and the Park Service so
they ,couldn't screw up these wild ar
eas.

That is our political approach, one
of monkeywrenching,of thwarting, a
political aikido, of taking the energy of
the mass machine and turning itagainst
itself. Of taking the power of the iron
ore in a bulldozer and liberating it so it
can go back into the Earth. Of taking
the madness of the Forest Service's
forest plan, and twisting it against the
Forest Service. Yeah, we file appeals
and lawsuits, we write letters and make
wilderness proposil1s, but we aren't
fooled for a' minute that we are en
gaged in liberal reform. We're sticking
a wrench in thesystem, we're slowing
it down, we're flooring it, we're kickirig
it in the face.

And why are we doing all this?
Why do we have these parameters
within this tribe? It's because we are
the most important generation of hu
man beings to ever walk this planet.
Today, this moment, 1987, is the most
critical time in three and a half billion
years of organic evolutiort on this
planet. We aren't trying to save back
packing parks. We aren't trying to
clean up the air sO we have nice, scenic
views of the Grand Canyon. We're
trying to help evolution continue.

Some of the most respected and
famous biologists and ecologists in the
world today are saying things that make
my blood run cold. If! didn't get drunk
now and then, if I didn't have a sense
of humor, I'd strap dynamite onto
myself and go down Glen Canyon dam.

Weare living in an era of overpow
ering horror. Michael Soule, the
founder of the society of conservation
biology, recently said that vertebrate
evolution maybe at an end. Others
have said that one-third of all species
may become extinct in 20 years, that
by the tum of the century, the only
large mammals left will be those we
choose to allow to exist. Let that sink
in! My God! We don't have time for
normal lives! We don't have time to
pretend that it's business as usual.

It's time for a warrior society to rise
up out of the Earth, and put ourselves
in front of the juggernaut of destruc
tion, to be antibodies against the hu
man pox that's ravaging this precious,
beautiful planet. I don't want to live if
there aren't any rhinoceroses. I don't
want to live if there aren't any moun
tairt lions in California. That's what
my life is for, is to throw itin the wheels
of this insane "progress," and to fight
for it.

That's what a warrior society is for.



Nonviolence and Ecotage
i ShaI}ks raises important questions re
igarding nonviolence and property
I damage relevant to Earth First!. This is
'especially true with ecotage. Writer
and monk Thomas Merton and sOCial

:activist Dorothy Day criticized the
'Berrigans ,and their accomplices forI, ,

Tactical decisions need to He
made according to the context of
,the campaign. Eventually the
public's interest will wane with

too many symbolic actions.

Continued 011 next pag'
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Radical Structural Change and Deep
Ecology ,
As acknowledged in Shanks' article,
the nuclear threat of mass destruction
of aU life forms is only the tip of the
iceberg. In a sense, we (and I don't just
mean humans) would all be equally
affected hy nuclear (and ecological
destruction,andwe(and Ido just mear.
humans) are also, to some degree, ali
participants in this destruction. Tht
way out is ineVitably a mass socia!
movement, including radical ecolo
gists. It is the system of domination
that is the problem - domination of
people over people as well as people
over nature. It is this system of domi·
nation that needs to be radically con
fronted and ended.

This relationship between the
domination ofpeople and the domina
tion of nature needs to be thought out
clearly. Preserving big wilderness will
not take place outside a fundamental
restructuring of the global economy
and radical political reform. To think
that we can preserve biodiversity while
accepting the status quo - and the
neCessity for economic growth and
centralized political control - is ludi
crous.

Admittedly, the extent of this radi
cal change sometimes seems immense,
too big to comprehend in a context so
urgent. The potential for fueling de
spair is great, so it is all the mOf(

text from which to determine appro·
priate tactics. If an organization or
movement decides upon a strategy ot
direct action, deciding upon tactics
will give substance and form to the
strategy.

Furthermore, to allow civil disobe
dience to become the lint}' strategy
would be a fatal error. Civil disobe<;li·
ence is a tactic and is a means to an end,
not the end in itself. Likewise, to allow

direct action to
be our only
strategy would
be a mistake.
We are more di
verse and
adaptable than
to allow this to
happen.
In the sixties

German social
theoristJurgen Habermas criticized the
student movement for seeking action
for action's sake: The same can be true
in the case of Earth First! if civil disobe
dience becomes the goal (or strategy
instead of tactic), or direct action is
done for the sake of direct action.
Without adequate preparation and
analysis, such anti-intellectual postur·
ing can be fatal to the movement.
Strategically, civil disobedience can lead
to excessive arrests, court fines, jail
time! and subpoenas, eventually de-

, straying a campaign or movement and
depleting an individual's energies and
finances: CiVil 'disobedience must be
selectively chosen, not pursued as the
goal in and of itself.

As Mike Roselle, quoted by Shanks,
says, it is "really the symbolism, not
the nU,mber of hours that we actually
shut down a particular bulldozer, that
actually carried the message ;;lnd had
the power." But that doesn't leave

, symbolism off the hook. Actions with
symbolic value have a shelf-life; done
too often they're used up. Civil disobe
dienceis carried by the winds of sym·
bolism, but towhatextent do we choose
to rely on symbolism to convey our
message? Tactical decisions need to bt
made according to the context of the
campaign. Eventually the public's in
terest will wane with too many sym
bolic actions.

,'....
, "

This perspective brings to mind
criticism same Earth First!ers have for
those advocating ecotage. Tree spik
ing, in particular, presents problems
for many because of the potential for
violence., But perhaps more impor
tantly, some are more concerned with
tree spiking as a tactic than they are
about the morality of tree spiking - it
does not make sense to spike trees if it
costs the campaign public support, es- '
pecially from
the logging.
community.
The fear is that
tree spiking
can bring
down the
overall suc
cess of a cam
paign, or
make other
forms of direct action less effective.

,For GebrgeHayduke, the original
Earth First!er, damage of property was'
not violence, and if it was, so what. It
had to be done. As the earth graders
proceeded to build the road, ending
the grader's destruction was para
mount. Time to discuss the moralityof
such an action was unavailable - evil
had to be extinguished and future dis
cussions on such matters could wait
until after celebrating the grader's go
ing up in flames.,

Of course, there are circumstances
when the time for talking about an
action is unavailable - for example,
when stumbling upon a bull(jozer rest
ing at night, with evidence of its
roadbuilding destruction in plain view.
However, committed and disciplined
warriors must take the time to plan,
analyze and make preparations when
ever possible.

The sometimes unpleasant work of
developing sound strategyand effective
tactics is imperative if what we really
desire is to successfully defend the in
tegrity of wilderness. The temptation
to wallow in the romanticism of higher
moral pursuits such as burning a bull
dozer must be avoided if such actions
are to be done with adequate ethical
and strategic preparation. '

Too often what happens is that
morality gets played out in questions
of building strategy. Or an individual's
psychological condition overly influ
ences hiS politics to the point where he
acts out deeply rooted personal com
plexes in meetings, actions, etc., ob
structing the process or the action it
self. Or an activist takes a dogmatic
position byclaiming a purityof insight,
strutting confidently while actually
concealing her insecurities. Sucn moral
purity doesn't exist. '

Direct Action as Strategy; Civil Dis-
obedience as
Tactic
In any situation,
one can usually
argue the advan
tages ofone tactic
over another'. But
tactics ought tobe
situ3tiohally con
sidered, more of
ten than chosen
on the basis of an
altruistic moral
principfe. Morals
simply reflect
value judgments
which originate

from the imagination, the intellect, or
for 'some the word of God. For the non
believer, there is no such thing as a
truly objective motal principle.

Rather than arguing over tactics
we should be seeing the inherent value
of nearly' all tactics, while debating,
strategy. From strategy comes the con-

Direct Action

breaching the line dividing vlol-e-fice
from nonviolence when carrying out
their destruction of property. Also,
west coast Christian pacifist James
Douglas publicly criticized the secrecy
of Plowshares actions. Can the same
concerns regarding violence and se
crecy be directed to ecotage?

cleverly raising the specter of fascism
(the original White Rose were German
anti-Nazis during World War II), and
her sense of the absurd (she had the wit
to ask Miss Manners what would be
appropriate dress for her trial), caught
some attention for her personality as
much as her action (the card and cook
ies for the guards didn't hurt either).
But normally the coverage is limited
and local, spotty even in the left-Wing
press that might be expected to be
sympathetic.

Evil is a hard sell. No one wants to
confront it, or to believe that it exists.
The political right see virtue there,
which is their privilege, and we can
leave them to their rose-tintedkaleido
scopes. The center is devoted to the
institutions we have, warts and all, and
does not like to be confronted by claims
that the system allows not just mis
takes but sins. The left is forced to
contront the ugly fact that if evil exists
and we are not actively opposing it, we
are in complicity with it. These plow- '
shares people are prophets, acting
from a certainty that makes everybody
else squirm. It is so much easier to

, dismiss them as having gone over the
edge, as frustrated cranks, as embar
rassing deformities best kept hidden in
the cellar. If they are right, shouldn't

, we be with them?

Continued from page 11

courage some people from acting. Non
believers may be daunted by the high

, moral plane on which the Berrigans
stand when it is so deeply rooted in an
unfamiliar or unwanted language.
Furthermore, divine obedience con
notes a patriarchal supernatural/spe
cies hierarchy- the supremacy ofGod,
humans in the image of God, man as
the steward of beasts.

You don't have to be religiol!s to
ground your actions morally. Nor do
those motivated by spiritual beliefs hold

,a moral supremacy over those who are
politically and ethically motivated,
despite the fact that the spiritually
moved often imply this, however un
intentional, in their personal and pub
lic pronouncements.
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bulldozer, that actually carried the,
message and had the power," says Mike
Roselle, editor of the Earth First Journal.
If a few people, like the Aegis Plow
shares, who probably had the chance,
managed to scuttle a battleship, itwould
be "a very important and dramatic
statement," he comments. "1 would
think that it would be very effective.
On the other hand, the potential for
loss of life and also for pollution of the
environment is great and those things
would have to be weighed very care
fully, and I would think it would be
very easy for the public to see this as a
very reckless action, whereas one of
just pounding the deck symbolically
would be more easy to understand,
even if it was somewhat less powerful
in terms of the message it projected."

Aegis Plowshares did pound the deck.
How much did you know about the
action last year? Did they communi
cate?

To publicize an action, it maybe
desirable to do it publicly and to insist
on being arrested, as several of the
plowshares people have. This is by no
means the same as saying that turning
yourself in is a necessary component of
legitimate civil disobedience actions.
Noam Chomsky pointed out in 1970,
in an article about the Berrigans, that
"there is no moral compulsion for one
who seeks to prevent criminal actions
of the state to submit voluntarily to
punishment for his actions."

Lf you believe that what you are at
tacking is evil, why on earth should
you play the evil-doer's game by ac
cepting that the attack itself is a criminal
offense? Why not keep yourself quiet,
while making the action as noisy as
possible, and do it again?

There may be practical reasons. In
England, according' to Stephen
Hancock, "We've definitely seen, like
in the Animal Liberation Front here, a
lot of people get a lot of harassment
because the actions aren't claimed,
whereas our experience with more open
actions is that only the people who
take responsibility get the brunt of the
reaction." He also advocates' more
symbolic-type actions: "1 think it's a
good idea ifplowshares doesn't become
an elite ofactivists, disarming weapons
ort behalf of other people, and that we
lay pretty bare and open in our pro
cesses, our preparation processes, our
fears, and so on, and our way ofbuilding
community and support, and we make,
that available to other people, so they
can apply similar processes to their
resistance or might encourage other
people llltO reSIstance. 1 thlllK oy en
gaging in more secretive stuff then it's
much more difficult to share those
processes with people."

Secret processes do have their own
dangers. It is all too easy .to become
insular and rigid, detached from a
broader community of discussion and
support, and thus less able to spread
the message the action implies. With
out explanation, the actor may seem to
be a hero to some, a fool to others, and
a stranger to all. For those trying to call
attention to the common humanity
we share, this is a serious risk.

For one of the aims of direct disar
mament actions is certainly to provide
inspiration. The more extreme actions
shift the dialogue, in the same way tha,t
the Reagan Republicans succeeded in
shifting the political dialogue of
America to the right in the early '80s.
.This can be uncomfortable.

Plowshares actions have not been
Widelycovered in the mainstream press.
There is occasional mention, especially
if a certified 'star' like a Berrigan is
involved, or if the activist has a real
talent for .public relations. Katya
Komisaruk, with her 'White Rose' label



Direct Action
public opinion of our official priestly
class, the Christian clergy. .

But that leaves us with a terrible
vacuum in our collective psyche; we
want to feel protected by an Omnipo
tence which will somehow make ev
erything okay. Scientists have done a
pretty good job acting as priests for
Industrial Civilization. They cannot
effectively practice their calling llnless
observation rather than dogma or
wishful thinking is the final arbiter of
truth. This tends to keep them consid
erably more honest than most priestly
classes, groups historically prone to
corruption. The miracles resulting from.
such dedication have poured forth for
decades now. It is hardly surpriSing
that many people have a pleasant be
lief that no matter how bad things get
environmentally, the scientists will
think of a way to fix it.

This is an idea which is also depen
denton the universe-as-big-machine
world view cited earlier. If a machine
starts to breakdown, you simply figure
out what the problem is and fix ft. This
world view arose as the elegance of

Newtonian physics displaced the
murky and self-contradicting mystic
dogma of the Middle Ages as the domi
nant framework within which reality
was interpreted. These shifts in think
ing are very slow, and there is a lag time
between the perception of a new level
of truth by poets, scientists or other
visionaries and its absorption into the
popular culture. We are still struggling
with the dogma/Newtonian shift; it is
still possible to find intelligent people
who will state in all sincerity that the
universe is about six thousand years
old. So we (Western Civilization being
the "we" referred to) are not all living
in a Newtonian universe yet, but most
of us are and certainlv it's the domi
nant subconscious mYth guiding our
thinking.

Unfortunately, the elegance of
Newtonian reality has lately been over
turned by the murky and self-contra
dictory mystic morass of quantum
physics. A full explanation is impos-

. sible here, but a simplified distillation
ofsome ofthe truths found in that field
of knowledge would be the follOWing:
beyond a certain level of complexity, it
is impossible to know the exact effect
of an input tnto a system. As an ex
ample, consider the fine Newtonian
eXample of a game of pool. It is un
likely to matter if the force of the initial
impact of the cuestick on thecueball
varies by a fraction of a foot-pound.
Similarly, a hundredth of a degree of
angle divergence from the ,ideal in the
way the cuestick is held won't ruin the
shot. .

If the complexity level rises though,
things are different. Imagine a shot
.using a few hundred different balls and
an equal number of banks. It is obvi
ous that you cannot possibly accu
rately predict the outcome of the shot,
except in a negative sense. It is possible
to say with virtual certainty that what
ever happens will not reflect the origi
nal intent of the shooter. Welcome to
chaos. Chaos theotytells us that there
is no way, even with infinite comput
ing power available, to predict the out
come. The system is too complex, and
it cannot be done. .

As complicated as this pool table
Continued on next pa,~'

tougher to evaluate and respond to
stimuli which must be deduced rather
than experienced-so we don't. Much
easier to just turn on the TV and have
another beer.

The ScientistsWill SaveUs, OrMaybe
Jesus?

Once the denial which constitutes
the core of the first line of defense for
planetary d¢struction has been some
what discredited in a debate; a second
set of ideas will often surface. These
have to do with the near-universal
human need to feel connected to (and
hopefully protected by) some sort of
transcendent force or power.

All belief systems with any signifi
cant number of adherents address this
need. The recently departed and
unlamented communist dictatorships .
whichcollapsed so spectacul<;trlydid so
not because of the brilliant strategic·
planning of Ronald Reagan, but be-

.cause the underlying myths which lent
them legitimacywere discredited. Kart .
Marx, good atheist that he was, was
precluded from using some version of

It is much tougher to evaluate and respond to
stimuli which must be deduced rather than experience- so we

. don 't. Much easier to just turn on the TV
and have another beer.

God to fortify his speculations and
lend them the requisite moral author
ity. He therefore turned to invoking
vague, irresistible forces of history
which would inevitably sweep those of
his own (socialist) creed to victory:
God with a small "g." When it didn't
work out like that, and thewhole dreary

. and murderous jerry-rig collapsed, it
did so because even the leaders could
no longer pretend to believe. Deprived
of the sanction of ersatz divinitY; ev
erybody was finally allowed to admit
th'at they were hungry and cold and
thingsweren't gettinganybetter. Down
came the statues of St. Lenin.

For most of its history our culture
has depended on the dogma of official
Christianity for both its legitimizing
myths and that all-important sense of
dIvine protection. The last few hun·,
dred years have seen. a decline in the
viability of both, as the rise of empiri
cal science and t.he splintering of
Christianity has weakened the foun
dations of those beliefs and provided
the raw materials for the creation of a
new, more potent one.

Another feature of most belief sys
tems is the presence of some sort of
elite which acts as an intermediary
between the masses and the god or
sacred revelation guiding their aspira
tions and affairs, In Communism this
position was assumed by the Party.
Most religious traditions haveshamans,
gurus, ministers, prophets, priestesses
or imams of sorlie sort. It is the job of
these folks to provide (or in some cases
restrict) access to the Revealed Truth
being offered, andin the case of politi
cally powerful groups to give the seal of
divine authority to whatever thugs are
in charge locally.

The power of the priestly class is
ultimately based on public perception.
They are potent if seen as selfless, pure
hearted servants dedicated to the wel
fare of all, serving the god in good
faith. An occasional miracle dOesn't
hurt any, either. Their power dimin
ishes asthey are seen to be just another
bunch of us, prone to all the selfishness
and lunacy which characterizes the
general run of humanity and with no

.specialcall on divine intervention. This
is a pretty accurate description of the

J ·~1

If Its So Bad...

let's recognize our differences, philo
sophically as well as practically, in
stead of fighting over them.

As a movement, we're combating
human society's rigidity- and its at
tempts to restrain the wild in nature.
As individuals we're Earth First!ers
becausewe hate thetame and yearn for
the wild!

Continued from page 12

unit in our heads capable of dispas
sionatelyevahlating facts, and secondly
that we have sensorychanIiels capable
of accurately reporting facts to be pro
cessed.

Both ideas are outgrowths of the
eighteenth-century notion that the
universe and all its constituent parts
comprise a sort of giant machine. This
view holds that our bodies are just very
complex biological machines, and the
corollary to this is that the brain is a
thinking machine In charge of the
whole thing. As machines, we should
manifest the linear binary logic charac
teristic of computers, moving from
logical point to logical pbintwith great
precision and reaching tqe same con
clusion each time we are confronted
with the same set of inputs. A few
minutes watching television will dem
onstrate that this isn't the case. Either
the computer model· is wrong or the ..
computer is receiving flawed input. In
fact both things are true.

A lot of research has been done in
the past decade on the functioning of
the brain. Much has also been learned
about the networks of nerves andsen
sory organs which feed infonnation in
the form of electrical impulses into it.
(For anyone interested, the magazine
Scientific American had a special issue a
couple of years ago devoted to report-

. ing the currentstate ofknowledgeebout
the brain.) Although there is a lot more
unknown than known, it is dear that
the brain isn't a detached computer,
sitting in an air-conditioned room ap-

plying impeccable binary logic to care
fully framed problems.

A more accurate picture is that of
an incredibly complex web of interac

. tions. This may have a significant
bearing on whywe aren't, collectively,
handling the problems confronting us.
We act as though they don't exist, and
in a certain sense they don't exist for
us, in much the same way that a dog
can hear a whistle pitched to an audi-
tory range which is outside our percep
tual abilities. The vibration is real: the
dog responds to it and it can be mea
sured with machinery. But to use it
doesn't exist; we are simply not
eqUipped to perceive it, It is much

Continue from previous page

imperative that we nurture motiva- .
tion, inspiration, and vision. For some
this is spiritual, for others it is more
ethical. Arguments over what are the
correct sources of motivation are colm
terproductive at best, and at worst self
destructive.

Protest and Co-optation
Strategic logic is necessarily linear,
based on cause and effect. Relied on
excessively, our thinking becomes
mechanistic. In our campaigns and in
our actions we must make room for the
spontaneous and the unpredictable,
for the synchronistic and intuitive. We
must beadaptable, flexible and creative.

This is important when we recog~

nize that individual protests and even
movements themselves can actually
strengthen the status quo rather than
challenge and subvert it. Hence, we
should avoid rigid patterns of protest.
Relying on the same old action format,
or failing to adequately measure the
significance of an action, can lead to
impotency.

Herbert Marcuse, a cultural Marx
ist, addressed the shortcomings of pro- .
test of all kinds in advanced demo
cratic capitalist and highly adminis
tered societies. He pointed out that
protest and movements can play into
the hands of the system if they become
ends in themselves, rather than seek
ing meaningful and progressive struc
tural change. Protesters and radical
movements must understand that so
cial change is our ultimate purpose; we
will not save biodiversity unless we
change society, and no one is going to
0.0 this but humans. Only by assuming
radiCal reform of our political and eco-.

. nomic system, and fundamen·tal cul~

tural transformation, can we save large
wilderness tracts that will leave evolu
tion intact.

Marcuse warned that protest and
rebellion can validate the system as
much as challenge it. Socialmovements
can merely provide evidence that the
righ'ts of free speech, assoCiation, ;,ind
assembly are guaranteed. Conse
quently, protesting has the potential
to simplyvent the steam ofdiscontent.
Once the protest is over things go back
to normal and we all feel good about
ourselves - our conscience salved 
and nothing, including ourselves, is
really challenged.

-Apersistentquestion is the conflict .
between community building and
system destroying. Inthe sixties some
argued that the Vietnam War had to be
opposed with all one's energies. Oth
ers insisted that since it was the system
thatwas the problem, acounterculture
was needed to replace the old decaying
mass culture. This made for good ar
guing; unfortunately, itbecamedivisive
and counterproductive, rather than
resulting in: "Good, you do the
counterculture thing, I support you,
but I need to protest the war!"

Rather than sticking to'an either/
or dilemma when argiling over the
validity ofa particular tactic or strategy
- e.g., deep ecologists are right, social
justice folks are wrong - we need to
approach these decisions by acknowl
edging differences; e.g., "It is not the
approach I'd take, but I respect your
decision to do it," or, "I'm committed·
to defending wilderness but I respect
your decision to work on peace issues,
or pro-choice issues, or animal rights
issues," etc. Insteadofseeingdifferences
in outlooks as opposites that need to be
resolved, we need to see the connec
tions, the relationships. Certainly, even
within ourselves we. recognize that
opposites exist, e;g. the feelings of an
ger and love. Opposites require one
another, they co~exist, and we're all
the more multi~dimensionalfor it, So,
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If ItsSo Bad...,

Peg Millett #23118-008, FPC, 37900
N 45th Ave., Dept. 1785, Phoenix, AZ
BS027

tended to convey.
As for the others involved in the

Arizona Five case: Marc Baker served
four months of a six month sentence
in thefallofJ991, followedbyamonth
of electronically monitored house de
tention and is six months through a
five year probation term. lIse Asplund
served one month in prison, was under
electronic house detention for two

..,...,..........~!!! months and then put on
five years probation.
Theywere orderedto pay
$5000 and $2000 respec-

.tively in fines and to
perform 100 hours com
munity service. Dave
Foreman, the fifth defen
dant, is under deferred
sentencing probation re
strictions for five years.
After five years, he again
go~s before Judge
Broomfield in Arizona
and could be sentenced
for the felony conspiracy

to commit propertydestruction charge
he pled to under the plea agreement.
The judge also has the option ofreduc
ing his charge to a misdemeanor, and
then sentencing him to five years of
probation he would have already'
served. The judge's choice of options
would ostensibly have to do' with
Foreman's conduct dUring his five year
probation term. But if the justice
system's treatment of Mark and Peg is
any indication, the current events do
not bode well for Foreman.

. At present, both Mark and Peg are
facing considerably more time behind
bars. With statutory"good time" off
their sentences, Mark would serve an
other three years and Peg would serve
one more year. Their only hopes for an
earlier release are for the Board to re
consider their ruling, or an appeal of
the decision in the courts, which could
take a year or more to be heard.

The internal appeal for the Parole
Board to reconsider their decision is
usually a rubber-stamp process with
little hope of success. However, in this
case, they might reconsider if they re
ceive a substantial number of letters,
especially if we can generate letters of

. inquiry from some peopie in political
offi<;e and the mainstream media. If
you have an avenue to someone in
political office, please approach them
with information about the case and
see if they will at least inquire into the
situation. Time is of the essence right
now. Otherwise, write a letter yourself, .
expressing yoUr outrageat the blatantly
unfair handling of Mark's case arid
Peg's <;ase. (Write separate letters re
garding eac;:h.) When referring to ei
ther, identify them by their prison
numbers, Mark Davis #23106-008, Peg
Millet #23118-008.
Address letters to: .
National Appeals Board Analyst
5550 Friendship Blvd., Chevy Chase, MD
20815 .
BUT send letters you write for bundling
and forwarding to: .
Jim Larson, Attorney at Law,632
CommerciaIST., 3rd FL., San Francisco,
CA 94111
Funds are needed for appeals. Send do
nations to:
LegalDefenseFund, Suite 104,1385Iron
Springs Rd., Priscott, AZ 86301
And, of course, write to Mark and Peg
themselves: .
Mark Davis #23106-008, FPC, P.O. Box
1000, Doml 8, Boron, CA 5J3516
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none of the defendants in the case ever
got a chance to defend themselves
against these charges. But shifting
from the courtroom arena to the prison
and parole system is stepping-into an
other dimension in our criminal jus
tice system. When you go up before
the Parole Board, you don't have a
right to make a case in your defense as
in court, but
the hearing officers can
call witnesses for the
prosecution, and it mat
ters not thatcharges have
been dropped. The Pa
role Board can (and does)
use anything authorities
have ever accused you of
to keep you in jail.

This same "nuclear
meltdown" allegation
had been used in an at
tempt to deny all the
defendants bail immedi
ately after their arrests in
1989, but had been found
utterly baseless by a federal jUdge: NO
matter; here it is back again.

A bizarrely ironic angle on this
accusation has to do with the "evi
dence" the Parole Board was using to
show how dangerous the alleged con-.
spiracycould be. They dredged up an
NRC report detailing an incident at a
Georgia nuke plant. It seems aworker
bac~ed a pick-up truck into a power
pole by mistake, thus turning off the
electricity to the safety system. That a
set up for meltdown could so easily be
achieved is something usually vehe
mently argued against by the industry.

The nature and circumstance of
the crimes they were convicted of and
record of the two would make both.
Mark and Peg a shoo-in for paroleun'
der federal sentencing guidelines. The
cri~e was relatively minor, no injury
to humans occurred or was intended,
and the dollar amount of the loss was
less than the deductible on the insur
ance carried by the victim, a ski lift
near Flagstaff that suffered the cutting
of some bolts during the off-season.
There was no personal gain involved,
no weapons carried, and the defen
dants' records were clean. Under nor
mal circumstances, they would be eli
gible for release after serving one-third

. of their sentences, according to federal
guidelines. A departure from these
guidelines, in the absence ofother ex
tenuating circumstances,. like at
tempted escape from prison or Violent
behavior, can only indicate an under
lying political agenda. Their lawyers
are outraged that the federal officials
are not follOWing their own gUidelines.

But we knew right from the begin
.ning thiswas a politicallychargedcase,
and this latest action is consistent with
the prosecution'S hysterical and in
flammatory performance dUring the
trial. It is also consistent with the
behavior of the FBI during the investi
gation, which included their blatant
encouragemeIit of the use of explo
sives (suggestions consistently rejected
by the activists), and encouragement
and facilitation of illegal aCtivity, to
the point of gassing up. and driving
people to the transmission towers to
carry out .the CAP action, and buying
the acetylene tank and cutting torches.
It is not entirely consistent with parole'
decisions made in the cases of other
prisoners: the notorious Michael
Milkin, whose multimillion dollar
thefts caused great harm to many in
dividuals and society as a whole has
just been paroled after only serving
two years of his ten'-year sentence.

Peg and Mark are clearly being
treated harshly and it is equally clear
that the reason is not themagnitude of

. their "crimes" but the message it in-

Behind Bars...
Continued· from page 12

stylishly misanthropic.. It is a moot
point. There is no such thing as wilder
ness if the ozone layer disappears, or if
everything is dusted with industrial
poisons. Human life will not survive if
all that is not immediately economi
cally useful, the wild and "undevel
oped," is destroyed. The changes in
attitude and behavior will allow the
continued survival of humans. If we
drive ourselves into extinction, we will
take most other life with us, if not all.
If we survive, it will probably be be
cause we have learned ways of think
ing and acting that recognize the in
trinsic, incalculable value ofthat which
we are so rapidly and thoughtlessly
destroying. .

Editor's note: nus is an extremely
condensed version and is missing key points.
To request a complete copy contact The
Journal, .

five were charged with several
monkeywrenching counts and con
spiracycharges. The monkey-wrench-

. ing charges stemmed from two inci
dents of vandalism to pylons at a ski'
development in a wilderness area in
the San Francisco peaks area of Ari
zona, protesting desecratiOn of Native
American lands, the toppling of power
poles at a controversial uranium mine
being built on the north rim of the
Grand Canyon by Energy Fuels Nuclear,
and theaHempted damage to trans
mission towers bringing ower to the

f#f
~'>"t:

Miscellany Peg Millet
The politically correct among the Central Arizona Water Project. The

readerswillnotethatIhaven'tsomuch. conspiracy charges were based on a
as mentioneddeep ecology, or the right government allegation that this group
of all beings to exist for their own sake had a conspiracy cooking that would
regardless of humans altogether. Nor bring damage to three ,nuclear facili
has there been an attempt made to ties: Palo Verde in Arizona, Diablo
draw the connection between patriar- Canyon in California and Rocky flats
chy, dominance,based thinking and in Colorado. As part ofthe plea bargain,
the death of the Earth. There is a: great all charges except relatively minor
deal more which could be said, but this charges relating to one incident of
is just intended to help answer some of property damage at the Fairlield Snow
the arguments raised in favor of con- Bowl development were dropped.
tinued destruction. End of these stories about a few

There hasn't been a discussion of wild-eyedactivists bringing the nuclear
biocentrism for two reasons. The first . industry to its knees with a blowtorch,
is that people who are worried about right? Wrong.
their jobs and kids can't relateto-any- Mark Davis and Peg Millet have
thing so esoteric. Veryfew people will been declared a threat to society sim
be willing to give up anything at all in ply because the government accused
the way of comfort to proteCt the in- them ofconspiracy to sabotage nuclear
alienable rights ofthe spotted liverwort. plants. Not convicted, accused. Not

It is fin more relevant to appeal to onlyhad the government not achieved
the wired-in sense of concern most a conviction on those' charges, their
folks have. for children. The brutal allegations of conspiracy were never
truth is that we are ruining the place substantiated with tangible evidence
wh~e children are going to have to try <:turing the two month trial. In a giant
and live, and even though that is an leap, the Parole Board is treating the
unpopular truth, it's one that people accusations as convictions, going so
can at least care about. Most folks will far as to state in Davis' Notice of Attion
never care about the Earth, or be for- that his (alleged) activity "would have
tunate enough to really understand created a ... potential for serious injury
the sacredness oflife and the incred·ible ordeath through a nuclear meltdown."
beauty and richness of the wild. But In effect, the authorities took this con
most of us do care about our families, spiracy theory to its speculated disas
friends, and sometimes even our trollS end and based decisions on these
communities. speculations. Moreover, since evidence

This leads to the second reason for for the conspiracy charges was never
not worrying too much about being brought to light by the prosecution,

Continued from previous page

setup is, it is a paragon of simplicity
compared to the incredible complex
ity of even the simplest of the natural
systems which sustain life on Earth.
Chaos theory tells us that we can never
expect to be able to predict the weather
for more than a few days ahead with
any degree of accuracy. The dynamics
of the atmosphere far exceed the level
of complexity at which it would be
even theoretically possible. It cannot
be done.

How. then, can the scientist fix
things? We are discussing the repair of
systems of incomprehensible' com
plexitywhose behavior we do not even
know how to describe. Nobody even
knows how the planet cycles carbon
dioxide. How then are they going to
fix an overabundance of it, if such
proves to be necessary? Remember,

. you don't get to make many mistakes;
and trial and error is a lousy way to
proceed when the stakes are so high.
The same principle applies to every
environmental problem beyond the
merely local, which is tough enough.

The touching/childlike faith in the
omnipotence of science and scientists
is shared by most of the people in our
societyon at least a subconscious level.
One group conspicuously deficient in
true believers is the scientific commu
nity itself. Of course, there are a few
who buy the attractive myth of their
own omnipotence. But most scientists
are quite aware of the limits ofavailable
knowledge and techniques. Consider
the example of medical research; it is
one of the best staffed and funded areas
of scientific endeavor, although nota
bly less so than the eternal research for
new means of efficient killing. The
human body is relatively small and
easily handled. Despite all this, people
still suffer horribly and die every day,
and death claims all of us within a
hundred and twenty years of birth at
the very outside. What sort of lunacy
is it to imagine that we are going to be
able to artificially resuscitate, redesign
and then maintain the gigantic, in
comprehensible systems which keep
the Earth habitable if we ruin them?
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Alaskan Madness

Actions:
On Wednesday, November 11, we

learned about the 6 acre cut. Meetings
ensued as phone call inqUiries and
outrage to the FSand Reps Wyden and
Kopetski's office began in earnest. The

FS assured us they wouldn't tear down
a Native American sweatlodge near
the site.

Thatweekend, Cheetwootand Reed
EF!ers showed up ort the mountain.
Sunday, 50folks, halfNative Americans,
gather'ed at the Zig Zag Ranger D.istrict
to express their outrage at the pre
emptive strikeagainst religious freedom
on Enola Hill. We gathered en masse
along the highway, banners strung
along the road and up their tree. The
ski- slope- bound motorists saw us as a
colorful blur. , ,

What set this event apart was the
Nativedrum circle. The primordial beat
of the Earth Mother on the shoulder of
the highway. Something other-worldly,
here. We all knew this was the begin
ning of a powerful transformation
within ourselves, our commitment to
defending the autonomy ofsacred sites,
and the sweet expansion ofour activist
community.

However, bamboozled by lawyers
and FS reps, we let our guard down and
the sweatnear Enola Hill was demol-

tain. The ceremonywas interrupted by gate waited like vultures.
a truck from Schoppert Logging Co., When we' were all inside the pe-
coming to continue the cut. A brave rimeter, about 7 am, word came down
Stumptowner put his body down and thatthelawwasclosingin. Our man in
others followed suit. Loggers retreated. the van watching the gate had a rear
A standoff ,ensued and sheriff's rein. view full of police, and attempted to
forcementswerecalledin. Earth First!ers hold them off by driving towards
sat in the road with linked arms, and basecampveryslowly. Hewasproinptly
were arrested, The cut was halted for dragged outofhis van, slammed against
the day. The 6 arrestees were out on PR ,the side and busted. Meanwhile the 80
by 11pm. A basecamp set up on Sat- of us were up the road a spell, cars all
urday the 28th, and we noted a higher parked to the side except for three in
turnout of media (allverypositivej and the middle of the road.
Native Peoples. No confrontations. It became clear that these vehicles
Evening news anchors predicted a would be the first stali. When the
major showdown on Monday. On towtrucks came for the 1st piCk-up
Sunday some folks came up because truck, we decided to scuttle it by taking
they had seen us on the news. Mean- off the wheels. The police tried to
while, Native American activists built a replace the, wheel as the tow truck
second sweatlodge on~the same site, jockeyed into position, but an officer'
under observation by a FS officer. More set the ,lug nuts on the hood long
bodies arrived for the Monday action. enough for the driver to scoop them
A storm front rolled in, and our own up and hurl them into the woods. A
storm was brewing. cop actually went after them as we

In the wee hours of Monday yelled "Think of them as little donuts!"
morning, in the driving rain, the forest To compound Alpine Towing's
pixies were at work building barricades problems, a Stumptown Womyn
on the uphill route to the cut. A Warrior Krypto'd her neck to the door
scattering of progressively more in- ' handle. This spectacle held them off

continued from page 6

Wolf hunting in Alaska, state
sponsored or for sport, must be stopped
permanently, Itistimetoputawayour
outdated ideas about managing living
animals for our own pleasure. The wolf
is a highly social,' cooperative animal.
Hunting of any kind not only removes
individual animals from the gene pool,
but it disrupts the social structure of
the pack - pups lose their parents and
never learn their trade, adults lose their
hunting companions, and olderwolves
lose the support of the pack.

Throughout the world, the wolf
has come to be recognized as a symbol
of the wild that is rapidly being de
stroyed by human greed and thought
lessness. Alaska is one of the very few
places in the world where wild wolves
still live in a semblance of their original
state. But their habitat and their very
eXistence is constantly threatened by
increasing development and popula
tion pressures even Iii this remote area.
This is the time and place to make a
stand in defense of the wild and the
creatures that share it with us.

Despite Alaska Governor Wally

Enola Hill...
continued from page 6

doesn't require a permit for tree cut
ting crews to use the road. Figure that
one-must be that old "pre-commer
cial thinning" again...

Although in 1990 a federal judge
ruled that the FS had to notify the
litigants and all concernedlndian tribes
of any pending action on Enola, no
notice was given of the road permit.
Hearing that cutting had already begun
on sacred land, and with no other
recourse to stop the destruction, we_
started organi~ing:The phone tree was
dusted off and the network was re
energized! Stumptown, Cheetwood,
Reed, Bremmerton, Stumpfrog and
Seattle Earth First!ers responded. Our
unifying goal was to defen~ the sacred
site, to work in conjunction with Na
tive Americans, to work humbly yet
firmly, sober yet inspired, and to put
our bodies on the line.

Hickel's recent claim that he is block
ing the scheduled slaughter, nothing
has changed in the state's plans. In
response to the growing threats of an
international tourism boycottof Alaska,
Hickel proposed an "Alaska Wolf Sum
mit" in Fairbanks, January 16-18, in
viting representatives from environ-,
mental groups to attend. This move is
an obvious ploy to placate the tourism
industry and t6 take the pressure off
the Hickel administration.

National boycotts of the Alaska
tourism'industry are already being felt
in Juneau. Wendy Wolf, deputy di
rector of the state Division ofTourism,
(who jokingly vowed to change her
name) stated that they have been re
ceiving about five calls per hour pro
testing the wolf kill plan and advising
her that the tourists are changing their
plans for vacations in Alaska.

"If we start to get lots of calls and
letters, I'm sure there will be conver
sations between our office and Fish
and Game and the governor's office,"

,she said.
When the Game Board made a

ished on Tuesday the 17th.
Days of Individual Outrage ensued

the rest of the week. Folks went into
offices ofUSFS Region 6 and politicians'
offices alone or in pairs to gain access
to official ears. On Wednesday the
25th, twenty-five bodies started a vigil
on the hill, did a non-violent prep,
then paid a visit to the Zig Zag Ranger
Station.

Friday morning a prayer circle to
welcome the dawn, led by AIM Activist
Calvin Hecocta, began on the moun-

similar wolf control decision in 1983,
state offices were flooded with 'calls
and letters. Thousands of letters from
school children to the governor's of
fice were the chief reason that the state
canceled plan for extensive wolf kills.

It must be stressed that despite
what appears to be positive develop
ments in recent weeks, the pressure
must continue. Rumors are out that
the hunt has been called off-this is far
from the truth.

There are few of us in Alaska who
oppose this madness. Our only hope is
to raise awareness and outrage in the
Lower .48. Please help us! Tell every
onewhat is happening! This is it, folks.
Alaska is the Last Great Place. This is
where we make our stand, where we
turn with backs to the wall to face the
snarling bulldozers, the gushing oil
wells, the grinning executives in three
piece suits, the giggling hunters, ma
chineguns in hand. Ifwe can't preserve
this one island ofdiversity in all of this
great Earth, we must qUietly submit
ourselves to the gentle ministrations of
(un)civilization.

tense roadblocks made from windfall
flora and rocks began to take shape.
One of the pixies came down just in
time to single-handedly confront and
turn away a scouting truckload of log
gers, who then retreated.

Native supporters, including two
,Warm Springs elders, began showing
up, as well as, more Euro-american di
rect activists. Veteran ,of the FBI's war
on the American Indian Movement
Dino Butler arrived and hung an AIM
banner at basecamp. Loggers at the

Let us stop this madness-in
whatever way we can. Anyone inter
ested can contact me at mlewis on
econet, FTh1AL@ALASKA.BITNETor
FTMAL@ACAD3.ALASKA.EDU on
Internet, 907/474-6645 or -at PO Box
670647, Chugiak, Alaska 99567.'

What you can do:

Write letters to the following addresses
and let them know that you will not
consider traveling to a state that murders
wolves. Write or Fax Governor Hickel and
voice your opposition to wolf control in
Alaska.

Carl Rosier, Commissioner Alaska
Department ofFjsh and
Game, 1255 West 8th Street Juneau,
AK 99802
Alaska DepartmentofCommerce and
Economic Development:
Division ofTourism, Connel Murray,
Director PO Box 110801
Juneau, AK 99811-0801
Governor Wally HickelI'D Box

,110001 Juneall, AK 99811-0001

for some time, but alas, the door handle
was snipped and she was lead off in
cuffs, leaVing a VW Van to get pulled
away next. Abrave Cheetwoot Womyn
locked her neck to that vehicle's Axle,
and laid out in the muddy, freeZing
road going hypothermic. Authorities
were first shaken at this spectacle, then
got serious aboutremoving her. After
45 minutes she opted to unlock, rather
than have the car's undercarriage cut
up.

The last vehicle out of the way, the
cops came to a human blockad'e. Earth
First!erswith a long Ecocide::; Genocide
banner backed up the Elders who were
standing firm in the face of the police
and themedia. APeace Pipewasoffered,
and the police were embarrassed.

Nevertheless, they issued their ul
timatum and pushedon up the road, in
slow pursuit of a slow walking human
roadblock. Police tempers rose each
time they had to dismantle a larger
roadblock on the route up the hill.
Folks were arrested at random, trying
to get up to the, human barricade to do
support.

The final blockade was a wonder
piece. An iron bar secured in the road,.
reinforced with spiked logs, was laced
with Kryptos locked to the necks of 4
activists, 2 of whom where locked to)
each other, neck to neck. This held the"
loggers off for about an hour; as aliI
manner of heavy, duty, extraction 1

techniques were employed. Other ac
tivists kept on up the road, leaving a
frenzied trail of barricades before
ditching through the forest.

The bastards finally did get in, and
19 of us went out in a paddy wagon.
We held them off from Sam to 2pm,
kicked ass and were kicked likewise in
this heavy battle. Thanks to our sup
port and media people, and especially
KEOO radio's live remote transmissions,
the struggle reached thousands. Un
fortunately, many of our cars were
towed during and after the action, and
2 acres were cut that late afternoon.

Actions continued that week.
Thirty people did a sit-in at Ron
Wyden's office in downtown Portland.
Outside Sen Hatfield's Salmon Hear
ings, a mob of activists cornered' Re
gional Forester John Lowe and forced
him to answer up to crimes on Enola
Hill. It was like a Rugby scrum with
him and his bodyguard. After court
hearings on the issue, a Temporary
Restraining Order was denied.

Ron Wvden has sent' a letter to
, cOf/tif/ued 011 l1extpagl'
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Federal Judge Lynches FBI Lawryers-
By BOB STERN

Friday, November 13th just wasn't
the FBI's day. US District Court Judge
Eugene Lynch told government law
yers that he still doesn't see anysub
stance to their argument that the FBI
and its agents can't be sued for per
forming their official duties. He had
already told them once before that he
was going to allow Judi Bari and Darryl
Cherney to go ahead with their law
suit. When the FBI lawyers offered
nothing new in his motion for recon
sideration on the thirteenth, Lynch
affirmed his earlier decision. He did
agree to put off the next phase of the
trial for 60 days so the Fed's can appeal
to a higher court. He also agreed to
dismiss the Earth First! request for an
injunction against the Feds. But that's
only because Earth First! attorney
Dennis Cunningham hasn't yet gotten
around to proving the specifics of what
the FBI has done to Judi and Darryl
(and other activists).

It was a step forward for the mas-

sive lawsuit known as Bari v. Held just who did plant the bomb in Judi's
(Richard Held is the Special Agent-in-car. It also charges a conspiracy to
Charge of what's supposed to be an discredit Judi and Darryl to interfere
investigation of the 1990 bombing with their First Amendment rights to
which nearly killed Judi and Darryl). speakoutandorganizepolitteally. The
Assuming a higher court doesn't over- government campaign is reminiscent
rule Lynch's decision, the case will ofthe COINTELPRO operation thefeds
move on to the phase known as "dis- ran against the iHack Panthers, Puerto
covery." That's where Earth First! law- Rican Independentistas, AIM and other
yers and activists get to look at all the radical groups in the Sixities and into
paperwork the FBI has on the investi- the Seventies. AndSURPRISEJ the man ,
gation. Or, as Judi puts it, "all the inchargeofCOlNTELPROwasRichard
documents they haven't gotten around Held, who's now heading the Earth
to shredding yet." Darryl and Judiare ' First! "investigation."
actually suing both the FBI and the Judi and Darryl are not happy about
Oakland Police Department for their the way the FBI and OPD have tried ,to
handling of the bombing. OPD is not paint them as wild-eyed terrorists
appealing the judge's decision the way each has a long history of non-violent
the Feds have done, but rather seem activism. And though they believe
prepared to move forward with the their own investigation is closer to
case. finding the bomber than the FBI will

The lawsuit asks for damages for ever be (unless the Bureau is involved
false arrest, illegal search and seizure, or knows more than it's revealed-No!
presumption of guilt and failure to Not the FBI!), they do want it brought
conduct a legitimate investigation of into the light that little or nothing lias

been done by the authorities to solve
the crime. The FBI continues to charge
that Darryl and Judi built, the bomb
themselves and has never looked for
other suspects. Assuming the Case is
allowed to go forward by the Appeals
Court, it could take years to resolve,
Hopefully, the extent to which the FBI
is breaking the law, failing to do its job
and harassing ,activists will come out
and something can be done to keep it
from interfering with other voices of
political dissent. Kudos ,to attorneys
Dennis Cunningham and Bill Simpich
for their long hours helping Darryl and
Judi press their case against the govern
ment.

For Inore infon71atiol1 and/or to
offer donations, contact:
Judi Bari Legal Tnlst
c/o Mendocino Environmental
Center, 106 W. Standley
Ukiah, CA 95482

Rad Wednesday SW"eeps the Nation
By KAREN PICKEIT AND DARRYl CHERNEY ,

Corpus Christi corpses at a die-in olltside Dupont

The first media call early Monday
morning came as a bitofa surprise. We
hadn't yet sent out any press releases.
In fact, the press release wasn't even
written yet. Turned out the reporter
had gotten the word that Earth First!
was planning a demo at DuPont's
Antioch, California factory from the
plant manager. The next call was from
the county sheriff, wanting to know
what we had in mind, anyway. It
qUickly became clear that the action
was already happening, a good 48 hours
before our October 28 Rad Wednesday
descent on the toxic, freon-producing,
ozone-destroying DuPont plant. But
we were not alone.

Across the country DuPont was
holding preemptive press conferences
and calling in hordes of police officers
to stave off the onslaught from over 20
groups who joined together in the
second nationwide Radiation Suit
Wednesday. this year. Earth First!,
Greenpeace and tcountless other en
vironmental groups coalesced in what
appears to be a unifying issue: the
urgent need to stop the production of
all~zone-destroyingchemicals now.

On a gray Wednesday morning in
Deepwater, New Jersey, "Rad Wednes
day" organizers walked out their front
doors to find police cars parked out
front waiting to follow them to the
action. Undeterred, two dozen activ-

Massacre in Oregon
continued from page 17' '

Judith Levin (Mt. Hood Acting Super
visor), suggesting that the FS withdraw
the road use permit, which would make
it impossible for Schappert ~gging to
use the road to haul off cut timber from
the Hiil. On December 3rd, the
,president's Advisory Council on His
toric Preservation sent a letter toJudith
Levin stating that "The FS acted inap
propriately in follOWing the procedures
in the' MOA(Memoranda of
Agreement)'s in Lieu of Councils
Regulation (36 CFR 8(0). In the
Council.'s view the Agency's finding of
No Effect (in iSSuing the commercial
road permit to Schappert Logging Inc.
) was made without appropriate-com
pliance with the regulations imple
menting Sections 106 (Nat'} Historic
Preservation Act). In other words The
FS is guilty as charged!
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ists marched around the DuPont plant
, while antsy police thought mean, ugly

thoughts.
In Louisville, Kentucky a handfull

ofactivists handed out leaflets to DuPont
workers during the shift change, while
four televfsion cameras recorded the
event. In Clinton, Iowa activists em
ployed the same strategy and were,
joinedbya dozen students and a teacher
from the nearby Scattergoods Quaker
school.

In Corpus Christi, Texas Greenpeace
canvassers 'combed the neighborhood
follOWing the heavy media coverage of
the "die-in" in front of the DuPontCFC

On the personallegal fronta few
arrestees were bailed out, but those
who stayed in later were released
without bail. Even those with the
greatest charges (the lockdowns)
were released the nex;t day with,
charges dropped, though new
charges could Qe filed for a year. Jail
solidarity pays off.

For you armchair activists, get
on the phone to you elected reps,
and especially Hatfield and Nouye.
Demand protection of Enola Hill
and other cultural resource areas.
Demand that Congress pass the pro
posed amendments to In(;mye's
American Indian Religious FreedOm
Act to protect areas like Enola Hill,
Mt. Graham and Mt. Shasta (to name
but a few): Demand an inquiry into
FS lies. '

This issue ain't over yet. Send
your $, your bodies and your ideas to
Stumptown Earth Hrst!

plant and got great responses from the
local residences. They were joined by

~, the legendary
Austin Earth
First! and
the-lo and
behold! Dare I

" say it?-Cor
pus Christi
Earth First!
(where they
have to
do u b,l e -bag
their Earth
First! Journals).
Other DuPont
plants were
targeted in
,Chattanooga
and Nashville,
Tennessee.

Operation Ozone Shield, Earth
First!, and the University of Oregon
Survival Center in Eugene decorated
"Rad" suits and held a fashion show at
the student union. More student ac
tions were staged at University of Ala
bama at Tuscaloosa; University of
Puget Sound in Tacoma and Evergreen
College at Olympia, Washington;
University of New Hampshire at
Durham; Texas A&M ~t College Sta
tion; University of Kentucky at Lex-

, ington; and even the Mark Keppel
High School in Alahambra, California
and let's not forget to mention AI

, bany, New York; Vancouver, BC; Salt
Lake City, and Tucson.

There were powerful lessons to be
learned from the Rad Wednesday day
of action. First, it took little convinc
ing to getlarge numbers of groups to
take on actions. Perhaps this will
serve as ,a catalyst for more groups to
get involved in direct action campaigns
for the ozone layer.

Secondly, wherever there is a
DuPont plant, there is often an al
ready existing grassroots anti-toxic
group you can allywith. For example,
in LOUisville, KY we learned that a
minister ke'eps Vigil' every Tuesday
outside the plant that killed h,is father.
In Montague, MI, where grassroots
activists were hoping that someone
would organize a national day against
DuPont and were extremely disap
pointed when they learned of our

,event only two 9ays befor¢ it was to
Occur.

Many ofthe' people in grassroots'
groups fighting DuPontare non-white

and just plain working class people.
, DuPont likes to build their plants in
poor neighborhoods where they can
draw on a supply of compliant worker
droneswhotheyhopewon'tcomplain.
But some of them do.

The third lesson is that the media
coverage we received nationwide was
astonishingly good, especially consid
ering that many of the actions were
relatively small.
Ozone destruction has been an
undercovered story and even dim-Wit
ted reporters know that there is no Six
O'clock News on a dead planet.

The deadly hole in the ozone grows
by the day and the catastrophic effects
grow along with it. DuPont has been
announcing for years that they plan to

, halt their production of ozone-eatinb
CFC's, moving deadlines up as they
approac1¥ Their corporate foot-drag
ging is too d,mgerous to ignore, as
reports ofblind sheep and fish in Tierra
del Fuego, Chile; epidemic skin cancer
in Australia and massive phytoplank.
ton (which produces 70% of our oxy
gen) die-off abound. These biological
tragedies in the southern hemispherf
are the image of our future, as thi
ozone hole grows to a size tha! is now
three times the size of the US and 2:2
miles deep.

DuPont is not the only corpora
tion destroying the ozone, and CFCs
are not the only chemical culprit.
Carbon tetrachloride, methyl bromide,
and methyl chloroform are manufac
tured by Dow, Allied Signal, Vulcan
Chemicals and a dozen others. The
good'news is there are so many villains
you won't have to travel so far to par
ticipate in the next Rad Wednesday
which will probably take place in April.

We chose to focus on DuPont be
cause they are a corporate leader, a 200'
year old CQJIlpany with good name
recognition. And the message delivered
to DuPont on "Rad Wednesday" by
radiation-SUited, UV sunglass-clact,
drum-beating, howling protesters was

-clear: the future is now.
For mOTe info, or to send a donation

write: Earth First!, PO Box 34, Garberville,
Ecotopia 95542.



Named after the Ute word for "wolves," Sinapu (pronounced "sin-op-you")
is the only group working through the political process for large-scale
restoration of Colorado's native ecology. Our goal is simple: restoring wild
wolves to our state. But restoring wild wolves means performing an abrupt
turn~iroun~ from the direction Colorado has taken since Anglo settlement.

.·-::;tf<7~' .t.....,'..· .

killing .}volves was synonymous with building civilization. An 1885
newspaper·editorial about wolves exclaimed that "if nothing is done... the·
plains will in a few years... become a howling wilderness with a vengeance."

Sinapu is working toward precisely that: bringing· back the howling
wilderness in most of Colorado's mountains, and in parts of the Great Plains.

Formed in March, 1991 we are a small grass-roots group. But we have
sparked a fire that is sweeping the imagination of this state. And that fire is
turning things around:·

'-.

Throughout Colorado people are energized and activated in spreading the
word that our ecosystems need wolves ... Three local governments and five
newspapers have jumped on theba:ndw~gonwith endorsements ... For the

first t~me ~ver, the Forest Service is studying wolf restoration without waitingfof
the dIrectIon of a. recovery plan ... And. another national precedent: Congress
told the Fish and Wildlife Service to examine the feasibility of bringing wolves
back to Colorado, even though FWS had excluded the state (for political
reasons) from its wolf recovery plan.·· ...

. . But the challenge of reintroducing wolves goes beyond our culture's deep-
rooted animosity to things wild. Wolves need lots of habitat. Protecting and
restoring that habitat means changing the way the government treats our
public lands. And that means stepping on some powerful toes. . .

P.O. Box 3243 . Boulder, CO 80307
,?



Their Cows, Your Money: Why Colorado's Wolves are Gone STATE WOLF POLIC

After thirty-six years of bounty payments on dead wolves, the species W'lS still refatively abundant. '50 from 1905 to
. 1945 the federal government systematically killed wolves} 'With some assistance from state hunters. .

Death cau nt not available from 1905-1908. Hollow column indicates puppies .destroyed in utero.
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With the exception of en-
. dangered species, under
federal jurisdiction, individ
ualstates formulate the
wildlife policies of our
country. The theory goes
that since rocks and trees
and the .like are liable to
stay put, they are the do-

. main of landowners, be they
federal, state or private.

But critters are known to
travel, disregarding prop
erty lines. Thus, each state
regulates private individuals
in their actions concerning
wildlife (licenses to kill or to
keep animals captive, for
instance). Federal land man
agement agencies likewise
usually avoid actions that
pre-empt state authority'
over wildlife.

The tradition of state au
thority over wildlif( isc.;o
entrenched that evert when

Last moments oflife. ..

In 1891, largely to protect denuded land from overgraz
ing, Congress authorized the president to create "forest re
serves" (later called "national forests"). In the subsequent
decade, tens of thousands of Western settlers, speculators
and entrepreneurs protested the new federal land. In this
political climate; Congress retreated frQm the protective in
tent of the reserves, and allowed sheep grazing to resume
on them.

But the Forest Service remained under pressure, particu
larly from ranchers. Stanley Young,· who directed
Colorado's extermination program and later became na
tional chief of predator control, said, "strong sentiment
continued to develop to the effect that the National
Government should take more of an active part in wolf

control because of the vast acreages of wolf-infested na
tional forest." The Forest Service, succumbing to such
"strong sentiment," sought to prove that its stewardship
was superior to the state and private .owners it had suc
ceeded. Since the state bounty had. failed to exterminate
wolves, the Forest Service ·saw an opportunity to abate

.. some of the criticism directed its way. In 1905, the agency
. first hired its own trappers to kill the wolves· which had

survived these previous jurisdictions.
At the same time, it turned 'to an obscure Interior

Department scientific agency for technical advice on locat
ing wolves. Established in 1884 as a research service, and

.then called the "Office of Economic Ornithology and
Mammalogy," in the first decade of the twentieth century
the U.S. Biological Survey was called upOn to apply its sci-·
entific expertise toward solving public policy problems.
The presence of wolves was considered one such problem.
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. We are used to hearing about the demise.of animals due
to habitat loss. The usual nemesis for species ranging from
the north~rn spotted owl to the Uncompahgre fritillary
butterfly IS (h4man-caused) changes in their environ
ments. But the wolf and a handful of other predators are
gone for .an entirely.different reason: federal and state pol
icy, enacted through millions of tax dollars for over a cen
tury, decreed that these animals should be exterminated..

An ear~y wolf biologist, Stanley Young, himself a pri
mary archItect and executor of the federal extermination
policy, identified two subspecies of the gray wolf native to
Col~rado: the Great Plains or buffalo wolf (Canis· lupus
nubzlus), and the southern Rocky Mountain wolf (Canis
lupus youngii - named for himself); Both are now extinct,
though contemporary wolf biologists generally hold that
the local differences between gray wolf species were so mi
nor as to not constitute proper subspecies. ,

.~en fur trappers first invaded the West in the early to
mld-mneteenth century, wolves were one of their many.
targets. But the extermination. of the buffalo from the Great
Plains in the 1870's and 1880's doomed the Great Plains
wolf. Vast cattle empires succeeded the buffalo slaughter,
and wolves deprived of their wild prey' turned to these·
new domestic sources of food. .

In large· part to deal with these "depredations," cattlemen
.. formed local ~r()ups which raised' money for bounties on
dead wolves. These local associations banded together in
1867 as the Colorado Cattlemen's Association (CCA),
wl'Jch today boasts that it is the nation's oldest state cat
tlemen's group. Representing the dominant land use' in
Colorado, and organized on a grassroots basis, it quickly be- .

"Each one of these wolves is noted for its shyness
and its uncanny knowledge of avoiding any method
toward capture. Complete eradication of wolves in
Colorado is going to take time."

--United States Biological Survey, 1923-~ .

cam(~ immensely powerful. In 1869, two years after CCA's
genesis, C:0lorado's territorial legislature appropriated $247
for bounties on wolves, In subsequent years the legislature
pumped Inore money ~nto bounties,. and the price on a
wolf scalp gradually increasea from fifty cents in 1876 (the
year of statehood) to two dollars in 1893. In 1897, the legis
lature also provided for counties to assess taxes for addi-
tional bounty payments. . .

.. In response to these incentives, professional "wolfers"
laced millions of buffalo and other wild carcasses with
str.rchnine. The carnage, of course, touched almost £very
anImal on the plains, but it is instructive to note wolf mor
tality figu~es. In the Great Plains county of Las Animas,
alone, for Instance; eight wolves were "bountied" between
December 1878 and December 1880. More may have died .
unnoticed from poison. Nobody'knows when the last wolf
died o~ the Great Plains, but by the tum of the century the
o~ly v~able wolf populations remaining in Colorado sur
VIved In the mountains.
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?OLICY AT THE CUTTING EDGE OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY
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the federal government has
undeniable legal jurisdiction
on a wildlife issue, a state's
position traditionally. pre
vails.
The state legislature, as

recently as 1989, reaffirmed
Colorado's policy of killing
wolves (though the last wolf
here was killed in 1945),
and has retained the bounty
on wolf scalps. Most signifi
cantly, the Colorado Wildlife
Commission (CWC), since
1982 has vehemently op
posed wolf reintroduction.
In opposing reintroduc

tion, the Wildlife Commis~

sion cited concern for "hunt
able species of wildlife, the
livestock industry and the
human welfare." The Com
mission' added that
'biological control of big
game herds through preda
tion is not feasible."

Finally, so as to leave no
margin for doubt, the Com
mission resolved to oppose
"every person or entity
which may now or in the
future suggest or plan" wolf
(or grizzly) reintroduction.

This last statement clearly
infringed on the rights of
free speech guaranteed in
the U.S. Constitution. In1989,
one of Sinapu's co-founders
(before creating the group)
pointed out to the
Commission that their offi
cial position violates federal
and state law and the Con
stitution. As a result, the
Commission revised the
wording of its resolution.
the current resolution ex
presses the same sentiment,
with an attempt to narrowly
abide by the law.

Behind all the legal mach
inations lies a very simple

fact: State of Colorado offi
Cials believe they are living
in the 1890's. Why else
would the state legislature
support killing a non-extant
species, defying laws passed
in the twentieth century?
Why would the Wildlife
Commission state that
"Colorado's livestock is of
considerable importance,"
even though in 1992 the
total of all agricultural pro
duction in Colorado, it:lclud
ing, livestock production,
ranked tenth in economic
returns to the state?

Sinapu is working to con
vince state officials that they

,live 'in the 1990's. With the
help of volunteer attorneys
citing actual laws passed in
the twentieth century, and
with Sinapu members writ- .
ing the governor about fu
ture Wildlife Commission
appointments, Colorado's
wildlife policy maybe wak
ing up from a long sleep.

In these early years the U.S. Biological Survey, later to be
called the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, was closely
aligned with the nation's scientific community.. But like
the Forest Service's enemies, critics of the Biological
Survey wanted to see practical benefits from a federal

. agency. Assisting the war against predators provided the
Biological Survey a perfect justification for its continuance.

The Biological Survey did such a stellar job that in 1914
Congress gave it $125,000 to hire 300 agents throughout the
West to kill wolves and other predators. The next year the
Survey got $200,000 for the extermination campaign, and
the year after that, $250,000.

From the beginning, there was no equivocation about
the government's goal. A 1923 internal memo of the
Biological Survey reported:

Continued work toward complete eradication of known
wolf packs... has been the policy... From evidence
gained of known wolves in Colorado, the number at
present on the ranges approximate [sic] fifty. With the
exception of this year's increase, each one of these
wolves is noted for its shyness and its uncanny knowl
edge of avoiding any method tow~rd c~pture. Comp,lete
eradication of wolves in Colorado IS gomg to take tIme,
and it is felt this can only be accomplished by concen
trating on known ranges and staying with the job until
each area is cleaned of wolf packs.

"Staying with the job" was a messy business.. Wolves
were killed with poison, leghold traps,. and by digging pup
pies out of dens, then smashing them with a shovel.

But with a dedicated bureaucracy in full swing, the job
progressed rapidly through the 1920's (see chart). In 1930,
under pressure from the scientists who had fo~~ed t.he
originalleadershjp of the Survey, t~e agencyoffl~l~ll~ in

toned that its "underlying policy WIth regard to inJUriOUS

species of wild animals has been and will continue to be
one of control rather than complete eradication. The
Bureau is not embarked upon a general extermination
program." At that time there were less than. ten wolves left
in the entire state. Finally in 1945, with no fanfare, a state

.hunter killed Colorado's last wild wolf in what is now the
South San Juan Wilderness. .

Livestock 'producers never had the wherewithal to ex- .
terminate wolves on their own. His a testament to wolves'
amazing adaptability that it took the government seventy
six years to do the job.

Colorado Wildlife Commission:
"Biological control of big game
herds through predation is not
feasible."



BRINGING TRUE MULTIPLE-USE TO THE PUBLIC LANDS:
WHY EXCLUDE WILD WOLVES?

Most ofour public lands are supposed to be administered for multiple uses. As detailed in the Federal Land Policy
and Management Act (FLPMA) and the Multiple-Use Sustained Yield Act (MUSYA), land management agencies.
should incorporate different disciplines into a coherent strategy for meeting the needs and desires of the public.

Unfortunately, true multiple-use never really gained a foothold in the actual management of our public lands.
Since settlement of Colorado and the rest of the West, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and Forest Service
have specialized in single-use industrial zoning, catering almost exclusively to profiteering interes.ts. '

Sinapu is fighting to establish a vital national precedent in instituting multiple-use on Colorado's national forests
and BLM districts. Under the aegis of MUSYA, combined with the procedural requirements for public involvement
embodied in the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), we have requested that restoring wolves be a primary
goal in at least two of the alternatives presented for public comment in each national forest's new ten-year planning
document. .

"Sinapu is Colorado's finest Wise Use group. After all, what could be wiser
than to re-establish a native predator on public lands?"

The Forest Service has preferred, however, to conduct business as usual, and at first refused to even evaluate wolf
reintroduction. After a quarter of the letters received by the Arapaho-Roosevelt National Forest during their public
concerns' scoping process requested an evaluation of wolf reintroduction, agency officials said there was not suffi
cient public interest in the matter to justify spending time on it. Later, they claimed the Endangered Species Act pre
vented the agency taking the initiative in reintroducing an endangered species.

When officials could not cite theESA provisions in question, they switched tactics, claiming to have already stud
ied the feasibility of wolf reintroduction, and found there wasn't enough habitat on the forest. But when we asked to
see the documents involved in their research, they couldn't come up with even a page. The "study" didn't exist.

Finally, the agency agreed to do a real evaluation, but promptly declared that "other established uses such as log
ging, grazing and mining" do not look promising for providing "the right kind of habitat for .a wolf reintroduction."
This statement indicates the Arapaho-Roosevelt's staff regards wolf restoration and complete ecosystems as sec
ondary uses of the public lands, behind commodity production.

.But providing homes for wolves is at least as legitimate a use of national forest lands as any of these "established
uses." Sinapu, Colorado's finest Wise Use group (what could be wiser than re-establishing a native predator?), insists
the Forest Service implement its multiple-use mandate. The first step is to include wolf restoration as a goal in at
least two of the several alternatives the agency will present for public comment in its draft environmental impact
statement (DEIS).

Those two alternatives, by highlighting wolf reintroduction, can describe what steps would make it successful.
Perhaps roads in deer and elk winter range wilf have to be closed. and re-vegetated to provide good wolf habitat.
pprh;JD<: Q;ra7irw: le'lsP<:; ~h(mld carry strict requiremE'nts on livestock carcass disposal, to prevent wolves from scav~

enging on cows or sheep and developing a taste for livestock. Perhaps in some areas, wolves and livestock will not
he compatible, and successful wolf restoration will require closing grazing allotments. .

Whatever the specifics, Sinapu insist~ the Forest Service fairly evaluate the steps necessary to bring wolves back.
The agency's reluctance to say "no" to co.mmodityinterests ~oes not mean wolf reintroduction is impossible, and an
honest evaluation will separate political from scientific issues.

While the Arapaho-Roosevelt is mest advanced in writing its new Forest Plan, Sinapu has started the same pro
cess with the Routt and the Rio Grande National Forests (the latter where Colorado's last wild wolf was shot). Please
write a short letter to the regional forester,.in charge of all Colorado's national forests, asking that each forest include
alternatives objectively evaluating wolf restoration in the writing of its management plan. The evaluation should
look at whatever steps, including habitat restora~on,areneeded to bring wolves back:

Regional Forester Elizabeth Estill, USDA Forest Service, 11177 W. 8th Ave., Lakewood, CO 80225

~

~~~~~~. ~
Sinapu Membership Form

(send with check or money order to SiDapu, POB 3243, Boulder CO 80307).
Members recieve a quarterly newsletter, entitled Colorado Wolf Tracks.

------------------------------------------------~----------------------------------------,-------------------

NAME: ~

ADDRESS:
------------------------------------------------~---.-----------~

TELEPHONE: , (a.m.) (p.m.)

_$15 (low income/student/senior _citizen); _$25; _$35 (regular); _$50;
_$75; . _$100; ·_$500; _ other (please specify: .).

I'd also like to ...

_ do educational outreach in mycommli'nity
_ help mail out the newsletter .
_ host a letter writing party

.;' _ help with fundraising
, _ attend public hearings
. _ be part of a phone tree



Innu People Under Seige WAPITI FACED

Quebec Provincial Police forces are
amassed on the borders of the

. Maliotenarn Reserve ofthe Innu People
on the Quebec-LabradorPeninsula. The

. Quebec government has stated pub
licly that it intends to eliminate the
traditional leadership of theInnu and
has placed an injunction upon them
forbidding any movement off the re
serve or even conversations about the
situation that is daily heating up. At
issue is the traditional Innu's refusal to
accept an $800 million Hydro-Quebec
offer to relinquish title.to their ances
trallands.

The Innu are the original inhabit
ants of the land they call Nitassinan.
This area is 1,040,000 square miles of
rivers and subarctic forests. The mega
utility Hydro-Quebec wants to build a
series of dams on the land, similar to
their infamous James Bay projects to
the west. However, their $800 million
offer was turned down by traditional
leaders, and two public referendums
heldon the issue resulted in 80% of the
Native People rejecting the offer.Un
willing t.o take no for an answer, Hy
drocQuebec has apparently gotten the
Quebec government to do its bidding
under the auspices of the Department
of Indian Affairs (DIA). The DIA over
sees administration of the Native re
serves and resources and, as such, has
given the Innu until December 15th to
accept Hydro-Quebec's offer. In
preparation for that deadline the Que
bec Provincial Police (SQ) have amassed
their troops on the Nitassinan border.
They have said they will enter the re
serve by December 7th, ostensibly to

. enforcetheirdemandsand"bringpeace earth and all nations", but says that i walked for days
to the res '. . they reject "the attempt by the Quebec to reach this mountain

. Tom Dostou, a SPOkespersoDn,Provindal Government to intimiqate one of holtest Lakota sites
from The Coalition for Nitassinan, the the Traditional People and their lead- sacred
Innu Traditional Movement, has stated ership with threats of force and vio- my ancestors
that the Innu will "b . for as' lence. . . whispered
long as they can.' Last summer On December 10th a Peace March . over their voices

o 00 p ace between the SQ will be headed toward Montreal from i saw
and people of the Innu Nation after New York State calling for an end to the this holy place
native people set up a non-violent siege on Nitassinan. The international chisled
barricade in response to the DIA's re- peacegroupP.B.Lhasbeenapproached by foreign metal
fusal to allow a referendum on the about sending a delegation into Innu into wapiti faces
Hydro-Quebec issue. Eventually that territory as witness to events unfolding angular
referendum was allowed, and the offer there.. Dostou, speaking for the Innu sharp
was voted down, but the D~ has sub- ; flders, welcomes people to come a~faces of death, reflecting
sequently ruled that the referendum ~,~and with them, "We are asking all even our Sister Sun
was illegal. . people who love the Mother Earth to which caressed

Another Innu occupation took join us in defending' her and the Nativ: their treacherous
place in October at Lake Robinson, one eople this land." eyes
of the proposed dam sites. One hun- Pleasesendmessagesofprotestand still
dred fifty Provisional Police with a concern to the following: my ancestors speak
military back-up surrounded the oc- from this place
cupiers, mostly women and children. The Hon. Brian Mulroney, someday
That occupation ended peacefully, but Prime Minister, our Earth Mother
in recent weeks violence has broken House ofCommons,Rm. 30-s will cleanse this place
out in the area. A traditional Chief's Center Block as if it had
house was fired on by an unknown Ottowa, Ontario KIA OA6 never
assailant, and Dostou himself was Canada been
beaten by suspected Hydro-Quebec and then i will dynamite the
supporters. Dostou says goons hired Hydro-Quebec, Public Relations Dept. "Crazy Horse" mountain
by a DIA Chief have been intimidating 75 Boulevard Rene Levesquez West our other sacred place of Being
traditionals and Hydro~Quebecoppo- Montreal, P.Q., H2Z lA4 because
nents. Now, with the S.Q. at the gates Canada Tel: 514-289-2211 the land wills it
and vigilantes on the reserve, the po- and Raven
tential for violence has just increased. says it must be so.

Dostou says tha.t the Innu "reject .
present and future hydro-electric dam WILDEHARTE
projects as a violation of our national
territory and of our Mother Earth." He
adds that his "Nation is united in the
desire for peace and harmony with the

The Warner Creek Fire and the Flames of Resistance
By TAHOMA

Last October, at the end of a
long, hot, dry summer, an arsonist
drove to the end of a logging road at
the base of a roadless area and lit sev
eral fires. The 9000 acre Warner Creek
Fire, locatedon theWillarnetteNational
Forest, .was entirely within the bound
aries of a Habitat'Conservation Area
(HCA) for the northern spotted owl, in
the designated Compatch Roadless
Area. This' place had experienced
minimal prior management activities
since its steep slopes, thin soils, and
rugged terrain made the area unsuitable'
for profitable commercial timber ex
traction. Furthermore, no logging is
legally allowed in HCAs, which were
establishedas no-harvestforest reserves,
sanctuaries for spotted owls.

The Willarnette Forest Super
visor, Darrel Kenops, recently an
nounced his much-awaited decision
for a fire recovery plan, and much to
everybody's surprise considering the
spectallegaland ecological significance
ofthis area, Darrel selected thenext-to
highest salvage logging proposal. Al
ternative "F" was selected to help "re
cover the resources" allegedly lost by
the fire. (Quick: how many "F" words
can you thiIikof to describe his plan to
carve 40 million boardfeet out of 1200
roadless acres of an HCA??!!) Ofcourse,
the resource he most cares to recover
are the timber profits of his corporate
clientele, and the timber receipts his
bloated bureaucratic staff depends
upon..

Alternative "Fortune 500" is
,really no alternative at all, but is more
ofthesarnestandarddeForestdisService
cut~and-run timber strip-mining, cur
rently going at liqUidation, fire sale
prices. It is obvious that he doesn't

give a hoot about owls or Old-growth;
. on the contrary, like his local friends in

the Yellow Belly Coalition who have
been clamoring ever since the smoke
cleared for the Right to log off the
whole HCA, the onlyvaluable resources
Darrel can see in the forest are two-by
fours and toilet paper. •

Darrel selected his "Fatuous"
plan'against the expressed will of the
public, and the professional opinion of
his own hand-picked team of scientists
working on the Warner project. This
team of Forest Service employees came
to an unprecedented consensus op
posing all of the high-volume salvage
plans, and selected the "No Action"
strategy as the "Environmentally Pre
ferred Alternative." Nevertheless,
Darrel picked his own "Agency Pre
ferred Alternative" based on the
"Flawed" and "Fearful" assumption that

.another fire within the area will result
in a catastrophkconflagration of
col10ssal proportions (the District fire
spedalisthas calculated that a mere 6%
probability exists for a large reburn in
the next 2S years, meaning there is a
94% probability it won't!). The only
way to prevent such an event from'
occurring, according to Darrel's "Fan
tasy," is to essentially remove all of the
burned treesbeforetheycanbum again.
Wholesale salvage logging under this
"Fraudulent" proposal will doabso
lutely nothing to prevent natural
lightning fires from occurring, and it is
doubtful that clearcuts choked with
slash and brush will stop the spread of
a future fire. In fact, the stands of old
growth that burned hottest in the
Warner fire were located directly adja
cent to plantations that had already
been clearcut, slash-burned, replanted,

and were literally. vaporized by. the
wildfire.' .

The potential cumulative im
pacts of arson-fire salvage logging are
truly"Frightening." If a complacent
public allows the Forest service to sal
vage log this HCA after an arson fire,
then the whole conservation strategy
to save the spotted owl and a host of
other old-growth dependent species
from extinction will likely go up in
smoke next summer. Alternative
"Firebug" will send a clear signal to
criminal corporate timber maggots:
light it and log it. ("The Earth is a witch
and the men are still burning her~") Far
from preventing future wildfires or
speeding up recovery of the spotted
owl, commercially logginganyamount
of scorched trees within the Warner
HCA will likely cause more arson to
occur in other HCA's, creating a de
facto "scorched Earth policy" of Forest
Service sponsored deforestation.
. By continually salvaging tim-

ber over the years, the Agency has been
scuttling the ecosystem. One needs
only to look upon the Agengrs MAN
aged forest to realize that it is not a
forest atall, but is a sick and vulnerable
tree farm. The claim that Alternative
"Felonious assault" will speed up and .
protect owl hab~tat recovery would be
"Farcical" if it wasn't so "Fiendish" in
its "Fatal" effects on the forest.

Under a "Facade" of public in-
. volvement and "Feigned" scientific

rationale, an inherently autocratic de
cision by the Supervisor is about to
subvert the best available plan to avoid
species extinction and ecosystem de
struction. We needed a new fowl plan,
and instead, the forest supervisor gave
usyet another "Foul" plot. Alternative



Southern California's Sage S,crub Wilderness
By JACOB BEAR

Wilderness in L.A.? Believe it or
not, six counties in southern Califor
nia are still blessed with a fragile,
beautiful, shattered and threatened but
still potentially vibrant ecosystem,
known as sage scrub. This forgotten
wilderness, habitat for many wild"
threatened, endangered, or sensitive
species, has largely been unknown and
ignored byboth biologists and activists.
Recently, though, it has become the
batth~ground for yet another heroic
struggleagainst the vile forces of mining
and development.

At stake are both the coastal sage
scrub and alluvial sage scrub; The
coastal sage scrub is a mix ofartemecia,
buckwheat, and black and white sage.
It once filled the inland mountains,
canyons, and plains of southern Cali
fornia. Today, less than ten percent of
it remains.

Alluvial sage scrub is found further
inland, on what was once a coastal
mountain range geological aeons ago.
Its characteristic plants grow on the
rocky alluvia deposited by streams and
draina.ies that flood heavily ina short
rainy season anp remain dry the rest of
the year. The life forms here have
carefully evolved and adapted to the
harsh conditions of regular dryness
and infrequent, severe flooding. In
credibly diverse, the plant community
of this ecosystem contains the coastal
sages, as well as many mesic species.
The land is dotted with evergreen
shrubs and subshrubs, and blooms in
the spring with a groundcover of wild
flowers. This is complemented by a
sprinkling of chapparalplants, and
some of the smaller riparian woodland

species. Less than five percent of the
allUvial sage scrub remains.

Alluvial and coastal sage scrub are
the habitat for over 70 species that are
threatened, endangered, or species of
special concern. Of particular impor
tanj:e is the California gnatcatcher, a
candidate for federal listing as an eri
dangered species. The only thing pre
venting its listing is a debate, largely
fueled by biologists working for devel
opers, over whether the California
gnatcatche.r ·is the same as the gnat
catchers which thrive in Baja Califor
nia, or whether it is a unique (and

therefore endangered) subspecies. In
its original North American Bird
Checklist, however, the American Or
nithologists Union declared the Cali
fornia gnatcatcher a distinct subspe
cies.

The crown jewel of this bioregion

is the Etiwanda wilderness in San Ber
nardino County. These 7,000 acres of
alluvial sage scrub provide potential
habitat for the California gnatcatcher
and other important species.
Etiwanda's unique geological makeup
has resulted in the formation of a IS
acre peat bog, one of the last ones in
California. Due to its size, the Etiwanda
can be thought of as analogous to the
Headwaters Forest in northern Califor
nia. There is no other place like it left
on earth.

Etiwanda is threatened by a coali
tion of developers, including the Uni

versity of California's
land office. Looking for
endangered birds, biolo
'gists from UC Riverside
dida studyof the area in
June. However, this
study was confined to
only 175 acres, so their
determination that no
endangered species exist
in the area has little
merit.

Last spring, a dlfferent
team of biologists
sighted a pair of the en
dangered Bell's vireo in
Etiwanda. Shortlv after"
wards, some unknown
party illegally bulldozed
the site where the vireos

had' been seen, knocking down trees
and filling an active stream with dirt
and debris.

Clearly, thebiggestthreat to sage
scrub is development. From his con
crete lair in the newly-built Ontario
Center, Willard "Skip" Morris, presi-

dent of the Center, brags, "When I first
got here in 1985 there was nothing but
tumbleweed and jackrabbits." On the
wall of his office are plans for the
nearly pristine Rancho Cucamonga
canyonatthe foot ofl\lount Baldy. His
vision is described by the Los Angeles
Times Magazine: "A dozen more build
ings.A mall twice the size of any
around. Possibly a public library. A
full-service 'car care' center. Acres of
landscaped and lighted parking lots..."

Thanks to the efforts of Earth
First!ers in the LA region, a successful
resistance has begun. In early October,
a conference designed to lure Asian
development money to the area was
infiltrated, and a message was deliv
ered to attendees. By crowding board
meetings and public hearings, local
activists are beginning to be heard.
Many developed projects have already
been delayed or stopped as a result, and
new studies and wildlife surveys are
taking place.

Besides that, this ecosystem de
serves to be saved: It is the eleventh
hour for sage scrub. But this is a fight
that we can win, if enough energy and
effort are put into it. For the sake of thE
cactus wren, the spineflower, the grey
fox, and the cougar,if you live in
southern California and aren't already
involved, don't just sit there on your
butt, do something!

Information for this article was pro
vided by the Sage Scrub Task Force.
They can be contacted at (818) 508
HILL, PO Box 2828, Beverl) , Hills, CA
90213. Your involvement and contri
butions are welcome.

NAWAPA Threatens Continental Rivers

We'll Be Dammed

Consulting Services Ltd. Smith has
had a long (and hopefully soon extin
guished) career in the Provincial gov
ernment, providing counsel in issues
before the supreme court involving
fisheries, offshore mineral rights, and
aboriginal constitutional matters
(dealing with the illegal occupation of
B.C., I'm sure).

Portions of pipeline and other de
velopments are being snuck through
the diminished realities 'known as In
dian reservations. (You can't do thatto
white people!) The modus operandi is
simple and time tested; pay the ones
who will sell out and kill those who
resist. We need to realize that this is
not historical, this is still going on. The
Aboriginal Traditionalists up and down
the affected rivers are opposed to any
diversion schemes and are organizing
with environmentalists to create a
strong offensive again st in truding
corporadons and governments. sup
port arid money is needed in building
alliances and keeping bellies full so
voices can be loud. We are trying to
spread the word and create a broad
base of support to stop any further
altering of river systems. Look for
upcoming action alerts.

Send money and/or information
aboutNAWAPA, K.V,A. Resources,
Multinational Resources Inc., etc., to:
AllianceAgainst Water Diversion
P.O. Box346,
Pritchard, BC VOE2PO

___ ....6~.x. .~jJ - __I-I;:J"--- ----_./.- . ..-' .... ::...~ .../" -'"

instance, on average, 87% of the water 
consumed in 1-lontana, Nevada and
California goes to livestock food pro
duction (Wuerthner, Journal, Mabon,
'92). Next to the military, the cattle
industry is the most destructive force
in the .West. (Its no secret that'sup
porting the livestock industry is like
stabbing your mother in the back.)

But, alas, common sense doesn't
seem to weigh like dollars and cents in
the scheming minds of the people who
have granted themselves control. The
North Thompson River diversion will
net K.V.A. Resources half a billion
dollars annually. K.V.A. has hired
Multinational Power an,d Water Inc.,
Vancouver as their Canadian based P.R.
and lobbying firm for the project.
William E.S. Clancey, Multinational's
president has had a lifetime career
proViding boardroom council for ex
ecutives and corporations, holding
executive levels in banking, heavy
construction, and the mining and en
ergy industries., Smith has consistently
maintained upper echelon liaison with
both business and government. Your
run of the mill vampire with an im
pressive resume.

Another importsnt member of the
visiting team is K.V.A. founder and
chairman Gerald Shupe. His long his
tory of hydroelectric construction en
gineering includes some 44 hydro
power facilities in the US, Canada and
Australia. In addition, Shupe has
constructed major tunnels, rapid tran
sit,rail, mining, etc..

Last, but not least, every effective
earth raping conspiracy needs a good
corporate lawyer;. Enter Melvin H.
Smith, President of Crown Western

The strategy thus far seems to be
building NAWAPA piece by piece with
out acknowledging the entirety of the
project. James Bay, for instances part
of the original NAWAPA plan. The L.A:
Department of Power and Water has
proposed a corridor of dams and res
ervoirs from L.A. to Idaho's Snake River
that would be preciselysituated to hook
up with NAWAPA. The Mica Creek
Dam in B.C. is already built, a step
towards sealing off the proposed Rocky
Mountain Trench reservoir. Mica Creek
Dam could also be used as a holding
area for the proposed North River
Thompson diversion. Alreadybuiltare
the ,Duncan, Libby, Hugh Kennedy,
Pembia, Big Horn, Gardiner, Hungry
Horse, Nelson, James Bay and
Saskatchewan dams.

The North Thompson Albreda dam
(B.C.) is the latest propos.ed project,
and would be another cog in the
NAWAPA wheel. K.V.A. Resources out
of Bellvue, WA is the engineering
contracting firm behind the plan to
pump .onemillion acre feet of water
annually from the North Thompson
River to California. The stolen river
would flow from the Colombia through
pumping stations, up the Oregon pla
teau near Lakeview, Oregon and down
the Pit river into the Shasta Reservoir.
Turning power plants along the way,
the "surplus" water would eventually
end up in the L.A. area. . _

For the western US to consider
Canada's water as a solution to their
water shortage is "udderly" ridicukms.
With the overwhelming majority of
water there growing feed for livestOCk
production, they don't need water, they
need to stop raising livestock! For

After 30 years in the cauldron, the
North American Water and Power Al
liance (NAWAPA) project is becoming
a realistic threat to ecosystems from
Alask;l to Mexico. The NAWAPA con
spiracy is a plan backed by politicians,
engineers, developers and business
people to divert "surplus" northern
waters to drought plagued California,
Mexico and the United States South
west. Construction of the monstrous
"hydra" includes 240 dams and reser
voirs, 112 water diversions, 17 aque
ducts and canals, and would flood sao
miles of the ROCky Mountain Trench.
Further, the plan would force the
Susitna, Copper, Tanana and Upper
Yukon Rivers backwards (possibly us
ing nuclear pumping stations) into
reservoirs to be stored and sent South.

Sound crazy? Twelve dams that
were part of the original NAWAPA
scheme are already in place. The recent
disappearance of the Nechacko River
(which was diverted to feed the Alcari
aluminum smelter) shows that the
Canadian government has no qualms
about playing God with rivers to serve
industry., Adding fuel to the govern
ments' ability to enslave the Northern
river systems is the North American
FreeTradeAgreement (NAFTA). NAFTA
is the key to NAWAPA since water is
included as a "commodity for trade".
In' the words of Robert Finch (chief
lobbyist for NAWAPA and former
Nixon Health, Education and Welfare
secretary), "NAWAPA will be the next
major priority after the conclusion of
the trilateral Free Trade Agreement
negotiations." In a Canadian Broadcast
Corporation documentary, Finchcalled
the plan 'irievitable".
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Rare Sturgeon S\VilllS Bet\Veen Econolllic Interests
and the Federal Court

ByJASPER CARLTON

A classic battle between powerful
economic interests and the environ
ment is brewing in the Deep South. It's
all about the effort to save the critically
imperiled Alabama sturgeon.

Aiabama Governor Guy Hunt,
members of the Alabama and Missis
sippi congressional delegations, the
AlabamaDepartment ofEconomic and
Community Affairs, and high officials
in the Bush administration, have
mounted an enormous campaign to
prevent the listing and protection of
the Alabama Sturgeon, Scaphirhynchus
suttkusi, under the Endangered Species
Act (ESA). The Alabama sturgeon may
be the rarest unprotected native fish in
the United States. However, economic
interests fear that the sturgeon's listing
and recovery could restrict dredging
and stop shipping on the Alabama and
Tombigbee Rivers, and hurt hydro
electric plants and other businesses
along the rivers.

An economic impact analysis pre
pared by industrial interests estimated
that the listing of the sturgeon could
cost over $2 billion in increased
transportation costs alone. Both U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service officials and
independent econo-
mists dispute this fig-
ure, but economic un-
truths continue to be
spread as the rationale
for blocking the listing.

If the sturgeon is
protected under the
ESA, the US Corps of
Engineers will have to
allow a steady flow of
water through its dams
on the Alabama River,
which would reduce
the amount of hydro-
electric power the dams
generate.'

The Alabama stur~

geon is on the verge of extinction and
is more threatened than most fish
species already listed under the ESA.
The most recent intensive population
status survey by Burke and Ramsey

captured only five Alabama sturgeon.
In completing a status review for the
sturgeon, Fish and Wildlife Service
(FWS) biblogists were only able to lo
cate 32 specimens, one of which was
mounted in a bait shop. Anecdotal
data from fishermen in Alabama,
however, confirm that this rare fish
continues to be present, particularly in
some large channels of big rivers in the
Mobile Bay drainage.

US Fish and Wildlife Service biolo
gists in the region and officers of the
Alabama Department of Natural Re
sources and Conservation believe that
the sturgeon continues to hang on in

. parts of the Cahaba River from the
Little Cahaba River downstream to its
confluence with the Tombigbee River.
Based on the Burke and Ramsey fish
study of 1985, biologists believe that
the Claiborne Reservoir and the lower
Alabama River probably support the
largest sturgeon populations. ,The
sturgeon seems to prefer deep, fast-
moving water. ' -

The Alabama sturgeon has lan
gUished as 'a candidate, species for
possible listing as a threatened or en
dangered' species for over a decade.

I. t ""1t..J.;·

During this period, the degradation
and destruction of sturgeon habitat'
has been allowed to continue, con
tributing to the present severe imperil
ment of the species.

The Alabama sturgeon was in
cluded in the Federal Register Notice of
Review in 1982, 1985 and 1989. Fed
eral Register Notices of 1982 (47FR
58454) and 1985 (50 FR 37958) recog
nized the species as Category 2 (suffi
cient information available indicating
'that a proposal to list may be appro
priate, but conclusivedata not currently
available to support a proposed rule).
The 1989 Federal Register Notice (54 FR
554) listed the sturgeon as Category,l
(substantive information supports
listing under the ESA).

The US Fish and Wildlife, Service
continued to drag its feet for an addi
tional two years, by notdesciibing the
Alabama sturgeon as a full species until
spring1991. The ESA does not mandate
that a species be formally described.
prior to prepar~tionof a proposed rule.

In the spring of 1991, both the
Mississippi Field Office and Regional,
Office of the Fish and Wildlife Service
(FWS} in Atlanta supported a draft
proposal to list the sturgeon under the
ESA. However, the Washington, DC
office of the FWS, picking up a sug
gestion from industrial interests in Ala-

,bama, rejected the listing proposal by

saying that the fish may now be ex
tinct. No evidence of extinction or
discussion of the Service's accepted sci
entific criteria for extinction was in
cluded with the refusal, however.

Both the ,FWS regional Atlanta of
fice and its Washington, DC office have
been alerted by its own field office and
fishery biologists that threats to the
critically imperiled Alabama sturgeon
continue. These threats include
channel maintenance for navigation,
gravel dredging and mining, and water
flow rate regulation on the Alabama,
Tombigbee, and Cahaba Rivers. The
US Corps of Engineers has continued
to approve gravel dredging permits in
sections of rivers known to support the
sturgeon.

In refusing to sign the ESA listing
proposal for the Alabama sturgeon, the
Washington, DC office of the FWS
ignored the biological data, status re
view; and recommendations of its own
experts. It ignored the documented

, decline of habitat and sturgeon num
bers, the probable factors that have
caused such deCline, and the fact that
fishery surveys confirmed the existence
of young sturgeon (15-18 inches long)
- documented evidence of successful
spawning. Since Alabama sturgeon
live 15-25 years, it can reasonably be
assumed that some of these fish con
tinue to exist.

It appears that issues
other than biological
ones may have been
responsible for these
inordinate and unrea
sonable delays in the,
sturgeon's listing. If
such is the case, it
would be a clear viola
tion of the ESA. Only
biological factprs can be
considered in a deter
mination ofwhether to
list a species.
In a formal Sixty-Day
Notice of Intent to Sue,
filed with Secretary of
the Interior Lujan on

October 26, 1992, a coalition of envi
ronmental groups and grassroots con
servationists charged theSecretary, Fish
and Wildlife Service Director John

Continued on pa,ge 31

Mexican Spotted O\VI Goes to Court
By JASPER CARLTON

Ignoring the fact that the Mexican
spotted owl (Strix 'occidentalis ludda) is
considerably more endangered than
the northern spotted owl, Secretary of
the Interior Manuel Lujan has failed to
fi~alizethe listing of the owl under the
Endangered Species Act. The secretary
was mandated to make ~ final decision
on the owl's listing within one year
from the date that the US Fish and
Wildlife Service published a proposed
rule in the Federal Register to list the owl
as threatened. The deadline elapsed on
November 5, 1992.

In response, the Biodiversity Legal
Foundation, a Colorado-basedenvi
ronmental group, and Dr. Robin Silver
of Phoenix,Arizona have filed'6Q-day
formal notices with the secretary of
their intent to file suit in federal district
court to compel compliance with the
law.

The Mexican spotted owl is a cousin
of the northern spotted owl and one of
three spotted owl subspecies. Its
physical appearance differs from that
of the northern and the California
spotted owl subspecies by its darker
background"plumage an its larger and
more noticeable white spots.

The Mexican spotted owl inhabits
forested mountains and canyons frOm
the southern Rocky Mountains in
Colorado and the Colorado Plateau in

southern Utah, southward through ,
Arizona, New Mexico, western Texas,
and into Mexico. It is estimated that
only 2,100 Mexican spotted owls re
main in the United States, about one
third the number of northern spotted
owls. The owl's habitat is cOJ;nprised of
uneven-aged,multi-stqried forests with
closed canopies; it prefers older and
denser mixed-conifer forests as its
principal habitat. This essential area
continues to be degraded, fragmented
and destroyed. Logging and increased
predation and competition from other
raptors due to habitat fragmentation
are the major threats the owl faces.

About 900/0 of ,the MeXican spotted
owl's remaining habitat is on US na
tional forests, the majority of which
continue to be mismanaged for timber
production. If listing and protection
are not finalized soon, it could be too

,late for recovery of the species to a
viable, self-sustaining population in
the wild. ' '

Although the Mexican spotted owl
may have adapted to a more diverse
range of' habitats than its northern
cousin, old-growth forests are its opti
mum habitat. Veryfew major stands of
old trees .remain within the owl's
present range, and marry of these have,
been targeted by the Forest Service for
destruction. A substantial number of

these last grandmother trees are on
steep mountain slopes in previously
unlogged areas.

The present ForestServiceguidelines
for timber prescriptions are applied
onlyto occupied habitat and are grossly
inadequate. Since they allow for con
tinued habitat fragmentation and "
degradation and do not contribute in
any meaningful way to the long-term
conservation of the Mexican spotted
owl, they cannot now be used as an
excuse for either delaying or denying
listing and protection.

The real issue is not merely the
Mexican spotted owl-it is the con
tinued biological destruction of forest
ecosystems in the Southwest. Many
other species, such as the northern
goshawk, flammulated owl, and spot
ted and, occult bats, are faced with
declining habitat and increasing im
perilment: Their conditions are all
symptomatic ofa serious loss ofwealth
in biotic systems. ,

The Forest Service and the Fish and
Wildlife Service have failed to make
the. preservation of natural' diversity
the principal management emphasis
in a single large, natural, diverse eco
system in the region...:..even in ,those'
areas that presently support multiple
sensitive, threatened and endangered
species. The Bush administration, al-

lied with powerful logging and grazing
interests, ,has been more than willing
to sacrifice the irreplaceable for short
term economic greed. Each time an
other species disappears, we lose an
other member of our Earth family.

Secretary of the Interior Lujan ap
parently intends to drag his feet
wherever possible in the implementa
tion of the Endangered Species Act
right up to the point that President
Elect Clinton's people are in place.' At
the very least, this constitutes a serious
abuse of governmental discretion that
cannot go unchallenged. '

Unless the Fish and Wildlife Service
acts within the 60-day period to take.
the necessary steps to list the Mexican
spotted owl as a threatened species, the
Biodiversity Legal Foundation and
Robin Silver will exercise their right to
bring an action in federal district court
to compel the'Fish and Wildlife Service
to meet its statutory obligations under
the ESA.

What you can do:
Write to members of your congres
sional delegation urging them to sup
port the listing and protection of the
Mexican spotted owL
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PAW APPEALS
TIMBER SALE IN
THE ALLEGHENY

ADC Slallls Door
on Activists in Utah

Get
A Clue

Shoshone Lands Returned

Barn Burner in the
Adirondacks

Preserve Appalachian Wilderness'
Allegheny Task Force just completed
an appeal on the James Mills Timber
Sale in the Allegheny National Forest.
No timber management has taken place
in the area since the late 1800s. There.
are no roads in the area, and 67% of the
forest is over 80 years old, while an
other 9% is over 100.

The Forest Service wants to build
new roads in the area and cut over 3
million board feet of timber. To prove
their commitment to the environment,
they have designated 187 acres as "fu
ture old growth." However, 77 of these
acres are savannahs, while the other
110 do not possess any old growth
characteristics.

TheJames Mills area provideshabi
tat for migrat6ry songbirds, many
species of which have been declining
in numbers due to forest fragmenta
tion. The Forest Service has found 5
hawk nests in the area. The red
shouldered hawk and the northern
goshawk are listed as "Species ofSpecial
Concern" in Pennsylvania. The Service
claims that cutting trees will have "no
significant impact" on the birds'
habitat, but they have never monitored
populations of any hawks.

There is very little old growth left
in the eastern United States. In the
Allegheny National Forest, 0.3% of the
forest is in an old growth condition ..

Please express your outrage to the
Forest Supervisor, Allegheny National
Forest, P.O. Box 847, Warren, PA 16365.
For information on the ongOing cam
paign to restore biodiversity in the
Allegheny National Forest, contact
Karen TuerkfTom Rooney, 57 Choate
Street, Newark, DE 19711,
(302)368-3736.

Early on the morning of October
8th, 1992, a few days before the full
moon, 20 acres of land held in private
hands since the early 1900s was re
turned' to the Western Shoshone
people. This land, taken illegally by
the US government and later sold to
private individuals, was recognized as
Shoshone land through the 1863 treaty
of Ruby Valley.

, Genevieve Vaughan and her three '.
daughters purchased the land just days
before the ceremony so that it could be
returned to the Western Shoshone on
the anniversary of 500 years of Resis
tance. Indigenous people all over the
world have lost their traditional lands
during the last 500 years of invasion
and occupation and the illegal seizure
of land still occur today. "We are
liberating this small piece of land away
from the profit motive back to the
collective care of the native people
from whom it was originally taken,"
said Vaughan.

This symbolic gesture offers us a
model for· beginning to correct the
wrongs which have been perpetuated
against native people since the initial
encounter. It is a tangible new begin
ning for the next 500 years in which we
must all reclaim our connection to the
land and liberate it from the inappro
priate.technology and development.

Shoshone elders gratefully received
the land in a ceremony of blessing and
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Recently a group of individuals
representing 500 people who had
signed a "Petition to Control ADC'i
arranged a meeting with Mr. James
Winnat, director of the Utah ADCof
fice. The group wanted to ask some
questions, search out justificationsand,
hopefully, do some educating of their
own.

They were concerned about an
August 25th, 1992 memo from· the
Deputy Cheifof the Forest Service to all
regional foresters stating that ADC
would be responsible for National En
vironmental Policy Act (NEPA) envi
ronmental analysis effective immedi

.ately. They wan'ted to know how ADC
thought it was qualified to do NEPA
analysis, especially since they haveno
experience, no jurisdiction over any
land, no regulations for guidance, stark
conflict of interest, and a sordid past.
They wanted to know why ADCoffices
around the country were making it
tough for the public to get information
and were even ignoring Freedom of
Information Act requests. Theywanted
to know how ADC could justify
changing its name to Wildlife Services.
~10st of all, they wanted to know how
ADC could possibly claim the ability to
administer a law that, if nothing else,
stands for the inclusion of the public in
public land-management decision
making.

The group of individuals were met
by a clipboard-toting man who in
formed them that they would have to
show their drivers licenses and allow
the information on them to be copied
before they could enter. Rather in-

purification. Several hundred people
of native American, European, and
Euro-AmeriCan ancestry participated in
the ceremonywhich was in manyways
a great healing.

Murrelet Goes To
Court

A "logging support group" has
given the US Fish and Wildlife Service
60 days notice that it intends to sue,
claiming the agency failed to support
its conclusion that the marbled
murrelet shouid be protected under
the Endangered Species Act.

The Northwest Forest Resources
Council said the agency failed tohave
adequate data to back up its decision.
Federal courts ordered the agency to
make a decision on whether to list the
rare sea bIrd in September after it had
twice delayed making a judgment..

Support documents for the listing
say that the bird's old-growth forest
habitat in Oregon and Washington
has declined from 25 million acreS to
an estimated 3.4 million acres.
Source: ECONEWS, Newsletter of the
Northcoast Environmental Center, No
vember 1992. Write 8799th St., Arcata,
CA 95521, ore-mail nec@igc.ape.org,for
a free copy. .'

credulous, and more than a bit of- .
fended, the group turned toMr. Winnat
for confirmation.. He gave it, telling
them that names, addresses, and phone
numbers would not suffice and that
anyone who would riot show their I.D.
could wait outside. He said that recent
attacks against the ADC across the
country were the reason for such ex
tn:,me treatment.

The group had read a recent ADC
documenttitled"AFuturing Document
for Animal Damage Control" and had
set up their meeting with it in mind.
The document stated ADC's "vision"
which included "adhering to' the
highest ethical standards,'" that "pub"
lic understanding of [their] work will
come through proactive public rela
tions" and that one of their primary
goals was to "improve cooperative re
lationships with various publics to in
crease public understanding... [and]
enhance the public's understanding
by aggressively communtcating
with...the publiC." Apparently, the
Utah ADC office had neglected to read
this document, and instead treated their
public as potential criminals.

Folks around the West should
confront ADC offices about this inci-

. dent. Ask if it applies to you: If not, ask
why not.'Whywere concerned citizens
in Utah singled out? Schedule a face
to-face meeting with your Director.
Ask him to justify the transfer of NEPA
responsibilities, especially in the face
of such treatment. Ask if the Futuring
Document is just a bad joke made at
the expense ofsome innocent tree. Ask
About ADC activities in your area.

Anti-wilderness goons in New
York's Adirondack Mountains are sus
pected to have burned forest advocate
Anne LaBastille's barn in late August.
The burning was the latest ofa growing
string of attacks against people work
ing to protect the Adirondacks. . In
recent years,others have been
harrassed, assaulted, and shot at.

LaBastille is best known for her
. several books, including
Woodswoman, where she chronicled
her efforts to build a log cabin deep in
the forest and live close to the land.
The fire destroyed the barn as well as a
pickup truck and a small boat that was
stored on a trailer; LaBastille is also the
chairperson of the Adirondack Park
Agency's (APA) operations committee.

Attacks againstAPA personnel have
risen sharply. John Cowen, who re
centlybecamechairperson of the APA,

We don't necessarily expect as
tronomers, who live their lives in the
galaxyrather than here on the earth, to
be familar with the imperative work
ings of an ecosystem; however, we do
expect them to know their own field.

Mount Graham-UA astronomers
have discovered the data they used in
selecting a site for their largest and
most expensive telescope (the Colum
bus) is seriously flawed,even after 12
years spent gathering this data. Ac
cording to a recently completed Uni
versity of Arizona site-testing report,
the image-distorting effects of wind
blowing through the unique spruce-fir
forest located on the summit were
severly underestimated. In order to
adjust for this flaw, data now indicate
that Columbus will have to be built a
whopping 236 feet high, doubling the
cost of the telescope.

Their solution is to move the tele
scope to another Mount Graham lo
cation. According to their 'new and
improved' data, excellent images could
be obtained with regularity from a 119
foot telescope .at the new site. UA
astronomers are saying that this move,
which will be submitted for US Forest
approval by the end of the year, is it
minor ainendent to the observatory
plan. .

Nothing about the Mount Graham
observatory is minor. We have fought
them for every inch of land they claim,
and we will fight them for every addi
tional inch they desire. We will not
just relinqUish .the red squirrel, the
unique spruce-fir forest, or the Apache's
sacred ground. .

has had his tires slashed, and other
employees have been harassed. The
most serious attack came on July 8,
1991when three APA employees were
shot at as they left local property. Two
shots were fired. The first flattened the
front tire of the Pickup that. the men
were riding, and the second struck the
fender behind the tire - very close to
the mens feet and legs.

The Adirondack Council building
in Elizabethtown, NY was spray-painted
the night before LaBastille's barn was
burned. Awhile back, New Hampshire
biologistJeff Elliot was assaulted by the
town supervisor of Warrensburg in a
scene that wasvideotaped and shown
in september on 60 minutes. The Lake
Placid Club at Lake Placid has been
burned repeatedly, simply because the
APA is associated with its reconstruc
tion.

Naturally, these incidents are not
detering those who care about the
Adirondaks from taking action to pro
tect the mountains. Our forces are
galvanizing, and finding renewed
strength in our commitmentto protect
this· region regardless of the vicious
tactics of the opposition.

•



The Blue Mountains
The Forest Ecosystem That Is NextTo Go

Covert Logging
in the Shawnee

Rising above the rocky canyons,
sage, and grasslands below, the Blue
Mountains forests begin at about 3400
feet elevation. In the west, these
former volcanic islands in a huge in
land sea level out at about 5,000 feet
elevation. Farther east towards the
Wallowas, they rise to about eight and
nine thousand foot peaks. Spanning
a huge geographic area, the Blue
Mountains comprise four National
Forests (Malheur, Ochoco, Umatilla, '
and Wallowa-Whitman).

, The Blues range from north-cen
tral and Eastern Otegori to South
eastern Washington. Hells Canyon
along theSnakeRiverforms the eastern
boundary of the Blue Mountains
Province. These forests, long home to
the Confederated Tribes of the
Umatilla, are climax ponderosa pine
forest ecosystems. These forests also
contain juniperon the southern slopes
and upper rocky plateaus, grand and
Douglas fir on the north slopes and in
drainages, yew in the denser forested
drainages,lodgepole pine in the upper
elevations, and aspen scattered
throughout near the numerous
springs, marshes, andwatersheds. The
John Day, Umatilla, Grande Rhonde,
Powder, and Crooked Rivers all flow
from these mountains. The many
streams and creeks which are tribu
taries of these rivers serve as spawning
grounds for salmon, steelhead, and
bulltrout. Before theadventoflogging,
grazing, and agiicultilre these fish were
numerous, but now their populations
have become seriously imperiled.

, Led by the public rhetoric of in
dustryproponents such as thewealthy
"good 01' boy" Congressman Bob
Smith, the Forest Service is setting the
east-side stage for severe ecological

devastation in the guise of restoring for
est "health" with "salvage" logging.,
Perhaps the. real reason for this sudden
interest in forest health, among the cut
and run crowd, was best said at a Bend,
Oregon press conference in early 1992 by
representative Bob Smith: "The west side
is all tied up in appeals; the east side is the
only game going."

Logging in the Blue Mountains is
scheduled to begin on a massive scale in
the spring. We need comments sent to
the FS addresses below, and letters sent to
local newspapers. The Pacific Mountain
Alliance is preparing a slide show on the
Blue Mountains and the impending
"salvage" destruction, and needs help in.
setting up benefits and locations for its
shOWing. The Blue Mountains' forests
need people to take the time to become
familiar with them, and to think and act
creatively to protect them.

The Forest Service is counting on the
remote location, sparse population, and
lack of activist awareness to allow them
to get away with this destruction. Don't
let the Blue Mountains become the next
ecosystem North America will lose..
Contact the Pacific Mountain Alliance to
offer your help before the saws begin!

What you can do:
To host a slide show presentation, contact

,the Pacific Mountain Alliance, HCR 82,
Fossil, OR 97830 (503) 468-2028

Write letters to the following places:

Umatilla National Forest, 2517 SW Hailey
Ave., Pendleton, OR 97801
HeppnerRangerDistrict, PO Box 7, Heppner,
OR 97836
Pacific Northwest Region, USDA Forest Ser
vice, PO Box 3623, Portland, OR 97208

Despite personal guarantees to
forest activists that there would be
no cutting this harvest season, the
USFS attempted to covertly extract
timber from the Whoopee Cat Sale
area of the Shawnee National Forest
in southern illinois, a saleannounced
only in the spring of 1990.

Since clearcutting was outlawed
in the Shawnee by an act of congress
in 1990, the USFS has decided to
extirpate species by implementing
thenewterm "Gap Phase Dynamics"
for its means of timber extraction.
The pine warbler guild and coopers'
hawk are species threatened by the
new terminology.

In a desperate attempt to get at
least one cut out this year, Forest
disService resorted to attempts of
outright covert timbering. Upon
inquiry the FS district rangers were .
unwilling to share any information
as to whether there was timbering
done in the Vienna region of the
forest. Securing their own maps,
and scouting the area, activists dis
covered the cut and established an
observation-protest camp on Sep
tember 25th.

Tensions ran high during the 43
day encampment. Timber contrac
tor Dale Brandt resorted to employ
ing non-locals, as not too many
IIlinoisians seemed. interested in
joiningi:he fray. Accusations of tree
spiking, eqUipment sabotage and
even urination into water jugs ran·
rampant. While loggers cut clubs,
Dr:JoeGlisson preparedfor an appeal
of the sale.

Glisson intended to argue that
the salewhich implemented the new
plan violated th~ National Environ
mental Policy Act of 1969. On Octo-

ber 13th one day prior to Glisson's
motion, the court decided to grant an
other litigant a stay for the same plan,
rendering Glisson's litigation moot.

Although the new plan was not to
be implemented" the cut continued
under the assumption that it was the
implementation of the old plan (which
allows the now illegal practice of
clearcutting!). .

Said Randall Thomas, an arrestee of
thisyearsencampIilent, "when.wewent
to court, we saw some interesting
things."

Claim Staked in
Idaho

In a brilliant dramatization of the
stupidity of the 1872 Mining Law,
members of the Idaho Conservation
League staked a mining claim and
commenced preliminary surveys on a
posh golf course in Ketchum, Idaho. To
the.utter horrorof owner Milt Kuolt, the
district BLM office verified that the land
where ICL wants to stake its claims is
legally open to mineral exploration.

The ICL-owned Mine-AIl-Mine Co.
must pay a bond to cover reclamatian
costs or make an agreement to reclaim
the land, but ICL staffer Mike Medberry
noted that" the law doesn't require us to
bring the land back to its original con
dition."

Source: High Country News

Protected Ecosystem or Radioactive Sacrifice Zone?
, In a desperate eleventh hour effort

Governor Pete Wilson has gone
straight to the Bush administration
and Interior Secretary Manuel Lujan
to compel the US Bureau of Land
Management to sell the proposed
1,000 acre Ward Valley'dumpsite di
rectly to the state, illegally bypassing
the State Lands Commission, so that
the state Department of Health Ser
vices (DHS) can issue a license and
approve the construction of the first
radwaste dump in the US in twenty
years.

The nuclear power industry is
.pressuring states to site radioactive
waste dumps throughout the country.
In California, the site chosen by the
DHS, our leading dump proponent, is
located just eighteen miles west of the
Arizona border, the Colorado River,
and the town of Needles. the State
plans to build this dump in the east
ern Mojave desert at Ward Valley in
what is considered by wildlife biolo
gists to be prime habitat of the en
dangered desert tortoise.

The dump contractor chosen by
DHS is the' notorious US Ecology
(formerlyNuclearEngineering Corp.),
the same folks who have left leaking
radwaste dumps at Sheffield, Illinois
and MaxeyFlats, Kentucky; andwhose
operations in Beatty, Nevada have

been shutdown tepeatedlyfor health and
safety violations there.

Citi.zen activists and grassroots orga
nizatlonsthroughoutthestatehavecome
together, demanded hearings, drafted
legislation,
lobbied ana
worked to de
lay and ulti
mately stop
the develop
ment of this
insane plan to
dump radioac
tive wastes.

Yet the
fight to stop

, the Ward Val
ley dump has
been taken
away from the
people most
directly af
fected and

, placed in Sac
ramento
courts ,controlled by pro-nuclear right
wing conservatives. The concerns of the
Chernejuevi and Fort Mojave Indian
,Tribes, and the city of Needles, have been
ignored. What is clearly a people's fight
has been redefined in terms of partisan
politics by political hacks at'the Capitol
and in the Governor's office.

That doesn't cut it with those of
us who are concerned with protect
ing the fragile desert ecosystem, the
endangered desert tortoise and the

. Colorado River aqUifer. We have
worked to
bring this is
sue to the
people, only
to witness a
complete be
trayal of the
public trust
by our high-.
est govem
mentofficials
who are at
tempting to
illegally force
the land
transfer' and
licensing so
that con
struction can
begin before
the new ad-

ministration assumes office in Janu
ary.

If US Ecology attempts to begin
construction at Ward Valley they
will have a fight on their hands; we
are not going to roll over and let
them force the destruction of this
ecosystem. If they think we are go-

ingto stand by while they turn Ward
Valley into a radioactive sacrifice zone,
they better think a'gain.

[fyou would like to find out what you
can. do to help stop radioactive waste
dumping write us at the following address.
Contributions in support ofour outreach
and direct action mobilization are greatly
'appreciated and will place you on oUT
mailing list for Ward Valley Alerts and
updates ..
Central Valley Earth First!
1014 11th Street, Suite 186
Sacramento, CA 95814

[fyou would like to write to the people
most directly involved in pushing radioac
tive dumping, write to:
US Ecoiogy Senior VP
Ronald K. Gaynor
7801 Wayland Way
Loomis, CA 95650
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International News
Be Government Program

Poisons Wildlife
Damming the Roof of the

World
The Lands and Parks, Fish and

Wildlife Branch of British Columbia's
Ministry of Environment has applied
to continue its pesticide use permit to
use sodium monofluoroacetate, or
compound 1080, to poison wolves and
coyotes believed to be harassing live~

. stock. It is ironic that a government
agency thought to have the welfare of
wildlife as its primary concern intends
to spread an extremely toxic and con
troversial poison over about one-third
of BC because of the inter.ests of the
agriculture industry.

The Thompson Watershed Coali
tion, based in the Kamloops region, is
appealing this permit application, and
a new group, K-9, was formed to help
with both the appeal and with creating
public awareness about this issue.

Compound 1080, banned in the
US by the Environmental Protection
Agency in 1989, is toxic to all life, but
especially so to canines. There is no
known antidote. Compound 1080 is
taken up by plants, and by animals
eating the carcasses of poisoned wolves,
coyotes, wolverines, bears, and any
other animals that might happen upon
a poisoned bait. Because compound
1080 has the capacity to be taken up
even third hand by non-target plants
and animals, it readily invades the food
chain.

Public lands in BC are being con
stantlyeroded.. In the Kamloops region,
for example, a new golf course was
built on public land. The grazing lease
that formerly occupied that territory
was pushed father out, which in turn
encroached upon the habitat formerly
used only by wild animals.

Sadly, though, our society values
cattle, sport hunting and tourist rev
enues over wilderness. Thus, wolves
and coyotes, along with all the other
non-target species killed as a result of
compound 1080 poisoning, are not
seen by the government as having their
own intrinsic value. On the contrary,
wilderness is priceless. It is the source
of our fresh water, and it contains the
seeds of biodiversity. It is criminal that

our government, at the urging of spe
cial interest groups, is spreading poi
son over what wilderness remains.

Activists have prepared an infor
mation package. Please include a do
nation with your request to help with
photocopying and mailing costs. Con
tact K-9, Box 43, Kamloops, BC
V2C5K3. We also welcome any infor
mation or donations to help with this
appeal.-

Spread the word about the BCwolf
poisoning, and PLEASE put your con-

cerns in writing and send them to:

Deputy Director, Wildlife Branch
Ministry ofEnviromnent, Lands andParks
780 Blanshard Street
Victoria, Be V8V1XS

In 1950 China invaded Tibet, begin
ning an occupation that has exploited
Tibees natural resources and forcibly
resettled 7.5 million Chinese there.
Today, aside from human rights abuses,
the six million outnumbered Tibetans
are witness to China's appropriation of
Tibet's forests, wildlife, minerals, and

.energy resources. In violation of Ti
betan Buddhist beliefs and at the ~-

pense of Tibet's environment, China is
now tapping into the country's vast
hydro power potential. Despite the

region's opportunities for small-scale
hydro, China is fOcUsing on potentially
disastrous large-scale plans for dams in
central Tibet through the development
of the Yamdrok Yumtso project.

Not surprisingly, Tibetans stand to

gainlittIe from the project. Tibetans
both in the region and in exile oppose
the project because it threatens the
habitat of the local wildlife and the
livelihood of nomadic herders who
use the lake. The Dalai Lama, political
and spiritual leader in exile, has re
peatedly voiced his concern over the
ecological threat as well as callous
attention to the lake which has spe
cial religious significance. For the Ti
betan Buddhists, it is considered a
"lifepower" lake.

.- Although China claims that the
environmental impacts of the dam
were evaluated and the project ap
proved before construction began,
Tibetans as!>ert that adequate. envi
ronmental, social, and economic as
sessments of the project never were
done. At the United Nations Confer
ence on Environment and Develop
ment in June, approximately 13,000
international signatures protesting the
dam's construction were delivered to
the Chinese delegation, only to be
ignored.

The increased power potential is
expected to make industrial develop
ment, the settlement of additional
Chinese immigrants, and pollution
more likely in Lhasa, further endan
gering the regional environment as
well as the national identity of Tibet
ans.

The Tibetan government in exile
believes that the bulk ofTibetis energy
needscanbe metbyrenewable sources,
including small-scale hydro, geother
.mal, and solar projects.· The dam
would have significant environmen
tal impacts, and would alter the flow
downstream where the river becomes
the Brahmaptura in India.. Such
transboundry implications make the
protection ofTibet's environment an
international concern.

Source: World Rivers Review

Maquiladora: .A Preview of Free Trade
BY SusMMEEKER-LoWRY

A good way to help people un
derstand the implications. of "free
trade" is to let folks know about the
maquiladora industry. Since 1965 a
free trade zone has been operating
south of the US/Mexican border. There,
90% of the factories are owned by U.S.
based Transcontinental Corporations
(TNCs). Two-thirds of the workers are
women aged 17 - 25. The Coalition for
Justice in the Maquiladoras (ClM), a
binational coalition of over 85 reli
gious, environmental, labor, Latino
andworrien's organizations (including
my own organization, Catalyst), was
formed in February 1991 to provide
strong, vocal, and Widespread opposi
tion to "business as usual" in the
maquiladoras.

ClM developed the Maquiladora
Standards of Conduct, drawn from
existing Mexican and US laws, aswell
as labor standards established by the
International Labor Organization of
the United Nations. The standards
focUS on environmental contamina
tion, health and safety pract~es, fair
employment pra~tices and standards
of living and community impact.

Coalition members have been very
active in the past few months visiting
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Matamoros and the FINSA industrial
park; bringing maquila workers to speak
at congressional hearings and offering
their own testimony, and testifying
before the International Trade Com
mission. We· have organized press
conferences and demonstrations at EPA/
SEDUE hearings, and· conducted cor
porate campaigns which involved
joining with workers and community
members to confront company execu
tives and plant managers. We have
visited plant sites, organized press
conferences and demonstrations and
filed shareholder resolutions at annual
meetings. ClM'also supports and helps
protect Maquila workers who expose
conditions since whistle blOWing is risky.
business.

Information packets, collections of
newspaper articles, reports on pollution
and videos are available fmm the coa
lition. Below isa. brief description of .
three corporate campaigns and alist of
other U.S. companies CJM is targeting.

QumicaFluor(QF)/DuPont(President:
E.S. Woolard, DuPont, 1007 Market St.,.
Wilmington, DE 19898): QFisaDuPont
subsidiary on "Chemical Row" in
Matamoros and produces hydrofluoric

acid (HF), a chemical used in the pro
duction of CFCs. A 1,00o-gallon re
lease of HF could produce a gas lethal to
all humans exposed within a five- mile
radius. The Mexican government has
issued an expropriation decree for the

·30,000 people living within tWo kilo
meters of the plant. There is no provi
sion for compensation for relocated
residents. People are demanding that
the studies upon which. the decree is
based be made publiC, that QF suspend
or reduce production of HF until plant
and community safety are assured and
that the plant be moved, not the fami
lies. DuPont officials have not been
responsive to community concerns nor
have they provided any information
regarding the danger their plant poses
to people on both sides of the border.

Stepan Chemical (President: Quinn
Stepan, Stepan Chemical Corp., 22 West
Frontage Rd., Northfield, IL 69993)
Stepan is also located on "Chemical
Row" and is a key focUS company for
C]M. Concerns c~nter on the con~

tamination of soil, and groundwater,
ammonia leaks anc~ explosions. Stepan
bulldozed the drainilge ditch from which
the sample taken by the NTC showed'

xylene at 53,000 times the US stan
dard. Stepan has dumped waste from
hundreds of 55-gallon chemical
drums into unlined ponds on their
property and has attempted to cover
over the most obviouslycontaminated
areas. The C]M is demanding a com
plete environmental site assessment,
information on the "environmental
improvements" the company claims
it has spent funds on, and access to all
information pertaining to contami
nation.

General Motors (CEO Robert Stempel,
GM, GM Building, Detroit, MI 48202)
GM operates 37 maquiladora plants
employing more than 42,000 and has

. plans to build more as it closes 12 of its
21 plants in the US and Canada making
the company the largest niaquila
employer. Concerns center around
contamination and worker safety. A
sample taken on the canal near GM's
Rimir plant by the NTC contained
2,700,000 parts per billion of highly
toxic xylene and GM plants have
questionable waste disposal practices
as well. GM is accused of hiring un-
.derage girls at its Delnosa plant and

continued next page .



Bots""anan Wildlands
to be

Fenced

UK Earth First!
Sabatoges Malaysia

Tourislll Tra""l

The Russians are Coming

Activists call for End to
Brown BearHunt in Greece

been a source of dispute between cattle Well it had to happen. Itwas high a scene, the act!vists were forcibly re-
and wildlife-a dispute temporarily time that the Malaysian tourism moved by security.
settled in the wildlife's favor by the delegation was welcomed back to The nexf day, three Earth First!ers
invasion of the tsetse fly after 1825, reality after their scandalous promotion attempted to occupy the top floor of

But with the country's cattle popu- of Sarawak as the land of unspoilt the Malaysian Stall at the huge World
lation at the limit of the land's capabil- natural beauty. Travel Market at the Earls Court Ex
ity to SUppOl;t it, the pressure on the Sarawak, the representatives of the hibition Centre. A huge crowd of po
delta as a wildlife and water resource is travel trade have been told, is the tential investors gathered to see the

immense. golden opportunity. A land of fight as the Malaysian mob descended
In Bots- untamed natural beauty hardly upon George Marshall, Jake Burbridge
wan a touched by the modern industrial and Steve Chantel. The Malaysians
cows are world. A land of wild rivers and were furious at having been upstaged
s tat us. beautiful forests. Where the natives are at what is described as the main event
Manyfeel friendly and generous. "Malaysia - in the global travel industries' calendar.

. that the Naturally. Welcome to fascinating The sympathetic Earls Court secu-
fence is Malaysia," they say. dty didn't throw the activists out and
in e f fe c- The Malaysian delegation of didn't object to them coming back five
tive be- ministers, businessmen and oppor- minutes later so that tempers could
cause of tunists have been traveling the globe cool. The ministers and businessmen,
the diffi- to promote "Visit Malaysia Year 1994". sensing the dollars floating away, were
culty of With the logging industry increasingly livid. After half an hour of intense
maintain- being recognized as a dying industry verbal discussion and abuse, the Ma
ing it in those canny capitalists have been laysians' security heavies surrounded
swarn p s looking around for another way of the offending and physically removed

and the problems of joining a section raking in the cash. They think they'll them from the building.
that runs through perennial marsh. do it with tourism and they've per- The action built on the success of

International attention has suaded the federal and state govern- earlier efforts elsewhere. The delega-
prompted the Botswanan government ments to heavily invest. tion had already met resistance in .
to finance a fact-finding team to ques- The Gloucester Hotel in trendy Vancouver, Canada thanks to the
tion the fence's siting, and to investi- west London was the setting for the Western Canada Wilderness Commit
gate claims that it prevents migration, event at which Sarawak was to be sold tee and by the Nepenthes Rainforest
of wildlife ahd the traditional use of to the British travel industry. Unfor- group in Copenhagen, Denmark.
the Delta by hunter-gatherers. tunatelythe organizers-including the Although the Malaysians were the

According to the people who live infamous James Wong, timber baron ones to feel the brunt ot green rage,
in the region, they were consulted on and Minister for Tourism and Envi- they were by no means the only of
the placing of the fence and then their ronment-had not counted upon the fenders. The Indonesians, Canadians,
views were ignored by the government.. ability of environmentalists to dress Americans and many others were pro
"Visit the fence and you'll see the de- . up in suits and distribute counter in- moting their much abused lands as
structionof giraffes and animals of all formation right under their noses. The peaceful paradises. A visit to next
sorts,"saidoneman,echoingtheclaims anti-logging brochure "Fascinating year's World Travel Market would be
that the fence is interfering with wild- Malaysia" was distributed. The bro- a good opportunity for many activists
life Iiligrationroutes that the Wildlife chure was full of juicy information- focusing on environmental and human
Department states do not exist. about tourists being arrested and, rights campaigns.

trashed landscapes. .
James Wong, who previously stated For infonnation about the World Travel

that deforestation is good for golf, was Market, a copy of the "Fascinating
confronted with his crimes against the Malaysia" brochure and the cooperative
people and forests of Sarawak by Nitya initiatives it suggests between tourists and
Rolfe, an activist who had spent 2 the struggle please contact
months in prison in Sarawak last year The Sarawak SolidaritY Campaigrl c/o
for her actions at the logging port of SIMBA 84 Long Lane London
Kuala Baram. After a strange episode of SE1 4AU
distributing information to interested England
travel agents whilst being pursued by Tel: +44 71 403 2876 fax: +44 71 403
Malaysian mobsters unwilling to make 3997 Email ge02:eicmas

The Friends of the Greek Bear are de
nouncing ongoing hunting of brown
bears (ursus arctus), The European Eco
nomic Community provided funding
to the Greek government which acdv
ists claim is beingused for useless studies

.while the slaughter continues,
The group says "the bureaucracies

of Brussels [where the EEC is headquar
tered)and Athens are collaborating for
the extermination of the brown bear in
Greece."

, Contact the Friends ofthe Greek Bear,
PO Box 30736, 10033 Athens, Greece;
fax: 3243782,

Pandas on Verge
of Extinction

Plans to complete a buffalo fence
around Africa's last great 'wilderness,
the Okavango Delta, have caused a
storm of protest from environmental
ists and local tribes who cannot agree
on its siting.

At issue is the Okavango Delta it
self, the point at which the third larg
est river in
Southern Af
rica pours into
the Kalahari
Desert creat
ing 15,000
square kilo
meters of
unique wet
land and the
world's largest
inlan,d water
way. The area
supports a
great diversity
of animals
due to the concentration of habitats
ranging from Kalahari sands, lagoons,
forest and scrub, floodplain and reed
bed. Seasonal flooding further compli
cates the delta, and results in a constant
movement of species.

.The fence, five strands of wire and
one line of steel cable capable of with~
standing a lateral impact of 25 tons
(enough to stop a charging buffalo but
notan elephant) loopsaround the delta
to the south and aims to close in the
top before swinging on a meandering
course up to Botswana's northern bor
der. Ostensibly its purpose is to pre
vent contact between the foot-and
mouth~carrying buffalo of the Delta
and Botswana's three million cattle.
But its opponents see many other rea
sons for its construction.

The installation of the first stage of
the 226-kilometer northern buffalo
fence has' been the issue which has
most" bitterly divided environmental
ists, big game hunters, locals and the
Botswanan government, oddly pro
voking accord in some cases between
totally opposed groups over the dis
mantling of the four-foot-high fence.

The depth of passion is due to
cattle. Botswana is cattle country and
"buffalo fence" is a misnomer for cattle
fence. In an area of semi-arid grazing
susceptible to seven-year drought
cycles, the vast water resources pour
ing into the Okavango Delta have long

coninued from previous page

Free Trade...
there are documented health and safety
problems at the Deltronico plant. All
GM maquilas pay very low wages. GM
has been more cooperative than other
companies, in that it is willing to en
gage in dialogue and has agreed to a
tour of their facilities. l:Iowever, it has
denied organized labor from partici
pation in discussions, has not made
the requested changes in its "Public
Interest Report", nor have wages im
proved.

Other targeted companies: Asarco
(mining, smelting); Allied-Signal
(chemicals, aerospace, automotive,
engineering); AT&T; Baxter Inter
national (medical/lab equipment);
Chrysler; Ford; GE; fIT; Johnson &:
Johnson; Parker Hannifin (compo
nents for various industries); and
PepsiCo.

. Only an estimated 700 to 1,500
pandas remain in the wild today. In- .
digenous onlyto China, poaching and
habitat destruction ~hreaten the pan
das survival, due to human over_
population and development.

Currently, theChinesegovernment
has 13 panda reserves, of which the'

, WolongNature ReserVe is the biggest.
A772 squaremiles reserve, theWolong
is bisected by timber roads, dividing
the pandas into isolated breeding
groups. Sharing this land with 4,500
villagers, the lower elevations, which
could support thick stands of bam
boo, instead are covered with corn
and potato fields. Hence, eyen in the
reserve pandas are restricted to a small
area. Like bears everywhere on this
globe, the pandas are threatened with
extinction in the wild.

With 37% of the planet's standing
softwood timber, Russia is anxious to
turn wood fiber into hard currency by
sending logs to mills on the rim of the
Pacific Ocean.
Siberian log imports to the US are on
hold because of a ban by the US Animal
and Plant Health Inspection Service
(APHIS) out of concerns over a host of
pests that could cause havoc in the'
already stressed forest ecosystem of the
Pacific Northwest.
APHIS, however, is considering rules to '
allow log imports from either areas in
the Pacific that could raise similar
concerns. The agency is asking the
public for assistance in identifying ef
fective pest-elimination treatments and
wood products that should be regu
·lated.

Recent disclosures that the fumi- .

gant 'methyl bromide could destroy
the ozone layer have prompted some
to suggest that APHIS shouldn't allow
that method of treatment.

Experts believe that the most
pressure for imports will be Douglas-fir

. and Monterey pine logs from planta
tions in New Zealand.

APHIS is also looking at rules to
facilitate the importation of dry bam
boo canes and tropical hardwoods.

To help ensure that your writLen
comments are considered, send an original
and three copies by November 23 to Cflier,
Regulatory Analysis and Development,
PPD, APHIS, USDA, Room 804, Federal
Building, 6505 Belcrest Rd., Hyattsville,
MD 20782, refer to
Docket Nw;tber 91-074-2.
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UK Earth First!
By Ted Oakes Rips Scott Tissue

On August3rd 1992seventyhuman people were detained by the police but
beings blockaded a Scott pulp mill in later released without charge.
Gravesend, Kent, UK The action was The event was peaceful but highly
organized by Oxford Earth First! in charged because of the heavy police
protest of Scott's production of presence and the depth of feeling of
unrecycled toiletpaperfroII1 temperate the demonstrators. Media coverage
North American Rainforest trees. included several of the national news-

Scott'smillinGravesendissupplied papers, BBC Radio and a three-minute
in part by MacMillian Bloedel with feature on the six o'clock news (London
ships arriving directly from Vancouver and theSoutheastofEngland). Millions
Island and the US Northwest. of people in England saw BC temperate

The demonstrators were met with giants going down to the chain saw as
a heavy (60-80) police presence, dogs, the six o'clock news played our video.
and riot vans, hoards of media and a Always give the TV people a video of
legal injunction against participants the thing you are protesting-appar-
and the organizers. ently it works! '

'The act10n started with a blockade ' The total cost for security arrange-
of the main entrance to the mill, which ments for Scott were approximately
was facilitated by the crowd .control $100,000 US according to the news
measures of the police force. In an- paper The, Guardian. The injunction
ticipation of the event, Scott Paper against, the organizers was recently
employees were given the day off and struck down with legal costs being
the mill was shut down, barring a skel- awarded against Scott Paper.
eton staff. Angry protesters tore down ' ,For more information contact:
the posted injunction and attempted Oxford Earth First!
to gain access to the mill. Several Box E

34 Cowley Rd.,Oxford, UK

Warner Fire..'.
continued from page 23

native "F" stands for many things, but
it certainly doesn't stand for Forests,
their Flora and Fauna, or our Future.
We must do everything in our indi
vidual and collective powers to stop
this precedent-setting act of ecocidal

,aggression, to make this and all other'
salvage logging proposals in Warner
Creek an utter futility.

The Warner Fire has become
our warning fire: it is only byour silent
acquiescence that the Corporate State
can wage itswar against thewild. Stand
up and speak out-beforever Wild and
Free! '

. For inore information, contact
Southern Willamette EF! at 503-343

.7305.' Be sure to fill out and send in the
comment card, too.

Idaho's Cove/Mallard: Part 'of the Lower 48 States' Biggest
Wilderness Area!

By ERIK RYBERG'

I have been as'ked to respond to a
letter which appeared in the last issue
of the Earth First! Journal (Samhaim).
The author of this letter, signed "Most
Confused Activist in the Lower 48
States" expressed confusion about
which is truly the largest "roadlessarea"
in the lower 48, and noted that Earth
First! has, at times, claimed such a
distinction for more than one place.

Ibelieve "Most Confused" had seen
a poster which involved the current EF!
campaign. in Central Idaho, where I
and many others spent a good part of
last sum-mer. That poster called Covel
Mallard the "largest" roadless area in
the lower 48 states, which isn't entirely
.true.

"Roadiess Area" is a legal as w~ll as
a descriptive term, and legally speaking,
"Roadless Area" describes a placewhich
has been inventoried by the Forest
Service in RARE II ("Roadless Area Re
view and Evaluation") and which is
greater than 5,000 acres, I do not know
which RARE II area is the biggest any
more, but it probably is not either the
Cove or the Mallard Roadless Areas,
both of which are RARE II and which
togethercomprise roughly 76,OOOacres.

But of course "roadless area" is a
descriptive term as well as a legal one.
Ifwe take"roadless area" to mean"area
without roads" we note that Cove and
Mallard are bordered by the Frank
Church River ofNo Return Wilderness,
which in turn is bordered by the Gos
pel Hump Wilderness. All together
they make up a place well over three
million acres in size and without any
roads. According to The BigOutside this
is over 300,000 acres larger than the
runners-up, which are in turn the giant
complex. of California's High Sierra
Wildernesses, the Boundary Waters of .
Minnesota, and the Grand Canyon.

It is important to note that a single
unpaved road (which is snowed in as
many months as it is open) separates .
this 3,000,000 acre block from the
1,800,000 acre Selway Bitterroot Wil
derness. That road, called the .
"Magruder Corridor," is a disgusting
scab which exists only to provide' a
"wilderness experience" for hundreds
of blithering idiots on snowmobiles,
ATV's and other stinking contraptions.

I also would lik-e to add, in case
"Most Confused" remains skeptical,
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that when I say the Cove/Mallard
"Roadless Areas" are bordered by the
River of No Return Wilderness, Idonot
mean that their borders touch at some
remote corner. .They share a single
border with this Wilderness for well
over 20 miles as the crow flies, and they
are surrounded by the Frank Chu,rch
River of No Return to the immediate
East, South, and very nearly to the

. West. Except for one road, they touch
the Gospel Hump to the North, al-

76,000 acres in size wedged into this
nation's largest unroaded place outside
Alaska.

I hope very much that "Most Con
fusednand others will take a moment
to ponder the magnitude of the impor
tance of this area. This is one of our
nation's last true "wildernesses" (real
wilderness; not legislated "Wilder
ness"). Three or perhaps five million
acres is what we have left with which to
heal the Northern Rockies. From this
spot we must somehow return to our
continent's forests the lynx, the wol
verine, the Harlequin Duck, the Bull
Trout and others. Because, truly, it's
their continent and not ours. Not just
ours.

Yes, Cove/Mallard is the biggest. It
is the biggest because it is attached to
the Frank Church Wilderness. But we
must not- think that the wilderness
status of the Frank Church will be ad-

informed decapitation of the Wild
Rockies Bioregioh. Our forests have
been hacked and mangled beyond rec
ognition, their rightful occupants
cI1Jshed and all but obliterated. But in
Cove/Mallard and the three-million

. plus acres attached to it, there is stiii a
forest. A real fQrest, abig wild with all
'the components.·

There simply are, no superlatives
adequate to express that, and for the
peoplewho know, never has there been

" I
an unvoicable rage or a soul-burying
fury to compare' with what we shall
send forth if Cove/Mallard falls to the
saws. We win be fierce.

A Call to Action:
Cove/Mallard

Several activities are planned next
summer in the Cove/Mallardarea. We
have the dedication and the know how to
stop the destruction in its tracks, but we
need YOU down there.

For the more adventuresome, we
promise you tactics. More of the old cat
and-mouse games, treesits, road blocks,
lockdowns, mole patrols, demonstrations,
street theater, arrests, media coverage, and
etc. We feel we have some unique plans
to try out: Bringyoilr imaginations anqget
involved now! .

We also have marry activities on our
agenda designed to draw out the
recreationist in you. Plans include: an
activist white-water raft trip down thi'
Salmon River, anotherprotestmarch across
one of the nearby wildernesses, a rendez
vous in one of these wildernesses, more
music in camp, a poetry contest, solar
showers, and. required Rand R (rest and
relaxation) breaks. Ifyou are interested iI"
arry oftheseprojects, I can letyoll in on the
ground level oforganization. Next year is
looking very promising. We 'need organi
zational types to step forward. We are au
equal opportunity employer.

The contact is:
Lost Elk
POB 6151
Bozeman, MT 59771



~ Wildlands Economy~
By GEORGE WUERTHNER

As Earth First!ers we reject the societal
notion that nature's value can be deter
mined by a price tag. However, we share
the planet with unenlightenedpeople who
think otherwise. This article is intended to
provide facts to rebut these folks in their
own language.

American society still lives with
the myth that protecting millions of
acres of more wilderness is counter
productive to economic growth. How
ever, such a perception is, to use the
phrase coined by University of Mon
tana economics professor Thomas
Power, "looking in the rear view mir
ror." Montana's economy, like that of
much of the United States,
is changing. Faxes, com
puters, rapid transporta
tion, and a world economy
have changed the way we,
and the rest of the world,
do business. No longer is it
necessary to rely on the
extractive industries for so
called economic stability.
Instead, there is a need to
recognize the recent trends
which support the fact that
Montana's wildlands are
more valuable standing
in more ways than one.

On a global or even a national
scale, there are few things that Mon
tana has to offer that are exceptional,
aside from its wilderness qualities. You
can grow trees faster and cut them with
less environmental degradation in
Georgia or east Texas. The same can be
said about raising livestock-it takes
an acre of land to raise a cow in Ala
bama vs. the 25-50 average in most of
Montana.

We often hear that agriculture is
Montana's number one industry, but
this is only true if you consider milking
the government for subsidies an indus
try. In some years, as much as half of
farmers' and ranchers' income comes
from various government payments
and entitlements. The only reason

STURGEON...
Continued from page 29

Montana's extractive industries (and
in Montana even agriculture is an ex
tractive industry, losing top soil at an
astounding rate) have been able to
compete effectivelywith other regions
of the country and the world is the
existence of subsidies.

For instance, a recent economic
analysis showed that the average tim
ber job on the Gallatin National Forest
in the south central part of the state
was paid for by a taxpayer subsidy of
$30,000 per employee. This figure did
not account for environmental subsi
dies, such as degraded scenery and
impacts on water quality and wildlife.
(If the average waitress or waiter was

subsidized by $30,000 these would be
high paying jobs as well.) The same
kinds of direct taxpayer and environ
mental subsidies exist in the livestock,
farm, mining, and other ind~stries as
well. It's not that subsidies don't exist
in other parts of the country or world,
but that in terms of efficiency, these
other regions could compete without
them, while most of Montana's mar
ginal industries could not.

Where Montana excels is in its
abundance of wilderness and wildlife.
Few other parts of the world have to
offer what we are fortunate to have in
our backyards. Furthermore, we could
improve upon the state's attributes by
protecting larger expanses ofconnected
wildlands and restocking it with griz-

zlies, wolves, and 'bison. Once estab
lished these lands can be self-sustain
ing at essentially no monetaryexpense
to the taxpayer.

There is a host of evidence that
suggests proposals such as the Big Open
and Buffalo Commons (both of which
would reintroduce extirpated bison and
other wildlife) and the Alliance for the
Wild Rockies' 13-million-acre, five-state
wilderness proposal are biologically
sound, but even more importantly to
many people, economically sound as
well. The old refrain supported by the
conventional economic perspective
suggests that you can't "eat blue sky."
But people are eating blue sky very
effectively in Montana. Non-resident
anglers generated $450 million of in
dustry outputandsupported over 7,000
direct and indirect jobs according to
new research compiled by Michael
Yuan, a University of Montana profes
sor. Even more importantly, Yuan and
his associates have found that those
engaged in "wildlands" dependent ac
tivities such as nature viewing and
backpacking spent more and stayed in
Montana longer than visitors using
mOre traditional tourism facilities.
People don't come to Montana to golf.
It appears that protecting wilderness,
rather' than detracting from it, does
more for the economic opportunities
of the state.

In addition to the direct economic
benefits created by wildlands tourism,
businesses and individuals are attracted
to the region, because of the presence
of wilderness and wildlife. A study of
wilderness counties and non-wilder
ness counties by geographers at the
University ofIdaho for that state found
that those areas with large acreage of
wildlands were among the fastest
growing in the nation with 2-3 times
the growth of non-wilderness coun
ties. We can easily see such a trend in
Montana. While many eastern coun
ties continue to lose population, eco
nomic growth is occurring in western
counties with designated wilderness.
Wilderness designation obviouslydoes
not hinder either population or eco
nomic growth.

Income within the extractive in
dustries is declining. Contrasting to
this ~ growth in service sector jobs.
Nearly all growth has been associated
with small businesses and self-employ
ment. many jobs are spawned by de-

pendency on the area's scenic wild
qualities. Montana has the highest
rate of self-employment of any state,
and 96% of all businesses are small-a
far more stable and desirable situation
than relying on single, large industrial
employers. In the Greater Yellowstone
area for example, service sector jobs
now contribute to over 45% of all
personal income. At the same time,
income from retirement and transfer
payments from past investments
comprise 35% of all income-more
than twice the amount contributed by
extractive industries.

Montana history reflects a similar
trend toward valUing nature. A hun
dred years ago, a small number of
market hunters made a living from
slaughtering wildlife. Eventually,
Montanans decided that wildlife had
greater value to all citizens, either for
hunting or wildlife viewing, than it did
as a source of income and jobs for a few
market hunters.

We are seeing a similar transfor
mation in the extractive industries.
Trees are now more valuable living, or
even as snags, than they would be as
2x4s. Water is more valuable support
ing trout than growing hay for live
stock. Grass is more valuable growing
bison, bighorns, and elk than cows.
But guess which animals were given
the majority of forage area, even on
public lands?

All this supports the contention
that maximum wildlands preservation
actually makes the best business sense
and is the best investment in our col
lective economic future that we can
make. Ifyou want to counter economic
growth in Montana, th~n continue to

destroy its wilderness and wildlife. But
if you want to be competitive in the
new global economy, protect as many
acres of the landscape as possible.
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This case is an excellent sample of
what would happen if economic fac
tors were allowed to be considered in
the listing of an ESA candidate species.
Monied interests could hire unethical
private consulting firms to develop
impact analyses that would essentially
derail a species' listing and protection.

As the BLF, Ned Mudd, and Ray
Vaughan prepare their legal complaint,
this case has the potential for being one
of the first endangered species cases
brought before the federal courts under
the Clinton administration. This will
be a litmus test indeed!

What you can do:
Write to John Turner, Director of

the US Fish and Wildlife Service, 18th
& C Streets NW, Washington, DC
20240. Insist upon the listing of the
Alabama sturgeon under the ESA.

....._ ....-- - Support these legal efforts to save
the sturgeon and its aquatic ecosys
tems by sending a tax-deductible con
tribution to the Biodiversity Legal
Foundation, PO Box 18327, Boulder,
CO 80308-8327.

of the Fish and Wildlife Service appar
ently responded to this pressure by
refusing to sign a listing package for
the fish that had alreadybeen approved
by FWS' own regional and field offices.

Economic interests in Alabama
have distributed distorted and inflated
figures on the potential economic im
pact of listing the Alabama sturgeon as
a way to provoke public antagonism
against protecting this imperiled fish.
'In fact, sturgeon are usually considered
to be a commercially valuable species.

struction of the natural aquatic ecosys
tems upon which the Alabama stur
geon and many other rare and endan
gered species depend. The scarcity of
this fish is a sign of broader environ
mental problems in these aquatic eco
systems."

Through a Freedom ofInformation
Act request, the BLF learned of a well
coordinated effort by economic inter
ests in Alabama and Mississippi, and
by some members of Congress from
.these states as well, to derail the listing
of the sturgeon under the ESA. The
Secretary of the Interior and Director

Turner, and Fish and Wildlife Service
Deputy Director Richard Smith with
illegally delaying the listing of the
Alabama sturgeon under the Endan
gered Species Act.

The legal action was filed by and
on behalf of the Biodiversity Legal
Foundation (BLF), a non-profit, public
interest organization headquartered in
Boulder, Colorado; BLF staff attorney
and environmental activist Edward
(Ned) W. Mudd, Jr. of Birmingham,
Alabama; and Ray Vaughan, attorney
for the Friendsof the AlabamaSturgeon.
The notice stated that unless Secretary
of the Interior Lujan takes the neces
sary steps to list and protect the seri
ously imperiled Alabama sturgeon
under the ESA within the next 60 days,
the above-named prospective co
plaintiffs will file suit in federal district
court to compel the secretary to meet
his statutory obligations.

"SecretaryofInterior Manual Lujan
is seriously damaging the long-term
public interest by denying protection
to the Alabama sturgeon that the US
Fish and Wildlife Service acknowledges
is approaching extinction," notes Jas
per Carlton of the Biodiversity Legal
Foundation. "The Interior
Department's foot-dragging is effec
tively allowing the continuing de-



Life and Death in the Mangrove
By ALFREDO QUARTO

Mangrove forests are made up of
diverse tree species which thrive in
upper tidal zones along flat, sheltered
tropical shores. The trees have evolved
in the harsh environment of brackish
water and changing tides. Their spe
cial adaptive aerial roots and salt-fil
tering tap roots have established rich
and complex ecosystems. Besides pro
tecting vast areas of coastline from
erosion, they are vital to inshore fish
eries, wood-products industries, and
wildlife.

In the mangrove forest, life
abounds. One can find shorebirds,
crab-eating monkeys, fishing cats and
mud-skipper fish that skim across the
swamp mud to make their way between
water holes at low tide. The mangroves
are the ocean's eqUivalent of the rain
forest, balancing coastal ecosystems
worldwide. Living among these once
vast areas of coastal forests, villagers
pass on their traditional cultures to
their children-skills and wisdom re
lating to the sea, the land, and of course
the mangrove forests.

But ·time is running out for the
mangroves and the people who live
among them. Because of their prox
imity to the sea's brackish waters and
their relatively level terrain, the man
grove forests are ideal locations for
establishment of black tiger prawn
aquaculture. They are being cleared,
and the once self-sustainingwaters and
lands poisoned.

"I know I have this sin on my
conscience I may never be able to
erase... " a small prawn farmer on the
east coast of Thailand admitted. He
had acted against better judgment and
taken a chance to make qUick profits at
the cost of his neighbor's rented land.
The 20-rai prawn farm failed, and the
land is ruined.

The story was the same among
villagers on the Andaman Sea coasts.
The fever which had struck the east
coast was upon them, yet they were
fearful to act. Others who had spoken
out had felt the heavy hand of "influ
ential people." Billions of baht ($) are
at stake. The land-grabbing is backed
by certain policy-makers who share
the money gained.from illicit land deals
and a passing fancy: the boom and
certain bust of black tiger prawn
aquaculture.

Prawn farms made their first ap
pearance along Asia's coasts in the
1970's, beginning their rapid expansion
in China, Taiwan, and South Korea.
The annual growth rate of prawn pro-

duction averages 25 percent, mainly in
Asia which produces 75 percent of the
world's prawns. Many of these early
prawn industries have by now failed or
are in their final stages. The ponds are
largely abandoned, the once plentiful
mangroves devastated.

Business investors from these early
enterprises, undaunted by the inevi
table failure of their prawn farms,
looked further afield, to Thailand, In
dia, Bangladesh, the Philippines, Indo
nesia, and Malaysia. Prawn industries
were also established in Ecuador,
Panama, Mexico, and elsewhere in
Latin America.

Wherever the industry goes, the
mangroves disappear as it moves on
from failed ponds to new, unspoiled
ground.

The main defect in prawn aquacul
ture lies within the pond's waters. Fresh
seawater must be pumped regularly
into the ponds to keep the prawns
healthy. The pond's fouled waters,
which contain toxic concentrations of
prawn excrement and the chemical
additives used in the prawn feed and
water treatments, must be pumped out.
The problem is, where to place pond
effluents without contaminating sur
rounding land, ground waters, and the
sea coast itself?

No adequate solution has been
found, and problems with pond efflu
ents are mounting. In addition, salin
ization is poisoning the ground water,
as well as the once productive farm
lands. Waste water is adversely affect
ing the coastal ecology, killing off the
sea life and destroying vital fisheries.
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In time, the ponds poison themselves
as the seawater used to recharge them
becomes contaminated, weakening
prawn production, until finally the
ponds are closed.

Even now, the prawn industry is
moving towards new coasts in Burma,
Cambodia, Vietnam, Yemen, and Iran.
Businesses continue to make big prof
its from newly established farms. Be
sides the initial earnings from prawn
production, there are profits to be made
from selling prawn feed, water treat
mentadditives, and equipmentto small
farm owners.

Although the prawn industry pro
motes itself as a boon to local econo
mies, it benefits mainly the wealthy
investors. The plight of coastal villag
ers was' well expressed by an Ecuador
ian fisherman last year while being
interviewed for a television documen
tary.

"We must look for ways to defend
ourselves and make our voices heard,"
he asserted. "We're sick and tired of
the destruction of the mangroves... The
second-biggest prawn farm in this
country is just 100 meters from here.
There has been large investment, but
we haven't been taken into account.
We haven't benefited from it... Ours is
a fishing zone, but in five to six years,
with the mangrove destruction, we'll
end up with nothing..."

Thailand suffers similarly. Theeast
coast of the southern' peninsula, in
cluding both Songkhla and Nakhon Si
Thammarat where the prawn industry
was established in 1986, is a virtual
wasteland.

Now the industry is attempting to
establish itself on the west coast which
still contains extensive mangrove for
ests and rich fisheries. For powerful
agribusinesses and aquaculture indus
tries, it is "prawn business as usual."
The industry provides a tremendous
boost in export earnings, of course.
Over 20 billion baht in foreign ex
change earnings has been generated
since the 1980s. Nearly 160,000 tons
of prawns were cultured in Thailand
last year alone, 90 percent of which
were exported, mainly to Japan and
the US, but also to Singapore, Hong
Kong, Europe, and Canada.

Today, around 500,000 rai of land
are covered by prawn farms. Many of
these have been closed because of pol
lution. In the last 30 years Thailand'~

total area of mangrove forests has de
creased from over 2.1 million rai to
1.12 million raL Alarge part of this los~.

is attributable to expansion of the
prawn industry, which still goes
unchecked.

Theworldwide ramifications of the
prawn industry go far beyond the im
mediate and noticeable damage tc'
coastal environments. Besides the ob
vious loss of the mangrove forests and
their related coastal ecologies, then:,
follows what might be termed aT;
"ethnocide" ofonce sustainable coastal
communities.

Worldwide efforts are needed to
restrain the profit-makers. Strict regu
lations protecting the mangroves ane)
restricting the prawn industry are es
sential. But reducing world consump
tion of the black tiger prawn is also
necessary. Limiting industry profits i~

a sure way to slow rampant aquacul
ture expansion.

Unless we take action, thE'
"rainforests of the sea" will continue tc
disappear, coastal species will becomE
extinct, and coastal communities wili
suffer or vanish. As one village
headsman emotionally stated, The'
mangroves are the roots of the sea.
Without the mangroves, the sea will
have no meaning." We must ask our
selves, is this worth the luxury of put
ting black tiger prawn on our plates?

The industry plans to expand its
operations in Third World countries
as well as dramatically increase e.xports
next year - an 80% increase is planned
in the US alone. The Mangrove Action
Project, MAP, is being formed becausE'
of these mounting concerns. For morE'
information write to MAP P.O. Box
1854, Port Angeles, WA 98362-0279

Earth First! Activist Conference:
Shaw-nee National Forest

Shawnee Earth First! of Southern
Illinois and Shawnee Defense Fund will
be hosting this year's Earth First! activ
ist conference. Dates of the conference
are January 29th through the 31st.
Cost for the conference will be $40 for
meals and lodging (heated sleeping
space and healthy, fiber rich sprout
sandwiches for all.) Cabins will be
assigned to those who reserve them
first. There will also be plenty ofcamp
ing spaces far hardy Viking types. If by
plane, your destination will be St. Louis
International where on Thursday the .
28th the Shawnee Songbird Bus will
await your arrival and shuttle you to
the site. We humbly ask that those
flying in please arrange to arrive and
meet us on the 28th. the site is over
two hours from the airport and we
would like to make just one shuttle if
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possible. The bus will return to St.
Louis on the 1st. Ifby train or bus, your
destination will be
Carbondale, Illinois.
You can arrive any
time, proVided you
have made arrange
ments to be picked up.
Ifby automobile, then
you must obtain the
SECRET MAP. Maps
will be distributed
through the Journal
contact list. The site is
on private property
and for security rea
sons, we ask that ALL
participants notify us
of their intention to
attend. Fair warning: we will have a
participant'S list at the gate and those

not on it will not be admitted. Fund
ing for transportation to the confer

ence has not been se
cured at this time. If
funding is prOVided, we
will reimburse folks as
much as possible, but
don't count on it. To
make this a bonafide
conference. the confer
ence committee hum
bly proposes that affin
ity group representa
tives and individuals
preparebrief statements
outlining any com
ments, insights, and/or
concerns they wish to
share regarding the

movement. Stat~ments will be read
during the openitlg of the conference..

Ifyou or your group wouldn't becaught
. dead expending the energy, time, or

money required to attend this silly
little function, but you would still like
to express yourselves, please send your
input to Shawnee EF! and we will
present your views to the conference.
To contact us, call Mike at (618) 549
7387 or Jan at (618) 564-2878 or write
us at 913 S. Illinois, Carbondale, IL
62901. Onefinal note: Yes, the rumors
you have heard are correct. There are
no micro-brews in the Midwest
bioregion. So bring your own or drink
Cooks with. Real Beer Flavor like us
poor suckers here.



Activist Handbook for Forest Destruction Now Available

BvBEVERLV CHERNER

"What is an activist? Webster's
says, 'a person who takes a direct and
vigorous action in support of, or in
oppositi0n to, one side of a contro
versialissue.' Bydefinition, that makes
me an activist, and I'm proud of it .
I'm here today to change things .
Some of my thoughts follow Saul
Alinksy's lineofreasoning, as expressed
in his book, Rules for Radicals."

Are these the inspiring words spo
ken at a rally of indignant leftists?

,Guess again. This noble message is
delivered by a man from an organiza
tion renowned forits social conscience,
Stone Container Corporation. If
Alinsky were still alive, he would cer
tainly shun such shady company.

Gerald Freeman is just one of the
luminaries quoted in the compr,ehen
sive Loggers Activist Manual: An Idea
Book on How to influence Public Opinion
in Your Local Community. Compiled by
the American Forest Resource Alliance
and the American Pulpwood Associa
tion, this comprehensive tome contains
many helpful hints on public speaking,
writing letters to the editor, cultivating
media contacts, and influencing legis
lators.

Onesectionofthemanual,entitled
"The Group of Ten," provides descrip
tions about the mainstream environ
mental groups, listing the names and
salaries of their top administrators. As
number eleven, our "leaders" are listed
as Mike Roselle and Dave Foreman
whose salaries are "food money only."

"While Earth First! is not one of the
'big' mainstream environmental
groups," the manual states, "it is
probably the most infamous. Carrying
out a program of terrorism, violence,
and sabotage against loggers, timber
companies, fishermen, and ranchers
throughout the United States, the group
rallies around their battle cry, 'No com-

Keep the natural cycle of
.wood production in nlotion:
Support your local
wood supplier.

Without him, the local landowners and wood
produc,ers would waste valuable time and money
searchmg for the best markets, thus hampering pro
ductivity and causing market disruption and unstable
delivery patterns.

Imagine trying to grow trees without the sun or .
the rain; that's how difficult it would be to keep wood
production at its current level without the services
of the wood supplier.

.So support your local wood supplier. What he
does is good for everyone.

CLEARCUTTING
Is a sound and scientifically
recognized harvest system used to
regenerate new stands of timber.
Sure it's not pretty at first, but it
yields the highest reproduction at the
lowest cost.

Plus, some tree speCies orily grow in
. full sunlight andclearcutting provides
the. most food production for wildlife..

Clearcutting makes good forestry
sense.

promise in the defenseofMother Earth.'
This group has been responsible for
thousands of dollars worth of damage
to logging equipment over the last
couple of years, along with numerous
tree-spiking incidents. This is a dan
gerous organization, and their activi
ties in your area should be monitored
as closely as possible."

I called the American Pulpwood
Association to ask about this document.
(which ain't cheap at $35 a copy) and
spoke to Doug Domenech, one of the
principal authors. He was very curious
to know how the Journal obtained his
publication. I explained that it showed

. up anonymously in the mail. "Inter
esting," he replied several times,
sounding a bit worried. .

Domenech said the book was
compiled "to proVide basic communi
cation skills for logging contractors...
in terms of how to write letters to the
editor, etc., along the model of a lot of
environmental organizations doing
that for their members."

We had a nice chat. Contrary to
the written description of Earth First!
as 'a "dangerous organization,"
Domenech told me, "We actually don't
think Earth First! is much of a threat.
Because you define the extreme, you
make the other groups like National
Wildlife Federation seem moderate."
He explained that he considers those
groups to be the really dangerous ones
threatening the future of logging.

At the end of our conversation, he
asked me, "Do you want a photo of me

. sitting on a stump?" Alas, it turned out
he was only kidding. However, readers
will no doubt get a good laugh out of
the graphics from the manual, repro
duced on this 'page.

The address of the American Pulp
wood Association is 1025 Vermont
Avenue, NW, Suite 1020, Washington,
DC 20005. Their telephone number is .
(202) 347·2900. Th~y would love to
hear from you.

Green Rage in Tasmania
International Forest Activists Embrace Theory and Practice Down Under

ber since 1987 to be banned.
The action at Devonport promised

not only nonviolent civil disobedience
concerning the Gog and other Austra
lian hot spots, but global direct action'
by NFN groups in their bioregions who
identify the need of protection against
corporate encroachment anddestruc
tion.

This action followed the first Inter
national Temperate Forest Conference,
a meeting of forest activists worldwide.
The group agreed upon a mission state-

. ment, "To protect the remainingnative
temperate forests around the world to
ensure they can survive, flourish, and
maintain theirevolutionary potential."
The group is working to forge a global
network designed to share information
on the gr~ssroots level, and will meet
somewhere in North America in 1994.

, .

global significance of the freshwater
,.' .... . crayfish, and such wanton destruction

"Q~ of the habitat should be internation-
-,~ ally condemned." Western North

»', . ::.----1 American NFN representative Randall
Restless stated, "Areas like the Gog must
be protected everywhere. We cannot
afford to be parochial about forest pro~
tection,' but must realize that Native
Forests and associated species are un
der siege around the world. We need·
these remaining scraps of native forest
for the continuance of evolution, the
protection of biodiversity, as the green
lungs of the planet and for our own
survival. The parallels between Tasma-

. 'nia and the Wild Rockies where I live
a.re amazing..Both places are under
increasing attack by the timber beast,
and both are experiencing rising local
activism."

Due to FCTA's takeover in which
the Ned Kelly Bushrangers (infamous For further information contact:
Tasmanian activists who have previ- NaffveForestNetwork,112EntliBayRoad,
ously stopped a woodchip train) par-. Deloraine Tasmania' 7304 Australia or
ticipated, Tasmanian Forest Minister· Eastern N. American Rep., Orin Langel/e,
Tony Rundall intimated that radical Native Forest Network, PO Box 57
activists should be hanged. Because of Burlington, VT 05402 USA (802)658
Rundall's attack on the bushrangers, . 2403 .
who he said deserved the same fate as
Ned Kelly, Green MHA Gerry Bates
furiously negated Rundall's accusation
of "green terror" on the parliament
floor and became the first house mem-

.,..l ';'

By ORIN LANGELLE

The first international action of headquarters, chained themselves' to
the Native Forest Network (NFN) effec- .doors to blockade access, and dumped
tively stopped business as usual .in the woodchips to show 'their outrage at
Devonport office of the Forestry Coin- FCTAS' blatant disregardof the habitat.
.mission Tasmania (FCTAS) in 24 No- destruction of Astacopsis habitat and
vember. NFN, a broad coalition of woodchip exportation to foreign mar
international non-violent activists, kets ~t the expense of the Gog.
chose FCTASas a target due to FCTAS' Before the direct action a press
jurisdiction, and their failure to take conference was held at the Deloraine
responSibility, for logging on the Gog Environment Centre, where Jim
Range near Deloraine and the non- Nelson, a local Gog resident, presented
protection of Astacopsis gouldii, the to the media "Albert," an Astacopsis
world's largest freshwater crayfish, and whose fellow species are endangered
a recognized IUCN thre~tened species. . due to logging procedures on the Gog.

Aqivists dropped banners from the Tim cadman, NFN spokesperson, said,
roof of FCTAS regional Working Circle "Few people in Tasmania realise the
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t*****************************************************************
it ' it

: ::q;;:£~:e'Z Armed with Visions :
it ' ASUC Box 361 'it
it Berkeley, CA 94720-1111 :
it " all rights reserved to the authors ' .....
it ' '~

t****************************************************************1
it it

t Public Questions WHY WE'RE OUTRAGED :
it it
it no longer To them it's a day of finally getting out it
it have to be answered of the office, itt private doors of taking frustrations out, :
it are no longer seeing how far they can plow the 4-wheel it
it unable to be opened through what they call "the muck" it
it political phones before they have to walk (never far) it
it though they ring to electrically "zap" a creek :t are never and haul out stunned fish to count and tag, it
it picked up sometimes having to try to resuscitate it
it yet destruction a big dying steelhead .. it
it continues if they didn't know it was there it
it non-stop as corporate robots and the charge was too much. :
it drag stock dividends Or it's,a day of excavating with heavy equipment, .....
.. rfalls 1into courtrooms drilling, fashioning artificial pools and wate ~t juried by bovine in a cow-devastated creek, Bison, Montana it
it public servants monotonous in their repetitious look-alike :
it iIi need of more hay from one to the next as I walk down by the water; Buffalo, people it
it monied constituents howl with rocks cabled ,to each other with epoxy. call them, shaggy it
.. when common sense ' Or it's a day for them of painting trees- beasts shaking it
: testifies in.its own behalf blue for its death, orange for saving, : '

, it justice indeed blind according to "the prescription," heads at flies, sun it
it when it comes cutting down the patient in order to save it on backs, chewing it
it down to the planet in the name of "Forest Health,'" grass, saliva it
it beneath our feet the markings often changed in political skirmishes, itt the sky so what trees are left bear blacked-out stripes stringing from mouths, slowly :
it over our head. across their bellies as they stand mute, waiting. stepping to water troughs. These few it
it For ~oo many of them, it's another day in'the it
it Keith A. Dodson office, hundreds once it
it called to endless meetings deciding the fate millions, the land theirs. Grasses it
: of what they never get to see, :
it mesmerized by radiation-field computer screens- bent to wind, dust it
it statistics in neat rows, from rolling it
it or daydreaming of-going hunting on a holiday, bison, tourists roll it
it a chance to get away and "ready to do something" it
: -with the elk, the deer, the cougar, the bear down windows, lean :
it they don't really know. far out of cars for it
it For me it's a day as wonderful as in any it
it famous, tropical rainforest- pictures, no fear from it
: small golden sweat bees scavenging from my this distance, :

it ~~, it
it skin's waste their sustenance not even when one takes to hoof it
it after a summer lightning storm sends up puffs to stare them down. Why it
it of gray, then the first leaping orange fear such dusty it
: in the distant blue mountains, :
it or a spring day of wildflowers in water-glistening creatures, dead to them *"
it meadows, these many years-they were told, it
it , finding morel mushrooms under the firs, it
it looking up to see the flashing crimson "Take a trip itt of a pileated woodpecker as she zooms in into history, and before :
it to inspect me, then cries her haunting territorial you leave for home it
it LAKE warning. it
it' Or a winter day ofcrisp cold blue stop to eat' it
it with clear sun the magnificent flesh it
: the first year I was here as the elk burst out from the cover of the forest, of the prairie's king." :
it they bled the lake and and my horse surges under me, it
it gave it a transfusion wanting to run with them. Kevin Bezner it
it Autumn, gatheringjuniperberries it
: the second year I was here and the last green mullein leaves , ~
it they isolated the beach for wound salves and better breathing, ;:
it to keep lake water out of watching four pronghorns graze on the hillside at ' it
it the lake water we were in dusk,' it
it , shuning my eyes for dreams under the moon 'itt the third year I was here , to the joyful chorus of coyotes calling , ~
:; lakeside families with emerald laWns each other for the hunt---- ;:
it complained about all the scum and reaching me. it

it it
it the fourth year I was here '5/13/92 it
it sarcomas of algae effloresced Rabinowitz it
it so they de~ided to build a pool it
it it

t~~ :
it it
it it
it it
it •
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• it
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• •
land. Would environmentalists support
"better logging practices" if it meant we

.had to shell out even more money to make
marginal timber harvests profitable for the
timber companies, even as we have to ac
cept continued degradation of the forest
ecosystem? Yet this is exactly what is
happening on the Upper Ruby and on
other livestock allotment conflicts in the
West.

George Wuerthner

Letter to the Editor,
Whilst flicking through the wonderful

and witty pages of this fine publication,
you may have noticed that Earth Firstlers
exist on the other side of .the Atlantic
ocean. You may be wondering what a deep
green direct action group does in the class
riddled industrial wasteland· of Britain?

The answer is, a lot. We're doing what
we can to protect the last fragments of our
naturalla,ndscape. However, we recognize
that although we do riot have any wilder
ness left we are very good, as a nation, at
destroying other peoples. We live in a
deforested land that's crammedwith people
immersed in a self destructive orgy of <.:On
sumption. This is a root cause of the de
struction of the global forests - for as a
country which provides only 20% of its
forest products - we are inextricably linked
with the destruction of other peoples' land.

This October, 2 English Earth First!ers
were at the first international conference
of the Taiga Rescue Network (TRN) in
Sweden. The TRN is an international net
work of 110 environmental groups from
20 countries, "{ho together are working to
save the last boreal forests of Canada, US,
Scotland, Scandinavia, and Russia. The
groups, large and small, radical and main
stream are determined to work at all levels
to ensure the survival of the northern
forests. From lobbying the UN to direct
action in defense of the forests. From
attacking the producer of the destructive
forest products of timber, pulp and paper to
weaning the consumer off the corpses of
dead ecosystems. Since ·returning from
that conference, and now being actively
involved in the TRN we· have started the
Earth First! Temperate and Boreal Forest
Campaign (TBFC)

The TBFC wants to support all forest
activists in their struggle. As a movement, .
EF!UK has already started fighting against
the importation of tropical timbers from
Borneo and the Amazon. Some of us are
particularly anxious to expand this to
temperate and boreal forests as well. Our
initial·activities have been to dissuade
investment in corporate sleaze bags like
Waerheauser, International Paper and Stone
Container. We're also targeting Scott Pa
pertor their use of Canadian old growth in
their paper products, Yet any midnight
walk around a timber yard, reveals our job
has only just begun. Plum Creek, Louisi
ana Pacific and· other notorious forest
destroyers are all·exporting sawn timber to
Britain. We need information on shipping
marks and routes if we are to affect the
trade. Some of us would also like to visit the
front line struggles.

Please get in touch:

Jake Burbridge Earth First! Temperate and
Boreal Forest Campaign
107 Manor Road, Hastings East Sussex
TN343LP
England Tel: +44 424 444048 Email
gn:earthfirst

Dear Mr. Roselle:
I am writing to you on behalf of Dave

Foreman, one of the copyright owners of
Ecodefense, AGuide to Monkeywrenching.
The Mabon 1992 issue of the EF! magazine·
carried an ad for what were described as
bootlegged copies of Ecodefense. The ad
vertisement violates the rights of the copy
right owners and is an infringement of
their copyright under sections 501 and 106
(1) and (3) of Title 17, U.S. Code. These
sections prohibit the printing or distribu
tion of copyrighted material without per
mission of the oWner of the copyright. No
permission has been given. Nor was any
requested.

Aside· from'matters of copyright you
should know that publication and distribu
tion of "bootlegged" copies of the book
could undermine a publisher's efforts to

bring out a new edition.
Therefore, you are requested to cease

and desist from producing, offering for
sale, or distributing copies of Ecodefense,
other than publishers' copies.

Very truly yours,
Carol E. Jones

Dear SFB,
How come no one listened to Henry?

Old Thoreau waS a pretty decent chap but
not a soul·heard what he had to say. The
greedheads and their mad machines cer
tainly didn't but what's worse is that the
environmental movement didn't either.
The multinational-corporate, military, in
dustrial, technological flimflam~obviously
ignored Thoreau but we. blew him off too.
We caught his ecological values but missed
a way he suggests to fight for them.

Last summer in Oregon I told my friend
Steven· that the Forest Service uses our
money, our taxes, to butcher our forests.
Steve-o simply told me, as Thoreau would
have, "Well then don't pay them." So, as
I've grown wearyofappeals and lock downs,
I've decided to take the idea of tax resis
tance and run with it. If any of you eco
slackers out there still have jobs in the fake
world (well, there may be one or two) I
would like to invite and encourage you to
join me.

Tax resistance would open up anew
and needed front in the war for the woods.
It would take the fight to the big bureau
crats. There is a benefit for the timber
industry and the Forest Service from lock
downs, tree.sits, marches, and blockades.
These activities are good and necessary and
I will continue to participate in them but
often they force us into a bad situation:
Environmentalists vs. loggers. The old di
vide and conquer tactic. We are fighting
their peons, not them, and while these vital
actions stand up for wilderness, get media
attention, and make the compromisers look
like the compromisers they are these ac
tions have a small side effect. The Freddies
and. timber beasts have us fighting the
wood products workers. We should be in
union with these folks, fighting the powers
that be. Tax resistance would take the
battle away from the innocent foot soldiers
in·this war and to the generals. Wherewars
belong.

Here's the plan. I have created a frame
work list of demands. When April 15th
hits, we refuse to pay the portion of Our
taxes that goes to the Forest Service, about
.16% (about a fifth of a penny for every
dollar). Feels powerful, don't it? The I.RS
will then inform us that they have disal
lowed this deduction (probably about a
dime ifyour income is like mine) and assess
us this additional tax, a penalty, and interest.
The IRS is reqUired to send a notice of
deficiency, giving us 90 days to petition the
US tax Court for redetermination of their
assessment: It is likely. they won't see
things our way. We will then continue to·
refuse to pay until our demands are met.
Arrests are likely and should take place on
timber sale ·sites in National Forests. Then
we sell ourselves and our sob, hunger-strik
ing jail stories to the media. HopefullyJoe
and Judy America come to realize their
taxes are funding the destruction of their
owl). forests.

The Forest Service and the IRS can be.
wily, though, and may see through this
scam. This and the small amount of money
withheld (I'm hoping, ifwecan get enough

/people involved, we can withhold a·whole
dollar)may cause them not to take action.
In this case we win and encourage more
resistance and, perhaps, still sell the story.
In the other scenario they get a mess of bad
press and we win again. Obviously I can't
print all the details. If you want more
information or want to join on contact me
at:

Ron Constable
Stove Pipe Wells Village
Death Valley, CA 92328

DearSFB,
I would like to express my outrage at

an article which was printed in· the Nov. 2
issue of the Earth FirstJournai. The article
was called, "When Stars Have Eyes, Activ
istsDestroy Surveillance Satellite." It de
scribed an incident that occurred on May
10,when Plowshare activists Peter

Lumsdairie and Keith Kjoller broke into a
"clean room" atRockwell International and
tried to destroy a Navstar Satellite.

Not only. was the article full of un
truths, but the activist's did a lot of unnec
essary damage to the GPS system and the
environmental movement as a whole.

I am intimately familiar with the Glo
bal POSItioning System, having served four
years as a navigator in the US NaVy. I have
also had used the civilian version of GPS on
numerous occasions. The Global Posi
tioning System and the Navstar satellites
which m.akeup themain component ofthe
system does one thing and one thing only:
It provides a receiving station with a very
accurate means of determining: its own
position. To call it a surveillance satellite is
completely ludicrous. It has absolutely no
surveillance capabilities whatsoever.

While one of the intended users is the
military, and they do
receive more accurate_positions, they are
certainly not the only users, nor are they
the majority. Civilians world-wide use the
system, because it is the most accurate and
reliable available. The system is also com
pletely passive. It provides .no means of
establishing another persons position. To
say that ."Navstar lets the invaders know
exactlywhere [peasant guerrillas or civilian
refugees] are" is completely untrue.

You also stated that "Navstar is a tar
geting system. Receivers are attached to
crnisemissiles, 6-inchartilleryshells, planes,
tanks and Jeeps." -This is also inaccurate.
Cruise missiles use down-looking radar and
an inertial guidance system. They do not
use GPS. 6-inch artillery shells are not
guided. Planes, tanks and Jeeps do some
times use GPS, but only as a means of
establishing their position. They also use
Loran, Omega, radar and celestial naviga
tion methods. Would you advocate de
stroying those as well? That would cer
tainly be a blow to the millions of boaters,
pilots and cartographers worldwide.

Another statement was, "Some large
corporations do want to use it to map and
exploit third-world resources." Again, the
only thing GPS does is give an accurate·
position. To state· that the corporations
want to use it is like saying they also want
to use charts, compasses and rulers. They
also breathe air, so shall we destroy that as
well? In the same sentence you state, "it
was never designed for civilian use." This is
a blatant lie. Some of the first GPS receivers
used were for civilians.

It is these. kind of inaccuracies, un
tru ths and lieswhich destroys any credibility
the environmental movement has. If it
had been a surveillance satellite they
damaged, f'd be cheering them along, but it
wasn't. Some simple research would have
shown them that. To continue t() take
these kinds ofuninformed and irresponsible.
actions will end up destroying everything
the rest" of us have worked hard for.

Mark S. Nelson
McKinleyville, CA

Dear SFB,
For almost fifteen years I have lived

and taught school out at tbe end of the
Yukon River in Alaska. It's a very long ways
from "civilization" as you know it, an9 I
have often felt disassociated from the rest
of the world. I live in a Yupil< Eskimo village
which is located in what many think to be
untrammeled wilderness. Not necessarily
true..There'sa lotofwonder-countryaround
here, but very few animals ever remain in
the vicinity for fear· of being reduced to
dead meat. Granted, people need to eat,
but it's gone beyond this. Where the elders
used to respect the spirit of the animals
they needed for food, now all of that has
been forgotten and people shoot to kill at

.everything that moves and often just leave
the carcasses of animals like brown bear in
a heap to rot! It's difficult being a naturalist
out here. Sometimes I wonder if I'm even
on the right track.

This is why I enjoy your journal so
much. It puts things in perspective for me
and allows a form of passive, communica
tion with others who believe as I do. More
importantly, it reinforces my own views
which are so aptly expressed by o.ther Earth
Firstlers in the journal, that all life on this

. Earth ship of ours is sacred and our moral
obligation is to protect it by all .available
means.

Keep the papers coming! And, as Ed
Abbey said, "Joy and courage, shipmates!"

Frank Keirn
.Marshall, AK

Dear Earth First! Journal,
One of the ways the FBI divides the

movement is to spread false and poten
tially damaging rumors about activists,
sometimes even long after they've drifted
out of radical activities and taken up main
stream lives. This is done to scare potential
activists away from taking a stand now for
fear ofwhat might happen later-sort oflike
the way your mother warned you about
how getting a tattoo or police record when
you were 17 would prevent you from get
ting a good job or living a normal life (like
theirs) when you were older (and presum
ably wiser, like them). These allegations
and misinformation are intended to em
barrass, discredit and confuse the individu
als and their families, co~workers and
friends. The best way, of course, to combat
.such tactics is by dealing with them openly
and setting the public record straight. To
that end, then, I wish to quell all ludicrous
talk of me becoming a Christian and want
ing to nail people to ·trees to "save" them
(the trees, that is). When it comes to
religion-any of them-I'm of the senti
ment of the Spanish anarchists of the '30s
wJ:lO, during the revolution there, attacked
priests and burned churches with an ardor
equaled only by that bestowed upon politi
cians and government buildings. Besides,·
the last thing I want is more metal in tre'es.
Ruins the teeth on my sawmill blade~ and
wastes valuable production time, And it
could be dangerous! Now that I operate my
own sawmill and lumber business I view
tree spiking very differently. I do not en
dorse nailing religious zealots to trees (rope

. is another matter), nor have I "accepted"
any d~ad messiahs as my "savior." (How
ever, a few thousand dollars in venture,
capital would go a long ways right now.)
Let this set the record straight and be a
reminder to always be wary of provocateurs
ourto cause trouble and confuse people.
Live awhile, then die,
Mike Jakubal

Dear EF! Journal,
. Hey! It is Oxford EF! (U.K) here trying

to make contact with intelligent life forms.
Some of our crew were a bit concerned

over two of the T-shirt designs advertised
on page 37 'Trinket and Snake Oil' section
of the Mabon edition .of the Journal. Two
of these designs look like they were inspired
by the art of the Weimar Republic. 'No
Fucking Compromise' has a skull on
monkeywrench 3rd Reich style eaglewings.
'No Deal Assholes' has similar elements.
While we appreciate the need to shock ,
these items almost sent our German EF!
gUests packing. Any chance of getting
these designs replaced? .

That being said we luvtheJournal and
thought we should send our appreciation.
We have been using copies oftheJournal as
an all in one campaign kit. Keep' em
coming - we especially love the cartoons.

If you are looking for actions to report
on you might like to look at the conference
Web:forest for the recent report on the EF!
U.K. demo against Scott Paper's destruc
tion of North American temperate
rainforests.

Much Love,
Umingmak

P.S. Oxford now has three EF! groups in
cluding the Oxford University Earth Firstl
Sodety-thoughtyou'dlovethatone. Please
let me know if we can help you with your
fight for the ancient forests.

Dear SFB,
Agood way to let the Alaskan Division

of Tourism know what you think of the
proposed wolf kill is to call Alaskan Airlines
(800-426-0333), & reserve a seat or two.
Call & cancel right before. the flight, ex-

..plaining your reason· for boycotting the
Alaskan tourism industry.

-Editor's· note: See article on front page for
details on the Alaskan wolfkill
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Announcements
Tour

Announced
Direct Action Manual: A Call for Articles Fiji Needs Info

r:.CONCERNED SINGLES NEWSLETl'~?\
Wnlcs compatible singles'who care about
~, the earth, the environment, ~\~

'&1 and a healthy society.~
National and international membership.

.AII ages. Since 1984. Free sample:
Box 555-8, Stoekbf\dge, MA 01262.

Eigth Annual
Poetry

Contest

The newly formed environmental
group Ocean, has written from the
South Pacific island of Fiji in hopes of
connecting with folks here in the states
that are willing to keep them abreast of
issues, particularly those that are rel
evant to what is happening in the
Pacific. They are about to launch a
turtle protection campaignas their pilot
project. Access to information is very
limited and what they do recieve is
usually quite dated, So please keep them
posted. Oceania Conservation and Envi
ronmental Awarness Network. P.O. Fox
2089, Govt. Buildings, Suva. Fiji.

All poets are invited to participatE
in an exciting competition sponsored
by the Utah .Wilderness 'Association.
In an effort to enhance the body of

. modern wilderness poetry, they are
seeking unpublished poetry related to
the theme of wilderness, its spiritual
nature or any of the preceding themes.
A prize of $100.00 will be awarded to
the winning poet. the winning poem
and five honorable mentions will b(:
reprinted ina special spring 1993
centerfold of the UWAReview and will
be circulated throughout the West in
June.
Contest Rules

Poems must not exceed 40 lines,
may be in any style and must be lim
ited to the themes above.. No more
than three poems may be entered by
any poet. Each poem must be accom
panied by any entry fee of $3.00. Send'
tWo copies of each poem (one must
include your name, address and phone
number; the second must contain the
poem only) to POETRY/UWA,455 East
400 South #306, Salt Lake City, Utah
84111 (801)359~1337

. Poets retain all rights. For judges"
guidlines and/or notification of win
ners, send SASE to' address above. No
poems will be returned. Poems must
be postmarked by Feburary 15,1993.

encompass a wide range of tactics and'
will not eschew militancy. In addition,
the intention is that this manual not
be written from the perspective of a
specific action, issue, or geographical
area; but be written so that it can .be
broadly interpreted and applied in a
number of situations.

Apreliminary outline is now being
circulated. Contributors are encour
aged to send their comments on the
project itself, criticisms ofthe outline,
ideas fbr additional subject areas and
any drafts offinished copy for inclUSIon
in the manual. The general categories
now in the outline include: Introduc
tion; OrganiZing the Group; Coalition
Building; Pre-Action Planning; Dem
onstrations; Street Tactics; Direct Ac.
tion; The Legal System; Agents of Re
pression; "The Movement"; Regional
Networks; Creating a Spectacle; Our
Own Media; Tools for the Revoiution.

The project is justbeginning. There.
is still plenty of room for both con
structive and deconstructive criticism.
The Web Collective would appreciate
receiving feedback. Send a SASE to The
Web Collective, P.O. Box 40890, San

.Francisco, CA 94110 for a copy of the
preliminary outline or for suggestions,
ideas, and especially draft submissions
for the manual. Please send longer
submissions on a Macintosh disk.

JANUARY

Mt. Graham 1993 Calendar Now Available

Arizona Earth First! has published a 1993 Mt. Graham w~ll calendar..The
calendar features daily phases of the moon, original artwork, photographs and
a detailed history of the ongoing campaign to prevent the UniversitY of Arizona
from installing a $200 million coniplex of telescopes on Mt. Graham. (See article
on Mt. Graham on page 4).

Proceeds from sales of the calendar will help finance the 1993 Round River
Rendezvous at Mt. Graham. Each calendar sells for $6, or $5 for orders of two or
more. Order from Arizona Earth First! (checks should be made out to AZEFl),

PO Box 3412 Tucson, Arizona 85722

San Francisco Bay Area anarchists
are initiating a continental-wide effort
to write and produce a manual for
dIrect action and street protest geared
to the conditions of the 1990's.

One of the primary goals of this
Direct Action Manual is to draw on the
collective experience and knowledge
of North American anti-authoritarians
and radicals who have been active in
the streets, neighborhoods, and 'cities
during the last several years and to
impart this useful information to oth
ers in the form of a handbook.

The Web Collective, a group that
since January puts out The Web, a local
Bay Area anarchist newsletter, is coor
dinating the project' and is urging
people from all over North America to
support it.

There are some contemporary ex
amples of direct action handbooks
written in North America from which
it is possible to glean informati(;m and
use as models. These publications
contain interesting and useful material
on subjects such as affinity groups,
group dynamics, consensus decision
making, and organizational structure.
However, a common thread that runs
through all of these writings, and one
that this project will make a departure
from, is the ideology of non-violence.
This Direct Action Manual seeks to

We need your help setting up shows:
If you are interested in organizing or
helping promote a show in your town
or at your college please write to:
Dana Lyons
P.O. Box 2627
Bellingham, WA 98227

BIG SEATED

Dana Lyons, Lone Wolf Circles and the
Howling Gonzo Orchestra present
"TURN OF THE WRENCH" album re
lease tour USA 1993.
A nation wide-tour organizing to save
the ozone layer by promoting a boycott
of and actions against CFC producer
Seagrams-DuPont.
From sensitive ballads and stories to
hard driving guitar/conga eco-rock-and
roll, Dana Lyons, Lone Wolf Circles and
The Howling Gonzo Orchestra will get
everyone on their feet celebrating life
and inspired to' shut down the neigh
borhood CFC plant. Dana and Wolf
have toured the US and around the
world in supportof many environmental
struggles.
Tour overview:
TheTU~ OF THE WRENCH 1993 USA
TOUR win conduct a three week tour
segment in five regions of the US. Each
tour segment will close with a weekend
rendezvous in a beautiful place near an
ozone destroying·facility. The Monday
after the rendezvous will be a non-vio
lent direct-action at the DuPont related
facility.
The Ozone Campaign:
Karen Lohr of North Carolina will be
coordinating the ozone campaign as
well as tour promotion and media. She
will be assisted by Lisa Beal, Andre
Carothers and the infamous RADIATION
SUIT RANGERS! ..."The fashion state
ment in a toxic world."
TENTATJVE TOUR SCHEDULE:
Northwest (WA, OR, Northern CA):

March
Southwest & Rockies (Southern CA, AZ,
NM, TX, CO, MT,): .

April & May 1 .

Northeast & Midwest:
Septembe~ & OCtober

Southeast:
November

Queen Salmon Tour
Tour Schedule

From the remote Mattole Valley of
northern California, the theater group
Human Nature has combined music,
comedy and dance to tell the all-too
real story about the decline of the
salmon. The Mattole Valley has been
the scene of one of the most compre
hensive and effective efforts at water
shed restoration. It is this commitment
to the watershed that has inspired the
production of Queen Salmon. .

Queen Salmon is a biologically
explicit musical comedy for people of
several speCies. It is one of the most
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entertaining ecology lessons you will
ever encounter.

The production had a. successful
tour through northern California in
1991 and returns in 1993 with a revised
and refined show. The previous tQt!!
proved to be a positive and effective
tool to help overcome the intense po
larization in p'acificNorthwest
communites over timber, owls and
salmon.

For further information, contact
DavidSimpson, Jane Lapiner or Mickey
Dulas at (707) 629-3670.

January 15-17 Mateel Community Center, Redwood, CA
January 21~23 Humboldt State University, Arcata, CA
January 29-30 HuH Center, Eugene, OR
February 5-6 Portland Civic Theater, Portland, OR
February 9 Issaquah (tentative)
February 12-13 On the Boards, Seattle, WA
February 19-20 Cone$toga Theater, Ashland, OR
Feb. 24-28 &: March 4-7 Julia Morgan Theater, Berkeley. CA
March 12 Bolinas, CA (tentative)
March 14 $onoma County, CA(tentative)
March 18 sacramento, CA (tentative)
March 20 Petrolia, CA (tentative)



Earth First! Trinkets &Snake Oil
BUMPERSTICKERS
$1 each, unless otherwise noted T-SHIRTS

All 100% cotton.

EARTH FIRaT: PO. 5.71 Tlicaon, AZ aS70:)

EF! Fist
Short slv, black on green, all sizes $11
Short slv, black on red, all sizes $11
Short slv, multi-color on black,L&XL,
$12
Short sly, green on unbleached or
ganic L&XL$12
Defend the Wilderness .
Short slv, black, all sizes $11
Long slY, black, all sizes $13
Free the Earth
Shortslv, turquoise, all sizes $12
Short slY, lavender, S $6
Short slY, fuchsia, S $6
No Fucking CompromIse
Short sly, white on black, M,L&XL $11

. Don't Tread on Me
Short siv, unbleached organic, L&XL
$14
Short slY, watermelon, S $6
Short slv, black L&XL $12
EF! Tools
Short sly, unbleached organic,
M,L&XL $12·
Short slv, tan, S $6
Short sly, blue, S $6
Griz and Cubs
Short slv, It. blue, S $6
Long slv, It. blue, S $6
Canyon Frog .
Short slY, gray, S $6

PATCHES
EF! Fist $3.50
Earth Police $3

CAPS
Woodland Camo $10
Desert Camo $10
Tan $10
Green Carno w/ white fist $10

WINDOW STICKERS
Earth First! Fist 4/$1
No Cows 6/$1

SILENT AGITATORS
EF! Fist 30/$1.50
Boycott Coors 10/$1.50
EF! Tools 30/$1.50 .

. No Deal, Assholes 30/$1.50

SAVE
. THE YELLOWSTONE

GRIZZLY

American Wilderness:
Love it or Leave it Alone

Another Mormon on Drugs
Anti-grazing assortment

(on cheap paper, $1/doz)
Boycott Coors "Beer"
Damn the Corps Not Rivers
Darwin
Desert Raper

(on cheap paper, .50 ea)
Developers Go Build in Hell

(on cheap paper, .50 ea)
Don't Like Environmentalists?

Put Them Out of Work
Dream Back the Bison, Sing Back the
Swan
Earth First!
Eschew Surplusage
Fight The Power!
Hayduke Lives!
Hunt Cows, Not Bears
Hunters: Did a Cow Get Your Elk?
I'd Rather Be Monkeywrenching
If Your Pecker Was as Small as Mine,

You'd need a Muscle Wagon, Too
(on cheap paper, .50 ea)

I'll Take My Beef Poached, Thanks
Love Your Mother,Don't Become

One.
Muir Power To You (.50 ea)
Native
Nature Bats Last
Not Politically Correct
Oil and Bears Don't Mix
Pay Your Rent, Work For The Earth
Pregnancy: Just Another Deadly

Sexually Transmitted Disease
Rescue the Rainforest
Resist Much, Obey Little
Save the Yellowstone Grizzly (.50 ea)
Save the Wild
Stop the Forest Service,

Save Our Wild Country
Stop Clearcutting
Stop Clearcutting (on cheap paper, .

.50 ea)
Subvert the Dominant Paradigm
Think Globally, Act Locally
Visualize Industrial Collapse
Wolves. Not Cows

r------------~---~------~-------------------------·-~~---,
I MERCHANDISE 0 RDER FORM Allow four weeks for delivery. Please contact us if it I
I M k h· k t t EARTH FIRST' has not been rece~ved by that tim~. (406) 728-8114 I
I a e c ec s OU. 0 .• Please use thIS form for ordenng. Thanks! I
I PO Box 5176, MIssoula MT59806· I
· -
iQuantity Description Color Size Amount •

I
• •I I
• •
I I-• •
I I
• •
I I-• •
I I-• •
I I
• •
I I· I ·• .. •
I NAME I
I

.. ISTREET
I CITY STATE ZIP

TOTAL I
I IL________________________~--------------______. _____ -: __ .J
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Earth First! Music

PO Box 5176 Missoula. MT 59806
406-728-8114

The latest addition-to the fine line of
Earth First! paraphenalia: flexible
magnets. Keep those all-important bits
ofclipped out inspiration held firmly to
your refrigerator. $1.50 each.

Pulitzer Prize-winning poet and
bioregionalist Gary Snyder reads
from his work to the backdrop of
earthmusic from the Paul Winter
Consort in Turtle Island, available for
$12 from the Earth First! Journal.
From his home in the Sierras, Gary
sends forth his message to remind us
that all ofus-all species - coinhabit
this Turtle Island, with Prayer for the
Great Family; Magpie's Song; True
Night; Tomorrow's Song; Song to Gaia;
Toward Climax; Mother Earth: Her

"Whales; As for Poets; The Blue Sky;
For the Children; For All.

I
POD 587. Tucson, AZ 85703

N 'ew.
Searching is the latest title from Alice
DiMicele, the singer-songwriter
extraordinaire from the coast of Or
egon. Alice toured with the Earth
First! United Kingdom tour in 1992,
and is a highly-regarded perfonner
up and down the coast. Activists
around the world have heard Alice's

" clear and powerful voice call for ac
tion in defense of the earth. This
prodUCtion includes In A World
Moonrise and Emotion, Safe Tonight:
Lift "Us Up, Everything, Thoms and
Brambles, Land ofBroken Promises,
Defend the Earth, ThatSweetness and
the title track. Available in tape fonn
for $10. (Alice also produces a CD
version.)

EARTH FIRST!

"PREGNANCY: ANOTHER DEADLY
SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASE

STOP
CLEA.CUTTING

Austin J~oungeLizards Creatures from theBlack
Saloon $9; Highway Cafe ofthe Damned $9
Lone Wolf Circles Full Circle $10'

" Tierra Primera! $10 '
Lone Wolf Circles and Friends Oikos $10
Darryl Cherney Timber $10; "
They Sure Don't Make Hippies
Like They Used-To $10.
Citizen's Band Pocket Full ofRocks $10;
Smash the State (and Have a Nice Day) $10
Alice DiMicele It's a Miracle $10; Searching
$10; Make a Change $10; Too Controversial $10.
Robert Hoyt As American as You $10
Scotty Johnson Century ofFools $10
Greg Keeler Songs ofFishing, Sheep & Guns in
MT $9; Talking Sweet Bye & Bye $9;
Bad Science Fiction $9; Post-Modem Blues $9;
Enquiring Minds $9
Katie Lee Fenced $10; Colorado River Songs $10
Dana Lyons Our State is a Dumpsite $6;
Animal $10
Dana Lyons and John Seed
At Night They Howl at the Moon $11

Beth McIntosh Fire & Sage $10;
Grizzlies Walking Upright $10
Peg Millet Gentle Warrior $10
Bill Oliver Texas Oasis $10
Bill Oliver & Friends Better Things to Do $10
Cecelia Ostrow All Life is Equal $8
Rainfore.st Infonnation Centre Nightcap $10
J<?anne Rand Home $10; Choosing Sides $10;
LIve $10.
John Seed, Bahloo & Friends Earth First! $9 ""
John Seed Deep Ecology $10 "
John Sirkis The Wild West $9
Gary Snyder & Paul Winter Turtle Island $12.
Voices of the New Ecology
Only One Earth $12
Walkin' Jim Stoltz Forever Wild $10;
Spirit is Still on the Run $10;

"Listen to the Earth $10; A Kid for the Wild $10
Glen Waldeck Wreckin' Ball Waldeck $10
The Wallys Rainforest RQadshow $10

EARTH FIRST! 0 P.O. BOX 5176 • MISSDU~. MT 59806

Clip and send to: Earth First! Journal PO Box 5176, Missoula,MT 59806

$35 $45
•

Surface Mail, International Air Mail, International
Name:....-_---.,...- ..:.--_....:..-_...:..- .,.--~ ~

Address~ ---,- ------
Gty -.:State":-.-_CotmtIy_""_ZIP _

Gift
Subscriptions

Introduce others to
EF! and receive a

free bumpersticker.
Indicate address

on coupon

Subscribe!
to the Earth First! Journal
and get eight issues of
action packed,
radical kick ass

" environmental extremism
delivered straight "

"to your door!

$35
First Class Mail
US, Canada or Mexico"

"---

$25
Regular rate

EARTH FIRST! JOURNAL

$20
Low Income

r----------~--------------------------~-,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
l
I
I
I
I

The Earth First! subscription list is kept entirelY confidential. "If you use an alias/"make sure I
that the post office knows that you, or someone, is getting mail at your address under that I
name, or it may not be delivered. We don't trade lists either. .'".J1L_~. ~ . ~ . _
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Poland
A. Janusz Korbel

ul. Magi 21/3
43-300 Bielsko Biala

United Kingdom
Lea Valley EFI

Jason Torrance
POB 2573

London N16 6HN
Tel (44) 081 8061561
Fax (44) 081 8061561
email gn:jtorrance

Manchester EFt
Paul Williamson

c/o 2 Hall Ave
Rusholme, Manchester
M14 SUN

Oxford EFI/Kate Geary
Box E, 34 Cowley Rd
Oxford, OX4 1HZ
Tel: 0865-59593

South Downs EFI
c/o Prior House,
6 Tilbury PI.
Brighton/East Sussex
BN22GY

Cambridge EFI
Des Keane
605 Kings College
Cambridge CB2 1ST

Scotland
Scottish Tree Trust

30 Edgemont St.
Glasgow G41 3EL

Washington
Shuskan EFt

Tony Van Gessel
POB 773
Bellingham, WA 98227

Seattle EF!
Earth First! Bulletin

POB 60164
Seattle, WA 98160
(206) 521-3691

Cheetwood EFI
POB 10147
Olympia, WA 98502

Okanogan Highlands EFI
POB 361
RE'public, WA 99166

West Virginia
Natiolml Sacrifice Zone

Vince Packard
POB65
Myra, WV 25544

Wisconsin
Midwest Headwaters EFI
News
Madison EF!

Bob Kaspar
POR 14691
Madison, WI 51714
(608) 241-9426

H. Bruse

Australia
Rainforest Information Centre
John Seed
POB 368
Usmore, NSW 2480
TEL 066-21-85-05
email peg:rainfaus

Marianne Haynemann
POB 256
Mitchem, VIC 3132

Melbourne EFf
GPO Box 1738Q
Melbourne, VIC 3001

Denmark
Earth First! Denmark

c/o Troels Floe 5th
43 Absalonsgade 1658
Copenhagen V DENMARK

Germany
Earth Firstl Germany

jan Ebert
Blumenrode 11/13
0-8620 Lichtenfels

India
Anand Skaria

PB #14
Cochin 682001
Kerala
tel 009-484-25435

Society of Active Volunteers for
Environment (SAVE)

Bander Bagicha
Near Maurp Lok
PAINA-8oo 001 Bihar
Post Box 229

International EF! Directory

Utah
Wild Utal1 EFf (WOOFI)

POB 510442
Salt Lake City, UT 84151

Vermont
Biodiversity Liberation Front

Alme Petermann
POB 804
Burlington, VI 05402
(802) 658-2403

Preserve AppalacWan
Wilderness (PAW)

Buck Young
Box 52A
Bondville, VI 05340
(802) 297-1022

Two Rivers EFr
POB 85
Sharon, VI 05065

Virginia
Virginia/DC EFI

Robert F_ Mueller
Rt. 1, Box 250
Staunton, VA 22401
(703) 885-6983

Appalachian EFt
Appalachian Ecormection

Ernie Reed
POB 309
Nellysford, VA 22958
(804) 361-9036

Virginia Highlands, EF!
c/o Brenda VE'st
POB 40, Goshen, VA 24439

Clint Holley IU
28410 S Bridge Circle
Westlake, OH 44145
(216) 892-7891

Oklahoma
Tallgrass Prairie EF!
jon Morris
Rt 1 Box 143-1
Kellyville, OK 74039
(918) 247-6328

Oregon
Stumptown EF!

POB 13765
Portland, OR 97213
(503) 231-0207

Southern WiJlamette EFf
POB 10384
Eugene, OR 97440
(503) 343-7305

Reed College EFt
Reed Box 25
POX, OR 97202

Kalmiopsis EFt
POB 1846
Cave Junction, OR 97523

Voice of the Wild Siskiyous
c/o S.U./SOSC
Ashland, OR 97520
(503) 482-9839

Blue Mts. Biodiversity Project
HCR82
Fossil, OR 97830

Pennsylvania
Allemong Bioregion EFI

POB 1689
Greensburg, PA 15601

Alleghany Biodiversityl
POB 6013
Pittsburg, PA 15211
(412) 531-7705

Antoinette Dwinga
842 Ubrary Ave
Carnegie, PA 15106

Scott lhiele
RD #4 237-A Flk Lake
Montrose, PA 18801
(717) 278-1396

South Carolina
Southern Appalachian EFI

Buddy Newman
Unicorn Hills Farm
Sunset, SC 29685
(803) 878-2234

Tennesee
Forest Protection
Biodiversity Project (PAW)

POB 1101
Knoxville, TN 37901
(615) 524-4771

Texas
Llano Estacado EF!

POB 4733
Lubbock, TX 79409
(806) 747-3552

William l.arson
9122 Oak Downs Road
San Antonio, TX 78230
(512) 342-2520

East Texas EFI
Rt 3, Box 114
Cleveland, TX 77327

EFI Austin
POB 7292, University Station
Austin, TX 77:127

Sierra Nevada EF!
POB 5504
Reno, NV 89503
(702)746-3351

New Jersey
. Bart Semcer

POB 506
Bloomfield, NJ 07003

New Mexico
Northern NMEFI

Ginger Quirm
POB5170
Taos, NM 87571
(505) 758-5550

Hawk
POB 661
Angel Fire, NM 87710

New Mexico EF!
Act Like an EarlJrquake

POB 12896
Albuquerque, NM 87195
(505) 873-0299

Greater Gila Biodiversity
Prolect

POB 12835
Albuquerque, NM 87195

New Jersey
New Jersey EFt

POB 506
Bloomfield, NJ 07003
(201) 748-4322

New York
Suburban EF!

Eco-boy
126 Purchase St
Purchase, NY 10577
(914) 253-9319

EFI Susquehanna.Chenango
Bioregion
The Bear
224 Bevier St
Binghamton, NY 13904
(607) 724-0348

Greater Adirondack Bioregion
1125 Phoenix Ave.
Schenectady, NY 12308

Wetlands Preserve
161 Hudson St.
New York, NY 10013
(212) 966-5244

Long Island EFI
POB 812
Huntington, NY 11743
(516) 424-6499

North Carolina
Sout}1 PAW

Rodnc'Y Webh
rOB -J' II
Ashe,·;lk, "lC 2RR02

Ohio
Black Swamp FI"

Michael &; !'-largen· I )IlWns

11 J 7 1/2 N EriE' St
Toledo, 011 43604

Ohio Valley EFl
Brian Hagemann
POB 21017, U. of Cincirmati
Cincinnati, OH 45221

Solon EFI
Michael Vernon
RFD 1 Box 4025
Solon, ME 04979

Maryland
Chesapeake EFt

POB 184
Chesapeake Beach, MD 20732
(301) 855-4241

Anacostia EFI
3912 Longfellow St.
Hyattsville, MD 20781
(301) 779-1740

Westminster EFI
217 Kirkhoff Rd.
Westminster, MD 21158

Massachusetts
Connecticutt Valley EFt

POB 298
Shelburne Falls, MA 01370

Alan (Atticus Finch) Goldblatt
66 Wendell St.
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617) 876-1750

Andy
POB 708
Littleton, MA 01460-2708

Minnesota
Minnesota EFI

. KentJones
Box 7448
Mirmeapolis, MN 55407

Missouri
Missouri EFI

POB 189
Pacific, MO 63069

Sue Skidmore
POB 681JF
Springfield, MO 65801

Annie Magill
POB 5905
Kansas City, MO 64111

Ray 0 McCall
Rt_ 1, Box 89
Mountain Grove, MO 65711

Montana
Keep It Wild!

POB 1121
Whitefish, MT 59937

Wild Rockies EF!
Wild Rockies Review

POB 9286
Missoula, MT 59807
(406) 728-5733

Yellowstone EFI
Randall Restless
Box 6151
BozE'man, MT 59715
(406) 585-9211

Nebraska
Buffalo Bruce
He 74, Box 76
Chadron, NE 69337
(308) 432-3458

Nevada
Great Basin EFt
jonas Prida
POB 48, Yerington, NV 89447
(702) 463-2954

Florida
Big Bend EFI

Mary Allgire
POB 20582
Tallahassee, FL 32316
(904) 421-1559

Perdido Bay EFt
Corbin McMulin
410 W Blount St
Pensacola, FL 32501

Florida EFI
Wiregrass

rOB 13864
Gainesville, FL 32604

Pan
c/o 1507 Edgevale Rd
Fort Pierce, FL 34982

Big Cypress EFt
1938 Hollywood Blvd, 2nd fl.
Hollywood, FL 33020

Georgia
Students for Inv. Awareness

Tate Student Center, U of GA
Athens, GA 30602

Kids for Konservation
POB 885
Athens, GA 30601

Paul Beck
3654 Old Ferry Rd
Martinez, GA 30907
(404) 855-6426

Hawaii
Christopher Hope-Cowing

POB 1031
Makawao, HI 9'6768
(808) 572-2546

Illinois
CWcago EF!

POB 6424
Evanston, IL 60204

Great Lakes EF!
Don Luebhert
4435 Highland
Downers Grove, IL 60515
(708) 969-2361

Southern illinois EF!
rOB 90
Glen Carbon, IL 62034
(618) 692-3246

Shawnee EFI
913 S. OIinois
Carbondale, IL 62901
(618) 549-7387

Iowa
Tallgrass Prairie EFI

I1al Rowe
POB 305
Iowa City, IA 52244
(319) 354-6674

Kentucky
Erik Dellahousay

4S5 Ed Howe Rd
Munfordville, KY 42765
(502) 531-6703

Maine
Maine F.F!

Billi Barker
rOB S07
North Waterboro, ME 04061
(207) 247-4112

r:~ill.lllllft;illil_Eal~
San Francisco EFI

rOil 411233
San Francisco, CA 94141
(408) 425-8094

Ufeweb
POB 20803
San jose, CA 95160

Santa Cnrz EF!
Karen DeBraal
POB 344
Santa Cruz, CA 95061
(408) 425-8094

Orange County EFI
POB 28318
Santa Ana, CA 92799

Lake Tahoe EFI
Bill Peterson
POB 8934
South Lake Tahoe, CA 96158

Tahoe EFt
POB 613077
South uke Tahoe, CA 96152
(916) 541-0465

Mike Saltz, Jr
Western Wolves Infoletter
18032-C Lemon Dr #127
Yorba Unda, CA 92686
Dave Wheeler

POB 1398
Sugarloaf, CA 92386
(714) 585-7160

Coyote Creek Greens
POB 1521
Cypress, CA 90630

Los Angeles Efl
POB 4381

. North Hollywood, CA 91617
(818) 906-6833

Baja Ecotopia EFI
POB 33663
San Diego, CA 92163

Colorado
Walkabollt

POB 1166
Boulder, CO 80306

Scott Sala
1141 Emerson St.
Denver, CO 80218

Gunnison EF!
Gretchen Ulrich/Dewey Groover
POB 5916 WSC
Gunnison, CO 81231
(303)943-2354

Sanjuan EFI
Dan]ohnson
POB 3204
Durango, CO 81302
(303) 385-4518

Wilderness Defensel
POB 460101
Smoky Hill Station
Aurora, CO 80046-0101

TIle Wild Randl Review
c/o Tim Haugen
POB 81
Gulnare, CO 81042
Lee Tumer
POB 1025 ,,- f'.1i7a",·'hn :'17
Fort (:(,1 n,-. i ) !SOS21
(3m) to ! .' -- 10

Kirsten Atki lIS

POB S92
Crested Butte, CO 81224
om) 349-1349

Alaska
Alaska EFt
Wally World

Michael Lewsis
POB 670647
Chugiak, AI< 99567

Arizona
Phoenix EFt

Mike or Terri
POB8795
Phoenix, AZ 85066
(602) 276-2849

Tuc50n EFt
AZEF! Ntwslettt'T

POB 3412
Tucson-, AZ 85722

.Arizona Wildlands
Environmental Museum
Steve Lesiak, POB 24988
Tempe, AZ 85285

California
Voicano EFt
J. Sten uyman
POB 1475
Sutter Creek, CA 95685
(209) 223·2965

Glenn M. Brown
1801 Sonoma St. #381
Vallejo, CA 94590

Bay Area EFI
Bay Area Hotline
(415) 949-0575
Karen Pickett
POB83
Canyon, CA 94515

North Coast EFt
Randy Ghent
POB 4796
Arcata, Ecotopla 95521
(707) 839·5847
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Mexico
Mexico City EFt
Joe Keenan
Apdo. Postal 22-146
14000 Mexico DF
(5) 665-1610

Canada
Alberta
Wild Alberta EFt

Box 61245
Brentwood Postal NW
Calgery All T2L 2K6

British Columbia
Boreal Owl

Box 1053
Kamloops, BC V2C 6H2

Terra Prima/W Ca_da EFt
AS 1720 Douglas St.
Victoria, BC V8W 2G7
(604) 383-5763

Vancouver EFt
Box 21521
1850 Commercial Drive
Vancouver, BC V5N 4A0

Ontario
EFIOttawa

Box 4612 Station E
Ottawa, ONT KIS 5H8

Quebec
EFI Montreal

BP 42048 CPJ-Mance
Montreal Quebec HZW 2T3
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